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(Portland Evening News)
Next July will witness the formal
dedication at Thomaston of Mont
pelier, reproduction of the home of
General Henry Knox, friend of
Washington, Revolutionary hero and
the first secretary of war of the
United States.
••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ■
••• ••• ••• •••
A brave soldier, General Knox also
Do well the duty that lies bewas one of Maine’s pioneer promoters
— fore you.—Pittachus.
who staked his resources upon the
industrial development of the then
••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• .
••• •••
District of Maine.
The original Montpelier, located a
DOG AND MASTER
short distance from the site of the
(To Pierrot)
reproduced structure, fell into decay
You wag your tall
And gaze at me.
and was destroyed more than a gen
And I at you.
eration i go. Largely through the
So dumbly true;
i efforts ol the Maine Daughters of
Each content on an old log
| the American Revolution, and par
At the edge of the sea—
A dreaming man.
ticularly through the members of the
With the azure span
Thomaston Chapter of that organi
Of sky above,
And a dog
zation. the project was financed.
Avowing his love.
Many relics of Knox have been gath
—Le Baron Cooke, in the Christian
ered from far and near to aid in fur
Science Monitor.
nishing the new Montpelier.
While other sections of this coun
try honor Knox as the military
genius who transported the cannon
that raised the siege of Boston—that
city has just erected a tablet to com
memorate the event—and as the
trusted adviser of Washington, the
county which bears his name owes
its existence largely to the general's
work as one of Maine's pioneer pro
moters. The lime industry upon
which the early prosperity of Rock
land, Thomaston. Warren, Rockport
and Camden was built traces Its
beginn ngs from quarries and kilns
operated by General Knox. So it
was extremely fitting when that sec
tion became a separate county in
1860 that it should bear the name of
the revolutionary hero who laid its
industrial foundations.
All honor to General Henry Knox
—Maine's premier industrialist as
well as brave soldier!

Gay Time At Its First An
niversary Celebration

—House Acts Next Tuesday

Banquet and Speechmak
ing At Orange and Black

Plan World Cruise In 40-Foot Ketch

Ralph Ulmer Auxiliary, Spanish
There was recently born in this
The matter of increasing the salary Aroostook, each of the five principal
Two stalwart Wisconsin youths— quite new to their nostrils, and they
War Veterans, celebrated its first
city an unique organization known
of the Rockland municipal court railroads might pay $100,000 in the
Frederick W. Pinkerton, 24. and El-1 are not quite certain how it will
anniversary Wednesday night with
as the Stool-late Club, the members
judge was the subject Wednesday ol next three years to be matched with
mer W. Clark 22—were guests in affect them when they get to bobbing
an equal amount by the State. In the of which meet nightly after 11
a box social and entertainment, j
a
lively
debate
in
the
House,
which
Rockland yesterday of Rev. J. L. around on tempestuous seas.
case of roads other than State high o'clock. The officers are:
Mrs. Iva Smith of Togus, State presi- !
resulted in a vote of 61 to 19 in tavor ways the towns would pay ten per
Pinkerton and son Forest, distant [ "I know what I am going to do,"
dent, made her promised visit in j
President—Charles M. Lawry.
ot indefinite postponement. The bill cent and the State 40 per cent.
relationship having been discovered Pinkerton told a Courier-Gazette
spite of unfavorable weather con had come from the Senate, in a new
Vice Presidents—Arthur M. Grot- between the local Pinkertons and the reporter—“I’m going to shut my
The bill to license operators ot
dance halls and require them to keep ton and Robert E. Pendleton.
ditions rather than disappoint this draft, reported "ought to pass.’’
man from Oshkosh.
eyes until we get out of sight of
The following debate ensue^d in the their places well-lighted, was report
Auxiliary, and it was much ap
Secretary—Parker N. Young.
Unusual interest attaches to the land.”
ed unfavorably by the legal affairs
House
:
Treasurer—John T. Berry.
preciated by her many friends here.
• • • •
committee which reported favorably
The other charter members are Westerners from the fact that they I The young men plan to skirt the
Mrs. Smith has been a loyal worker
Mr. Hobbs of Hope: I move that in new draft a bill to authorize mu Lawrence Holbrook, Leo Chase, Rus are to embark from Belfast in a small i Atlantic coast, sail around South
in the U. S. W. V. Auxiliary for a this report and bill be indefinitely nicipal officers to make “reasonable’’
number of years and has well earned postponed. The majority of the dele- I regulations for license and conduct sell Stewart, Cecil Ames, Timothy J. boat on a voyage that may take them I America and hit the ocean trail for
Carroll, Albert Cassidy, Nelson around the world.
position of State president, j gation in the House from Knox j of such halls.
i the Mediterranean. After that, who
With Mrs. Smith came the State I County are opposed to any raise in 5 Measures to require retailers to Crockett, Manford Maddocks, Carl
A 40-foot ketch is what they have [ knows?
Ladd,
Sherwood
Sprowl,
Edward
secretary, Mrs. Cates of Kents Hill; 1 the salary of the Municipal Court of keep a record of sales of flavoring
Alvah Mears, Edward in mind as a mode of transportation, i The boys never felt that they had
the conductress. Mrs. Moynahan of the City of Rockland, and I hope my extracts and placing the narcotic law Benner,
Charles Emery, Nathan and search for such a craft has a’- money enough to go to college, so they
Togus, Mrs. Nichols. Miss Nichols, motion will prevail.
enforcement under the commissioner Whalen,
Cobb, Llewellyn Kellar, Bert Meat- ready been started by Capt. Irving are going to get the education which
Comrades Smith, Brunnell. McDade,
Mr. McLoon of Rockland: I will , of agriculture were turned down by ing and Fred Howard
Moynahan of Togus, and Cates and say that this resolve was first put in the temperance committee.
G. Barbour of Belfast, who is the comes only to those who have
The Scates bill to require that all
club
a banduet at •the
Bordean of Kents Hill.
for $1800, which is about the aver
Thursday evening father-in-law of Mr. Clark's brother, knocked around the world's ports.
The lunch boxes were auctioned age that municipal judges receive, State and State-aid gravel roads be j °ra"h “ «
Meantime the young men are I All this is going to take two or three
off by Mr. Smith, who coaxed, joked, comparing the amount of work which given a surface binder was rejected
kidded and bluffed the comrades into they do. Knox County has a popula by the committee on ways and happy occasion Mayor Richardson desirous of increasing the modest j years, but a college education would
and four press representatives.
bidding a nice littl" sum for the tion of around 27,000 and only one bridges.
means now at their disposal, and: take four—besides what's two or
Proprietor Grotton set forth a very
privilege of sharing a lunch with the judge in the county. The county
The committee on Inland Fisheries
have a notion that they will go three years, as viewed through the
appetizing
lobster
and
chicken
sup

ladies they thought had put it up. commissioners said that they would and Game lias reported ought to pass
He must have had some boxes up his not oppose a raise to $1500, the pres on acts to require trapping licenses per. While this was in process of di yachting out of New York until Sep rose colored glasses worn by men
sleeve, for when he had sold posi ent salary being $1200. The com for bobcats and rabbits; and that gestion Bert Libby, who was for six tember, which is tentatively fixed who have scarcely crossed the
tively the last one (so he said) he mittee reported the bill out, allowing beaver skins should be stamped by years with the Keith Circuit showed upon as the time for beginning their threshold of the 20's?
produced two more and proceeded $1400, a raise of $200. I move that the chief game wardens. It was reported how an expert can get the best re great adventure. Both have had
Living expenses are not figured as
to sell them. All then gathered report of the committee be accepted, "ought not to pass" on act changing sults from a banjo
With F. A. Winslow acting as much experience on lake craft, but very large on this “outing," the chief
around the long family table where and oppose the motion of the gentle closed season on deer in Hancock
toastmaster brief speeches were made the briny tang of the Atlantic is overhead being the sky.
County.
the boxes were opened, displaying man from Hope, Mr. Hobbs.
by Mayor Richardson, Vice Presi
• • ♦ •
a number of jokes and a generous
Mr. Hobbs: When I came to this
The
redrafted
"administrative dent Grotton, Tim Carroll, Fred
supply of good things.
Legislature I had in mind the wel
A FINE COURT OF HONOR
The
entertainment
committee, fare of the common people and, alter code" bill advanced a step yesterday I Howard, Earle C. Dow, F. A. Bro
Mrs. Watts, Mrs Thorndike and Mrs. taking my oath, I felt it was my duty with opponents in both branches | denek, John M. Richardson, Miss
Ranlett, then took charge of a very insofar as I am able to oppose any launching attacks upon the measure Cassidy and President Lawry. The
pleasing program:
salary increases, and I had in mind to effect partial reorganization of the club secretary, Parker N. Young, is Boy Scout Gathering Last Night Notable Occasion—
Vocal solos, Mrs. Harmon: wel this one in particular. Personally, state government. The all-day ses also a rhymester of no ordinary
Badges Awarded—Natty Bumpo Present
come greeting, Mrs. Dick; skit. Mid I have nothing against this gentle sion of the Legislature ended with ability, and his several readings were
night Fantasy, Miss Dean. Miss Har man. He is a very fine gentleman, passage for engrossment by the Sen- roundly applauded
ate
and
tabling
in
the
House,
with
Proprietor
Grotton
listened
to
vey; remarks, Commander Cross: but he received his appointment to
reading. Miss Dean; remarks by this judgeship one month before this special assignment for next Tuesday. , some very complimentary remarks
A Court of Honor was held last
First Aid—Howard Chase and Ray
The bill, redrafted by a sub-com- ' as the guests took their departure.
Mrs.
Smith. Department president; I Legislature convened, and the mo
TOMORROW'S CONCERT
night
in the Congregational vestry mond Upham.
mittee
of
the
“
code"
committee,
-----------------i reading. Miss Harvey; saxophone ment it convened a bill came in here
_____
CRACKED WINDOW at 7.30. and was well attended, there Hiking—Howard Chase.
The Rockland City Band has se- i sol°' MlsJ De_a_n:
gi^' j to increase his salary from $1200 to would consolidate the departments of
Leathercraft—Cleveland Morey.
Easter Hats in all the new
_____
being about 60 Scouts present repre
,
'
,
. vocal solo, Miss Nathalie Edwards, J $2000. It seems to me this is a very Public Health and Welfare, abolish- '
Music—Joseph Emery.
lected a program of popular music , accompanied by Mrs. Corinne Ed- inopportune time to think of increas ing 28 state boards and agencies, and ii.i c.
f' ,
“All Mr senting all troops in the city and
Personal Health—Edward Hellier
shapes and colors at
/All net
for its concert in Strand 'Theatre ! wards; violin solo, Comrade Phil- ing salaries, and I will say to you would set up two new departments rlotel DtaiT U»etS
ii
•’ d
m
“n i J1 (Thomaston. There were also 12 and Richard Whittemore.
members of the Legislature, as busi and reorganize others.
AssistI
brick;
“
America,"
by
all.
Up.
But
No
Dastardly
|
visitors
and
elght
offlclals
Sunday
afternoon
at
2.30
Popular Prices
Pioneering—Howard Chase.
Mrs. Dick heartily welcomed the ness men and women, how many ol , Opposition in the Senate was
ant Director K V. White will have
Public Health—Howard Chase.
Deed" Yet Discovered
The court was presided over by
vou are expecting to get an increase voiced by Senator Aldrich. Sagada
.
__
j
State
officers,
comrades
and
visitors
Signalling—Russell Morgan and
charge of the baton and Mrs. Helen
hpf apprpcia. in your salary? Do you expect, as a hoc. who charged that there was an
Also new
------' Judge A. L. Miles, chairman of the Raymond
Upham.
Frank Fields, the popular day clerk 1 Court of Honor committee, assisted
Wentworth will be the vocal soloist, i jjon for y.e cooperation Of Ralph matter ot iact, to receive a new dol- effort "being made to rush it through
Woodcarving—Howard Chase.
Cannonette Stockings
Children under 12 will not be ad- : Ulmer camp and the active support lar for an old dollar, and. Mr. Farmer, like a $500 resolve." He said it was : at The Thorndike, was immersed in by A. L. Whittemore and Acting
Awards—Star badge to Percy
mitted unless accompanied by par- i of the Auxiliary during the past do you expect to receive a new 75 “the most serious piece of legisla- , the columns of a morning paper yes- Field Scout Executive Harold White- Young and bookbinding and swim
tion” before the Maine Legislature j terday, reading with awestricken
$1*35 per pair
cents
for
an
old
dollar?
And
to
the
ents. The program:
j two months.
Commander'Cross
ming to Howard Chase, all passed at
his experience and offered an countenance the succession of hold- hill.
„
.
t i.
spoke briefly but to the point, and Grangers of this Legislature I want to during
Scoutmaster Gilbert led the boys previous Coutts.
amendment which would eliminate \ ups bank robberies and gang wars
say
this:
The
Knox
Pomona
Grange
Other Hosiery at
Fantasie—My Old Kentucky Home
Mrs. Smith in her short talk exNatty Bumpo. old frontiersman,
the provisions for consolidation of which make up the front page of the through the Scout Oath and Law.
....................................................... Dalbey 1 pressed her delight with the steady at its February meeting opposed any the
Public Welfare and Health De- average daily newspaper in this Bugler Herbert Spear gave “To the arrived about 8.30 in full regalia and
I
increases
in
salary
and
this
one
in
29c, 50c, $1.00
Concert Wadi^om anA “.... Lehar ^in in enthusiasm artd team work
oartments and abolishing the state
Colors," followed by Pledge of Alle after the Court business meeting, the
Ballet—Reconciliation Polka ........ Drlgo very evident in the Auxiliary. No particular. It seems to me that a boards. This amendment was killed Christian land of ours.
boys gathered around the indoor
Crack!
Smash!
Something
whizzed
to the Flag
man
who
has
a
salaried
job
today,
intermission
j entertainment would be complete
by a vote of 22 to 3.
The Millinery Annex
i against one of the large windows on j Scout Richard Woodcock of Thom- campfire and Natty related tales of
Selection—Robin Hood ........... DeKoven
pnmrar|p Philhrirk and his when his pay day comes around, is
Folk Song—Country Gardens . .. Grainger without Comrade FIillDriCK ano nis quite sure that he is going to get that
| the Tillson avenue side of the hotel. I aston brought out the surprising fact long ago. He promised to return at
TO
Waltz—Lanetta ............................. Henton I fiddle (and oh boy. how he did
AN IMPORTANT HOLIDAY
Frank, who was midway in the that the Scout law teaches Scouts next Court and relate more of his
Solo for E flat clarinet
« fiddle). The other numbers were salary; but you my good friends,
. , t „ --------- „ , t
_
graphic report of Chicago's latest not to be ashamed to be seen on the experiences.
J. L. Paquln. soloist
I ___
what are you sure of getting? There
Flower Song—A Bunch of Violets ...... ! greatly enjoyed.
Jewish Passover Celebrated For holdup fetched a leap that would street with their father and mother
Last Thursday night's meeting of
is one thing you are quite sure ol The
I ...................................... Bennett • a tidy stim
presented to the
a Period of Eight Days Begins Next have done credit to a member cf | Badges were awarded by the Court Troop 2 was most interesting and
Arranged_froinorchestra for this band by Auxiliary as a birthday gift bv Mrs. getting and that is your tax bills
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Wednesday
well attended.
Troop Instructor
any college track team, and the thus:
Aaron A. Clark. Thomaston. Me.
John Ranlett who had earned it by when they become due, and do you
Star Spangled Banner
;
...
, . ..
amazed Peggy which had been First Class—Walter Staples, Troop 2. Richard Britt. Sr., through the kind
I her own efforts in designing and think you are able to pay any in
The Jewish people will usher in the(jreaming about her ancient enemy, I Second Class—Douglas Anderson,
ness of Lieut. Willard, secured the
making a quilt in the Auxiliary creased taxes? I say not, in this year celebration of the Feast of Emanciwhite dog. scurried for cover. In Gilbert Delano, Ernest HofTses and services of Sergeant Collins, formerly
! colors—rred. white and orange, of at least; and Mr. Speaker and mem- pation (Pesach) nextWednesday
, peggy’S eyes (he sun rises and sets Richard Woodcock of Troop 10 and Scoutmaster of Troop 1. to give the
of the Legislature, I hope that
1 which Comrade Dick became the i bers
Troop instruction on signalling.
my motion to indefinitely postpone evening with a joyous service in the i wjtb pranic Fields, but when he Joseph Emerv of Troop 6
proud possessor.
home. This "Seder" service is of par- jumps higher than the counter from
The merit badges awards were
Another feature was the Mock
i
this
increase
in
salary
will
prevail.
The last act of the evening was
start ,t ,g t p
njce
Camping—Howard Chase
Court of Honor, held with Mr. Col
Mr. McLoon: I will say that this icuiar educatwna interest because a sjul
the cutting of a large birthday cake
the
children
actively
participate
m
it.
little
d
„
ke
p
beat
Civics—Percy Young.
lins acting as chairman, assisted by
particularly to Knox
decorated in the Auxiliary colors and matter pertains
Cooking—Howard Chase.
Mr. Britt.
which county has to pay the According to the Bible this holiday I trpat
Morning Service—10.30 A M.
bearing one lone candle. A piece of I County,
is
celebrated
for
a
period
of
eight
After a game of snatch the kerchief
...
...
,
. .
“Whatinell was that?" asked the
Cycling—Fred Merritt.
I contend that this is a matter .
cake and a generous serving of ice i bills.
days
during
which
no
leavened
bread
frighten|d
clerk
,
conjuring
up
A Junior Choir of Twenty Voices will sing “The Palms" as a
where the man receives proper com
Firemanship—Richard Britt and the meeting was closed with the
cream, and the party was over- pensation and the county officials, is eaten. It is one of the three festi- VjSions of gangS(ers and searching Percy Young,
processional, assisted in the chorus by the Adult Choir
Scoutmasters benediction.
after all present had wished Ralph who have the management of the vals of the Jewish calendar when in the opposite walls t0 see where the
Sermon bv MR. ROUNDS
Ulmer Auxiliary a very successful county in hand, are willing to pay ancient days, the Jews of Palestine bu])et struck
“IF THOU HADST KNOWN"
second year
Anthem: “COME UNTO ME,” Chadwick
would make pilgrimages to the Temple
No gangster in sight, no waiting
THEY WANT SERVICE
SEES CLOSE RACE
$1500. I see no reason why this at
Jerusalem. Today it.ranks, as one motor car nQthl
tQ
8
The Pilgrim Choir
House should not grant $1400.
of
the
most
important
holidays
in
thi
were
nQt
a
„
h
Avoid
spring
housecleaning
work.
Mr. Smith of Vinalhaven: I would
THE PUBLIC IS INVITED
Coach Richards of Camden And Rockland Would Be the
There are many ways the People's like to second the motion of Mr. Jewish life because of its historic this peaceful locaiitv.
The fee]ing of awf was communi.
Laundry can help you. Telephone Hobbs. I feel that the salary of the background and because of its signal
High Also Regards Vinal
Natural Outlet For Dark
170—adv.
36-tf municipal judge of Rockand is fully message to mankind at large.
cated to those In the lobby. Willis
Lr,em°^ (°r;iin,° thu t
turned the color of Albion's chalk
haven As Dangerous
Harbor Folks
adequate. He knew what the salary
; was when he took the job and was may be traced to the time when Israel cliffs, the two reperters swallowpd
,eSl™
en8®ged ln their cigarets. Gene went Into high,
In response to a request for a
Islesboro people are thinking of
glad to get it; also the Judge who pre rnf11 J2
ceded him was very glad to have it tilling the soil. The return of spring John ceased figuring the Cubs pen- statement as to Camden High again establishing connection by
for a long period of years and served was of special significance to them nant chances-everybody got excit- School's baseball prospects this sea boat between Dark Harbor and Rock
BcontinuPd
very efficiently. I hope Mr. Hobbs' since they were an agricultural peo- ed but young Qeorge
land. The Maine Central Railroad
pie. It marked the beginning ol the to read the comic almanac jokes in son Coach F. F. Richards writes:
AT
motion will prevail.
“We rill probably start practice discontinued the steamer service
Mr. Burkett of Union: Mr. Speak- reaping of the barley harvest. The i the tabloid.
“We'll have to look into this thing,” some time during the next week and between Rockland and Castine Sept.
[ er, I am frank to say that I am op people took the first fruits of their
TEMPLE HALL, ROCKLAND
posed to increases in salaries by this harvest and brought them to the quoth Frank, and the telephone re- are expecting a large number of 21 and announced that It would not
candidates out, as about 30 have al
at Jerusalem. There they I ceiver came "down wlthWerk
Legislature, but here is a case that is Temple
be resumed next summer. Accord
them
to God
with... gladness
' ---J
. ..
.
. .
_
, j As a result of his SOS they came ready signified their intention of so
deserving. The county commission offered
ingly Representative Roy L. Fernald
doing.
We
lost
one
man
from
last
and
thanksgiving
Thus,
like
most
running-McIntosh,
running
with
all
ers wrote a letter and said that it any
appeared before the Legal Affairs
case deserved an increase it was the of the Jewish holidays, Passover be- the grace and speed that is permissible year's club, our right fielder. Allen Committee in Augusta in favor of an
KIRK’S ORCHESTRA
Fruit and Candy Shoppe
in a man well passed the 200-pound wood, and consequently will have
case of Walter Butler. I personally gan as a nature festival.
(Opposite
Strand
Theatre)
With the passage of time, however, mark geared up ln a 20 degrees below veterans available for every position, act relating to purposes for which
ADMISSION 25c AND 50c
know that the business of this court
cities and towns may raise money.
in Rockland has increased largely the appeal of Passover as a nature zero overcoat: and Ludwick. of the as Merchant, an outfielder who made
Tills act was introduced by him at
within the past two or three years, festival gradually disappeared and in welterweight class, holder of all his letter two years ago as a fresh the request of the selectmen of Isles
and I personally know that Mr. But- its stead there was attached to it a sprinting records in the Bean Bar man, but who was ineligible last year, boro in order to permit the people
has regained his standing and is go
| ler took this job under pressure as he story of the deliverance of the chil rel Club.
to provide themselves with boat
Measurements were taken from the ing after his old job. With a little facilities between Rockland and Dark
thought it would conflict with his dren of Israel from the yoke of
regular business. I also personally Egyptian bondage, as vividly depicted tops of nearby skyscrapers and back pep this year we hope to make every Harbor, in case they should care to
yard alleys—ln fact nothing was left team step to take us over.
know that he is not getting as much in the Book of Exodus.
“At present it looks to me as If i raise money for such a purpose at
When mighty Pharoahs ruled over ; undone in order that the culprit
in proportion to the work he does as
the land of Egypt, they enslaved the j might be found-if there was anv the team which takes Vinalhaven their town meeting. Mr. Fernald
other Judges throughout the State, children
into camp will be pretty near the top | had previously made a suggestion to
of Israel who dwelt in their 1 such animal
and I hope that the report ought to
the —
Belfast & Moosehead
' of- midst. Cringing beneath the taskIt was a great forenoon around the when it is over. Personally I look officials
pass will be accepted.
* ♦ * *
master s lash, the slaves labored with ■ Thorndike corner but at last ac- for one of the closest races for many Lake Railroad that it might be
even those redoubtable years with about four teams bunched feasible for them to establish better
A measure to provide for the pos the sweat of their brows, building counts
boat connections between Belfast
sible expenditure of $1.000.000 in grade cities, palaces and pyramids. Moses sleuths had not solved the mystery all the way down the stretch.
“Wentworth, catcher and captain and Dark Harbor in order to bring
crossing elimination work over the beheld their great affliction and and the critics were ready for the
over its road passenger and freight
next three years, was reported favor- sought to deliver them from their afternoon pictures—to “report" as E. of this year's team will probably traffic which in previous summers
hold down his old job; Greenlaw,
I ably by the committee on public misery and suffering. Time and Bridge expresses it.
Stahl, and Joy. will be pushed for has been going via Rockland.
again he appealed to Pharoah to
I utilities.
pitching jobs by Treneer, Brown, and
T ILLEY'S DESCENDANTS
Under the bill, which is a new drait send them out of the land of Egypt
Roger Babson says that farmers
Cotta from the freshmen squad;
of one presented by Senator Kitchen, as free men; but Pharaoh would not
hearken. Finally, when the first-born Judge Gould Corrects Two Inaeru- I Alexantl<>r and Dean will have com- who raise spinach are making money
ennr
.
_ — ...
of f ircf • AYillor ic Toff of coo. And yet, what is money, with
sons nf
of Egypt were smitten, DVsnxnzsH
Pharaoh
racies Which Appeared In His Re petition at first; Miller is left at sec a
troubled
conscience?—Detroit
ond from last vear; Nash and C.
sent the children of Israel out of his
cent Article
Dean both played at the hot corner; News.
land; and Moses led them through
Prince will be back at shortstop while
the wilderness, teaching them the Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Yates, Joy. and Merchant YOUR FAVORITE POEM
laws of God so that they might be
My attention has been called to Inman.
be in the outfield. Foster and
come'a holy people.
two errors in my writeup of the will
If I had to live my life again I would
Throughout the ages this vivid ac Jonathan Cilley descendants. It Lord are also back from last year’s
made a rule to read some poetry
count of the Book of Exodus has in seems that the statement that the squad while there are several Fresh- have
listen to some music at least once
___ j j . ..
,i men who look fairly good but who and
spired the Jewish people to keep i
a week. The loss of these tastes Is a
re
'ts, VPry-mU<)j have had no chance t0 show their loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
For an example of real
alive the vision of freedom in the exaggerated,"* as
Mark Twain is said ; wares as VPt
midst of servitude and oppression.
pulling power in adver
to have wired contradicting a report
..Qur schpdulp wln be the same as
DAFFODILS
tising, try an advertise
’d lonely as a cloud
We read that Portsmouth, Ohio, of his own death. Theo Lazell is tbat announced in a recent issue I wander
That floats on high o’er vale* and hills.
ment in the Want Ad
supplies more than half of America’s living and has a home in West New- , which is the second of a five year When all at once I saw a crowd,
but has been in Connecticut this • proup We are after games with
columns of The Cou
A host of golden daffodils;
spats. And Reno, Nevada, exploits ton,
winter to be near his son James,! Belfast and Bar Harbor but as noth- Beside the lake, beneath the trees.
them.—Weston Leader.
rier-Gazette. Try it for
who is married and living in New jng definite is known about them yet Fluttering and dancing ln the breeze.
rooms for rent, automo
Most condensed and comprehen York city. Theo's brother Warren y can give you no more Information Continuous as the stars that shine
biles, furniture and
And twinkle on the Milky Way,
sive aid to Contract Bridge, by the Lazell is living in Portland, Oregon, about them."
They stretched in never-ending line
____________
business equipment for
best authority, Buxton, 50 cents at Warren lived with some relatives in
Along the margin of a bay:
Huston-Tufe’s.—adv.
36-38 Spencer, Mass., when he was a boy ] For the tropics, special golf balls Ten thousand saw I at a glance.
sale, or any other of
and came to Rockland only on vaca- j are used to stand the heat. Even in Tossing their heads in sprightly dance.
your advertising needs.
We have stock and mutual casu- tions, and it was never my privilege ; this country we have seen a golfer The waves beside them danced, but they
Simply call 770—Classi
fan the ball for a long time with his
Outdid the sparkling waves In glee:
ality companies to take care of your to know him.
The only daughter of Mrs. Grace club before hitting it.—Punch
A poet could not but be gay.
fied Department.
automobile insurance. We have
In such a Jocund company:
Cilley
Tibbetts
died
in
1905
before
stock and mutual companies to take
gazed—and gazed—but little thought
A teacher was telling her class IWhat
wealth the show to me had
care of your fire insurance. We rep she was quite two years old. Her
name
was
Grace
Lazell
Tibbetts,
and
little
stories
in
natural
history,
and
brought:
resent five marine companies to take
she
asked
if
anyone
could
tell
her
she
was
not
mentioned
in
the
write

care of your yacht and fishing boats
For oft. when on mv couch I lie
f and builders’ risk insurance. Phone up. In view of the publicity given what a groundhog was. Up went a
In vacant or in pensive mood.
little
hand
waving
frantically
They flash upon that Inward eye
the
first
article,
I
would
like
these
675 and representative will call.
Which is the bliss of solitude;
“
Well,
Tommy,
you
may
tell
us
corrections
to
appear
in
print
for
the
Roberts & Veazie, Inc. M. F. Love
And then my heart with pleasure Alls,
what a groundhog is."
sake of accuracy.
And dances with the daffodils.
joy. Mgr., Masonic Temple.
“
Please,
ma'am,
its
a
sausage.
”
Edward
K.
Gould.
—William Wordsworth (1770-1850).
36-tf
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service at this church at 7 p. m. with
Conn., before her departure. DaneROCKPORT
^^men^wtrXvy^Uu! Mrs. Harold W. Worthen of East Rev. F. F. Fowle as speaker, Services
will also be held Mondayand Tuesday '
ureSmed M*« OracT wltt a wrisT Corinth was the guest WednesdaV
TIIREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
at 7.30.
Miss Marion Lord of New Bedford,
Confident of His Inventive presented Miss uracie witn a wrist her sistcr.in.!aw Mrs. George F. evenings
Methodist Church: Rev. F. F.
Mass. , is visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Rockland. Me.. March 28. 1931.
_ __________
i Currter.
Fowle, minister, services on Sunday j
Genius But Favors An watchPersonally appeared Frank S. Lyddle, Charles E. Lord.
n.w, .
, lei a a t-\
Airs. Arnold Bartlett Is ill at her morning at 10.30 with sermon by the
who on oath declares that he Is Press
Miss
Vivian
Cassens
is
clerking
in
i
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette.
_ __ ...
SWAN 5 ISLAND
, home on Main street.
other For Mars Trip
pastor appropriate to Palm Sunday;
and that of the issue of this paper ofW. O. Halls store while Mrs. Ralph i
Attractive posters, the handiwork Sunday school at 11.45; Epworth
March 26. 1931. there was printed a total
Satterlee remainsat home for a week
_____ of____
________—
The funeral services of Mrs. Wil- 0( Wiley Philbrook. are seen about League at 6; union service at 7
Editor
Th?______
Courier-Gazette:
ol 626' copies.
W.
butler.^
I with her mother, Mrs. U. O. Black- :
J. Dyer of Vinalhaven sold
I unblushingly plead guilty to the bam Stanley of Rockland were held town advertising "The
ot | o'clock at the Baptist Church; Ladies’| Lloyd
-— Merchant
------------ —
- .
thorenn in vt— ■
. ...
j ington, who is ill.
Venice" which is to be staged at town Aid WedneSday afterncon at the home la«d
^^L^O^utt of V fact
that
I
am
an
Inventor
of
conTuesday
afternoon
at
the
home
of
Be not overcome of evil, but over-! Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Elmore have
hall in the near future by local tai- o£ Miss MarlOn Weidman.
nalhaven, to Helen L. Orcutt ot Visiderable
note,
as
witness
the
folMr.
and
Mrs.
Lewis
Stanley.
The
come evil with good.—Romans 12:21.; returned from Portland where they I
nalhaven.
lowing:
services were conducted by Rev. W. ent A treat is iiv. store for all lovers----------------------— spent the winter.
Lucie Jeanne Butler Janin of Mill
I have been experimenting with E- Lewis and the hymns were sung by of Shakespeare.
STRAND THEATRE
ARP \YZFI I HRCV\Y/NFFl
John Taylor entertained the Desweet corn for a number of years Mrs. Nelson Morse and Mrs. Charles
Mr. and Mrs. Brainerd Paul and
Based on one of the most advent ville, N. J„ sold land with buildings
Arvt. W LLL, di\<J\V1NE.U cemvir Club Friday night. A paper
The Milwaukee Journal Sta
and have finally succeeded in per- Rowe, with Mrs. Gerland Newman at son Richard of Limington are spend- turoiis and romantic periods of thereon, in Warren, to Lawrence S.
------! was read by T. W. McKay.
tion, WTMJ, desires to have the
fecting a strain that produces an ear the piano. The floral offerings were ing a week in town with relatives.
American history, the opening of the Weaver of Cushing.
1 wo More Members of RockThe ladies of the g.a.r. held an power of our Bangor Station, about
Rev. and Mrs. George F. Currier , free lands ln the Dakotas to white
the size and shape of an beautiful and profuse. Interment
Addie M. Rogers of Rockland sold
i
v r-i • i z- i
a
all-day session Friday and dinner
WI.BZ. reduced from 500 to 250
and guest, Mrs. Harold W. Worthen , sett)ers in the early ’70s and having land in Isle au Haut to Elise Jones ot
average grapefruit. This spherical was in the faimily lot.
land s r lorida Colony Ar- was served at noon.
watts—which would suit us. not
of
East
Corinth,
motored
to
Augusta
j
fol
.
its
theme
man's
loye
ot
the
soil.
ear has many advantages over the
Merton Bickmore came home Mon
New York city.
■
R L U
The Friday Reading Club held ' at all.
ordinary ear of sweet corn on the; day after spending the winter in Thursday where Mrs. Worthen will Not Exactly Gentlemen, featuring
rive uacK nome
its annuaj banquet at Green Gables
Julia E. Smith of Troy, N. Y„ sold
remain
for
a
few
days
with
her
hus

Victor McLaglen and Fay Wray, is land in South Thomaston to Charles
cob now usually consumed by the Rockland.
Friday. An interesting program was
April
radio
broadcasts
on
farm
band
who
is
a
member
of
the
House
coming for Monday and Tuesday.
Wearing the kind of tan that is given by Mr. and Mrs. William J.
corn-loving public. The main adMrs. Carrie McDonald of StoningElbert Niles and Nellie Leona Niles,
and home topics arc to be given
While the main theme is the call both of Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
produced only by Florida sunshine Kenney.
vantage of my round or spherical ear , ton js visiting her sister, Mrs. Lilia of Representatives from Penobscot
over
WLBZ,
and
WCSH.
each
County.
of the land, still, there is woven
and daily access to Florida bathing
is that it enables the consumer to Moulden.
The first meeting of the Baptist
Robert Fry and Frances Fry ot
Thursday at high noon by the
Owing to the special ohurch serv through the screen story like, a
beaches. Donald H. Fuller arrived Calendar Club will be held Wednes
eat the grains of corn from the i Mr. and
prank Bridges were
Agricultural Extension Service at
ices during Holy Week the meeting thread of gold through the somtpy Thomaston sold land with buildings
home Thursday afternoon from day evening. April 8.
spherical cob without flooding the
Portland this week
the University of Maine. April
of the Trytohelp Club next Monday wool of struggle and endeavor, the thereon, in Thomaston, to Elston F.
Miami where he has been vacation
ears with melted butter as is the
,
*
D
Mrs. J. Hugh Montgomery will en
2, "What Extension Work Means
night will be omitted.
case
with
the
everyday
longitudiHarty
Smith
Is
In
Rockland
having
life story of two young pioneers, Luce of Thomaston.
ing since early in the winter.
tertain the Monday Club next week
Charles H. Berry of Rockland sold
An enjoyabie tune was the verdict played by Fay Wray and David
nal ear now in common use. This some repalr uork done on his engine,
Mr. Fuller was accompanied as far and Mrs. T. Jenness French will read. ' to Rural Women," Mrs. Victor
A, Binford. Oxford County: April
as New York by Dr. R. AV. Bickford
fact alone should commend it to all ’ Mrs. Edward Carmen of Rockland of all who attended the benefit party Worth, witn the winsome heroine land in Rockport to Vernon I. TolThe members of the Philathea
whose sojourn in the South was class met at the church parlors last , 9, “The Home Garden," A. K.
who do not desire to smear their i has been in town a few days, coming at Masonic hall Thursday evening. Fay Wray enlisting sympathy and , man and Esther Mary Tolman, both
Gardner, crops specialist; April
faces as far back as the nape of their !to attend the funeral of Mrs. Wil- An interesting program was given. interest from the first scene where of Rockland.
much briefer, but long enough so that evening. Mrs. Amelia Belyea and
Music for the evening was furnished she is discovered bending over her
Charles H. Wiley of St. George sold
he also got a fair share of "local Mrs. Edith Bennett were hostesses, j 16. "Maine 4-H Clubs," L. H.
necks with melted butter or mess up Iliam Stanley.
Shibles, state club leader: April
land in St. George to Florence L.
color." Dr. Bickford remained in
their arms as far as their elbows i The burning of the steamer Gov. by the R.H.S. orchestra. A neat sum dead father, to the final fade out.
As the coming week is Holy Week,
23, "The Marketing of Dry
In striking contrast to the vouth- Davis of St. George.
New York for a visit with his daugh the Masonic Assembly will be post
with the same oleaginous mixture. I Bodwell caused much excitement here was realized.
Beans," R. N. Atherton, market
Special exercises in observance of ful lovers are the three hunted men,
ter—Louise Bickford, but will be poned until Thursday. April 9.
am prepared to place this com before Monday evening. The people feel the
Elizabeth Mills of Rockland sold
ing specialist: April 30, "Child
found again at his office next Mon
the public this season and it will > *oss greatly as they have always felt Maine Sunday School Day will be held outlaws and killers with a price on land and buildings on Cedar street
Regular meeting of Camden ComFeeding,"
Thercse
E.
Wood,
foods
Sunday
at
the
Baptist
Church
dur

their
respective
heads
played
by
Vic

day.
be on sale at all first class markets that they could depend on the steamin Rockland to Carrol L. Boardman
mandery, Knights Templar, on Tues
specialist.
The Rockland men tarried for a day evening. There will be work in
at the proper time.
, er.
Temporarily the mail was ing the school hour. An interesting tor McLaglen, Lew Cody and Eddie and Luella J. Boardman, both of
•••••••♦•
program
is
planned
Gribbon.
few
at Haddonfield,
N. J., I the Order of the Temple,
Another one of my inventions is! handled by the Eugenia Spofford of
Rockland.
, hours
...
. . „a most cordial
Listeners in on the Rescue
Baptist Church: Rev. George F.
One of the most thrilling scenes
where
both received
The
of Fred p Th
,
the Fidget chair. This is a contriv- i Rockland, and Wednesday the mail
Laura A. Ranlctt of Rockport sold
Mission
Hour
last
Sunday
after

Currier,
minister,
Sunday
morning
yet
shown
on
the
screen
is
the
one
welcome from xzx.
Dr. Farrington andiI 50
r of- Galesburg.
- J
H to
ance in which a child can sit ln 547 was carried to Rockland by a motor
Ill., is expected
land and buildings in Rockville to
noon heard Tom Noonan men
his assistants. Di. Bickfoid being J arrive }n Camden today for inter.
different positions. It is designed for boat. Steamer Vinalhaven is now service with special music and chil depicting the thousands of men, John S. Ranlett of Rockport.
tion John Bernet Crockett's
dren's story, sermon by the pastor, women and children waiting at the
the dental surgeon on Dr Farring
a boy to sit in while having his hair on the route daily.
ton's staff is especially well known ;
jP ^e Mountaint streetceme-, name as sending him a contribu
John W. French of Windsor, Maine,
subject. "Why Palms Without a Pro starting line in the town of Custer
cut.
I
conceived
the
idea
while
tion, I more than $21, money
to the personnel of Bancroft Training
J,
, V
ived by a
Rockland Automobile Show. April gram For Christ;” Sunday school at for the cannon to boom and stbrt sold land in Washington to Pearl
waiting
my
turn
in
a
barber
shop
John had earned selling pop
school. Dr. Farrington is beginning
errs'.A,®' °nU‘ho“ae:
Whittier of Jefferson.
noon; B.Y.P.U. at 6 o'clock; union the race.—adv.
36-40
where a kid was having his hair 1-4, Fireproof Garage.
to show gradual recovery from the i urnAi’er^T ovel^ThomnAnn nn nf thu ! corn. Mr. Noonan presented a
shingled.
The
Fidget
chair
is
des

musical selection, on the radio
ordeal which he experienced in Janu- . pother. Lovell Thompson, all of this
tined to have a tremendous sale as
to John, and to a little girl
arv, in the form of a surgical opera- p ace'
,
every barber shop will want one or
named Marjorie who also had
tion. He is looking forward to the ; Sunday will be Palm Sunday and
more. It will be on sale in the near
had sent him her birthdav
school s summer session at Owl s
services at the St. Thomas Episfuture. Liberal terms to agents.
monev. John Crockett attends
Head. whither it will come, as usual; c°Pal <21“rcb wl11 be,as r°}Jows. 7.30
For many years there has beer
the first of June.
1 a: m" Holy Communion ,10.30 am.,. Grade Two, Tyler School, and is
"CHEVROLET
more or less controversy among
always doing some kind deed for
Mr. Fuller confirms the reports choral euchanst and Procession or
astronomers
as
to
whether
or
not
the
others.
that Florida had what Charles Berry ! Pajns- ?°° p. m., vespers and musiplanet Mars was inhabited. In my
called an “exceptional” season—ex-! ca‘ service.
judgment the only way to find out
James J. O'Hara will broad
ceptionally poor. There was much
Regular meetmg of Maiden Cliff
is to go there and investigate. Act
cast from WCSH Sunday evening
cold and rain until the advent of Rebekah lodge on Wednesday eveing on this conviction, I have in
at 9.25—State Theatre hour.
March, when Florida was itself again
APrd.,1vented a rocket that will carry one
living up to the claims made in the
Miss Emily Dolloff. 71. died at her ,
alluring folders which ever and anon nome on Oak street on Thursday WITH THE BOWLERS passenger. It is made of hard rub
ber. is well ventilated, and provided
drift up the Atlantic Trail to Rock- morning. The deceased is survived I
with a powerful magnet. Now we
jand
by a brother in Gardiner and a sister
The Repair Gang took advantage astronomers have for many years
In
Miami
the
tourist
business
was
m
Cambridge.
Mass.
Funeral
ar................ — ,i
u
a a.
j
. of th> Machine Shop's last string
below normal: in other parts of,
ha'.e
bee” ™ade, at slump at the Star allevs. and won the been aware that Mars has a mag
Florida even more so.
’b
7?.be U1?en match bv 38 pins. High string was netic pole the same as our earth. If
the rocket is fired from a cannon
Mr. Fuller says he read with much to Monroe in the spring for burial.
104, bowled by Nash, but high total 'to give it impetus) point blank at
interest
The
Courier-Gazette's
recent
E.
M.
Dolloff
of
Gardiner
is
in
--------- ------ -------------went to Kellev. The summary:
interview’ with Mr. Berry and the town, called here by the death of his
Machine Shop—Newhart, 398: Mars, the magnet will carry my in
implied “slams" at himself, but j sister. Miss Emily Dolloff.
Miller. 416: Marshall, 438: Teel, vention with the man inclosed to the
magnetic pole on that planet.
wishes that some of the latter's
Rockiand Automobile Show. April 429; W. Shields. 433: total. 2114
Now as much as it would please
friends could have been in Florida to j.4 Fireproof" Garage."
36-40
Repair Gang—Huber. 376: Nash, me to have my name emblazoned
witness Mr. Berry's feats of horse
454; Kelley. 455: Reynolds, 435; Cal- on the escutcheon of fame (?) I feel
manship.
2152.
SOUTH THOMASTON derwood, 432; *total.
I am too old to make the attempt
♦ ♦ ♦
The journey north was over hard
Therefore the honor must go to a
Chester
Allen
was
called
here
surface roads which Mr. Fuller and
The Under Dogs did not live up to younger man. Now, friend Winslow,
Dr. Bickford found in prime condi- Thursday from Bath by the very their name Wednesday night for
tion until they reached Maine where severe illness of his father LeRov they beat the Dragons 28 pins. At after considering the matter care
fully, I invite you, out of pure
winter’s inroads (and we assume that Allen.
James Williams underwent a suc wood had high string (133) and had friendship, to make this exploration
no pun is intended) were manifested
cessful operation upon his eye last no competition on high total. The trip. This requires a man of great
to an unpleasant degree.
summary:
courage, coolness and tremendous
week at Knox Hospital.
Under Dogs—Howard. 289: Ralph, nerve. Knowing that you possess
Mr. and Mrs. William Clements of
TWO SCHOOLS OF THOUGHT
Bickford, 276; Martin, 273; these qualifications to a marked de
Everett, Mass., motored here to at 280;
Goodwin, 274; total, 1392.
tend
town
meeting
and
returned
Dragons—Lynch. 281: Pomerov, gree i especially the last) I urge you
As Seen In the Contributions, North there Tuesday.
make this trip in the interests of
248:
Atwood, 325; Cates, 276; to
and South, To the Drouth Relief
A most pleasing feature of the Hastings,
science. If you succeed in accom
234;
total.
1364.
Fund.
town meeting was the gift of $1500
plishing this feat (which I am sure
• 6 « *
from Mrs. William Clements and
you will) it will land you on the very
The
Ford
Motor
Co.
won
over
There was a sharp difference of Harold Coombs to the town to pay
pinnacle of fame. So. make your
Burpee
Furniture
by
34
pins
Wed

opinion between most of the New for the right of way etc., across the
will, have your picture taken, pack
nesday
night,
with
Jameson
always
England members of the Senate and dam. Public spirit like that is rare
your grip, and let me know when you
most of the Southern senators dur and should be and is greatly appie- on the pole. His 119 was high string are ready to hop off. I have made
and
he
had
high
total.
The
sum

ing the discussion of relief of ciated. If all our citizens of means
no provision for your return to
drought-stricken areas in twenty- should take this pattern this little mary:
earth, but that is an after consid
Ford
Motor
Co.
—
Copeland.
239;
one states. Most of the Southern town would expand
_
___
and_____
take___
its
eration.
“Dunt.”
Wherever you go —on city street or country
Chevrolet busses on the highway, Chevrolet
Hallowell.
250;
Porter.
307;
Jameson,
senators were in favo r of Federal place with other progressive towns in
325;
McPhee.
266;
total.
1387.
appropriations; most of the senators the State. This gift is only one of
road
—
you
find
Chevrolet
six-cylinder
trucks
mail trucks in traffic, Chevrolet milk trucks
Burpee Furniture Co.—Cargill, 290;
WALDOBORO
from New England sought to give many made by these children of Mrs.
the American public first chance at Lillian Coombs in memory of her !
2,44’
?6T„e,Thornton
very much in evidence. Tens of thousands of
in the country. Every line of business, every
Mrs. Georgia Le Baron and John
offering aid. through the agency of who ever had the town's greatest in- “‘8' Beaton’ 271 • tota1
Le Baron of Middleboro, Mass. have
♦ ’ 1353these sturdy workers arc on the job daily,
field of industry is coming to rely more and
the Red Cross. A study of that tabu- terest at heart.
been guests of Avery Welt.
The Dragons pulled a game out of
lation of $10,000,000 received by the
Miss Ethel Holbrook of Kent's Hill
Mrs Verne Achorn and daughter
delivering
goods,
moving
supplies,
doing
all
more on these big, powerful Sixes.
Red Cross indicates that the senators Seminary is spending her vacation the hot coals Wednesday night by Esther of Thomaston have been
toppling 528 pins in the last string. passing a few days with Mr. and Mrs.
spoke for two schools of thought. here with Mrs. Joseph Baum.
types of light and heavy hauling.
Thus:
Master Gordon Crowley is visiting Atwood had single string honors on Winfield Davis.
Indeed, the demand for Chevrolet trucks dur
Population Contribution his grandmother, Mrs. Jennie Crow 120, and J. Black had high total.
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Lange of Buf
The summary:
1930 to Red Cross ley at Ash Point.
State
Large
fleets
of
Chevrolets
are
covering
the
ing the past several years has been such that
Dragons—Lynch, 275; Pomeroy, falo N .Y.. and Miss Clara Glidden
797,000 $ 65.000
Maine.
The annual town meeting dinner
of
Cooper's
Mills
have
been
guests
nation for prominent public utility firms.
29.000 served in the grange hall netted $24 270; Atwood. 299; Cates, 281; Hast
2,646.000
Chevrolet ranks today as the world’s largest
Alabama
of Judge and Mrs. Harold R Smith.
ings, 294; total. 1419.
465,000
44.000 £or £he Ladies' Aid.
New Hampshire
Degreees
were
conferred
upon
builder ol six-cylinder trucks and commercial cars.
Nationally known packers, oil companies
Forty Club No. 1—Orff, 292; Jack1.468.000
Florida
40.000
Tuesday afternoon Rev. A. I.
three candidates at the Monday
son,
237;
Stinson.
289:
F.
Black,
262;
359 000
Vermont
25.000 Oliver, superintendent of the Rockand manufacturers are using Chevrolets
evening
meeting
of Meenatlga
Come in and get the facts about Chevrolet's
1394.
1,738.000
South Carolina,
9.400 [and District, held a meeting here at J. Black, 314; total.
« * * •
Grange. A program of music and
4,250.000
Massachusetts,
639,000 the church to perfect plans for
In steadily growing numbers. You meet
complete line of trucks—anytime.
5,824.000
Rockland Body Shop was given a readings was given during the lec
Texas
nn religious work for the season. The
turer's
hour.
The
next
meeting
will
687.000
bad
scare
in
the
last
string
of
its
Rhode Island
Previous Sunday evening interested
be held Monday evening. April 13
3.170.000
North Carolina
citizens had formulated an admirable match with Forty Club No. 3 Thurs and Maple Grange of North Waldo
217.000
1.606.000
Connecticut.
plan for this work which was pre day night, but Harjula's 124 saved boro has been invited to confer the
24,000 sented to Mr. Oliver at this meet the day. Newbert had high total.
2.908.000
SIX
Georgia
degree.
The six New England states with ing.
He heartily approved and The summary:
Mrs. Porter Soule was hostess at
Rockland Body Shop—O. Nelson,
CYLINDER
a total population of 8.164.000 con pledged the support and approval of
tributed $1,085,000. The six South conference, thereby setting at rest 264; Harjula, 318; Newbert, 323; the meeting of the Susannah Wes
ern states with a total population of all rumors concerning the running Harris, 282; E. Nelson, 278; total, ley Society. Next w’eek the members
FOR LOWEST TRANSPORTATION COST
will be entertained at the home of
17.754.000 contributed $319,400. Un of the church independently of con 1465.
Mrs.
Carrie
Miller.
Forty Club No. 3—Reed. 297; Glenemployment in New England’s in ference. Dr. Olivef was especially
Chevrolet P/^-ton chassis with 131* wheelbase
The Lions Club will give a public
dustrial cities and effects of the pleased with the work carried on here denning. 324; Marshall. 255; Stinson,
(Dual wheel option, $25 extra)
whist
party
at
Stahl
s
Tavern
Wed

drought in parts of the six South in the church through the winter bv 298; Daris, 283; total, 1457.
IH-ten chassis with 157r wheelbase, $590
*
«
«
«
Commercial chassis, $3S3
nesday
evening.
Tickets
50
cents.
ern states probably were equally im Mr. and Mrs. Charles Watts. This
(Dual wheels standard)
Mrs. F. M Knowles of Chelsea,
portant factors in keeping contribu work will continue for a time and
Last night's results: At Carr's
Illustrated above is the Chevrolet 1 ^-ton truck on 131 'wheelbase complete with Chevrolet cab and stake body,
Dark Mass., has been the guest of Mrs.
tions below the level of the desire to then it is planned to have Cecil alleys—Wholesalers
1461,
priced at $710. All prices f. o. b. factories. Special equipment extra. Low delivered prices and easy terms.
contribute. The principal reason for Witham, a theological student at Horses 1419; at the Star alleys— Jessie Achorn.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Savage and
the discrepancy between the response Bucksport Seminary supply here this Federals 1386, Stool-Late Club, 1378.
Mr .and Mrs. Arthur R. Savage of
from the two sections, however, ap summer.
Augusta have been recent guests of
pears to have been psychological.—
At the meeting held March 22 it
Nilo’s Repair Shop, Spring street, Mrs. Dora Howard Yorke and Miss
New York Sun.
was planned to reopen the Sunday will be open Saturday nights here
Grace A. YorkeSchool Easter Sunday morning. after—adv.
8-tf
Medomak Chapter, R AM. at a
It was reunion day at Rotary And it is earnestly desired by the
special meeting Monday evening
luncheon yesterday with' several officers elected that every child in
Rockland Automobile Show. April will work the R. A. degree on sev
wanderers receiving the glad hand, the village be present and also a
36-40
eral candidates. Wirwurna Chapter,
including J. A. Jameson. A. L. Orne large number"of adulte? as" to have a" I 1-4. Fireproof Garage.
O.E.S , will have charge of the ban
-----------------and A. P. Blaisdell- George Allen of successful Sunday School several
quet at 6.30 p. m.. before the work. [
689 Main Street,
Rockland, Me.
Camden was the only visiting Ro- teachers are needed and a Bible class .
All Royal Arch Masons are requested
MICKIE SAYS—
tarian and Clifford Ladd was a is also much desired. In the evening I
to be present.
guest. An inter-city meeting will be of Easter Sunday a concert will be
BAY VIEW GARAGE. INC.
Camden, Me.
Mrs. B. H. Miller entertained the
held April 9 with Camden, the Bel presented by the children under the
Woman's
Club
Tuesday
afternoon.
vje got suqsewpTious
fast and Damariscotta clubs also at direction of Mrs. Watts and others.
ALSO DEALERS IX CHEVROLET SIX-CYLINDER PASSENGER CARS, $475 lo S650 f. o. b. Flint, Michigan and Indianapolis, Ind.
This is the last program meeting of
EY.PIR.IWCr EVRV PAY IW THE
tending The speaker was Earle C. The following officers will direct the
NEAFL, AMD GOSH'. HOW
the year. Mrs. S. H. Weston read
McIntosh, vice president of the Se work of the Sunday School: Super
a most interesting letter written in
WE LIKE IT WHEW OUR.
curity Trust Co., who presented an intendent, Mrs. Albert Graves: assist- ,
SUBSCRIBERS SEWO IW
1851 by a relative who was one of
able adlress on “Insurance and In ant superintendent, Mrs. Fred Gill- i
REUEWALS VOLUWTARILY ’
the "49ers” in California. Mrs. A. F.
surance Trust Funds" developing a chrest; secretary. Mrs. R. W. Tyler;
AW' IF YOU'U. PIU THIS HERE
Bond read a thrilling account of a
new field for many of his hearers. treasurer. Mrs. Charles Watts. To
PiQTURE OF ME TO YOUR
trip to the Imperial Valley in Cali
His paper showed the remarkable morrow evening March 29 Superin
fornia and Mrs. J. T. Gay read the
CHECK, IT WILL SHOW THE
growth of trust funds which now tendent of Schools F. L. S. Morse will j
BOSS WHO TH’ IMPORTAWT
paper of the afternoon written by
handle a substantial percentage of conduct the meeting. Mr. Morse is ,
—bvM1LE-A-MINUTE MARTY
Sea View Garage, Inc., 689 Main Street
Mrs. William M. Viles who is now
GUV AROUWO HERE REALLV
insurance funds thus protecting the an entertaining speaker and always ■
residing in California. Those pres
beneficiaries from unwise expendi finds a warm welcome here, especial- ‘
»«».
YOU VE GOT TO OWN A CAR
FAREwEll L
ent included Mrs. W H. Crowell,
tures and preserving the estates. He ly bv the children.
L,TTLE cash
Village schools will reopen Monday
TO GET A JOB ASSALESAAAN
Mrs. W. C. Labe Mrs. S. H. Weston,
CRUEL WORLD
looks for a rapid development of this
lOAVtD^AhlQ SMALL payments
Mrs. A. F. Bond. Mrs. E T Potter,
fiduciary function by national banks after a vacation of three weeks.
I'M
THROUGH,'
WITH
THIS
FIRMAnother daughter was born to Mr.
Mrs J. H Lovell, Mrs. Dora H. Yorke,
for a used car at
and trust companies during the next
and Mrs. Archie Rackliff Wednesday
rsTT;
Miss Grace A. Yorke, Mrs. C. B.
decade.
night.
Stahl, Mrs .J. T. Gay and the hostess.
Marjorie Sleeper was the guest for
The next meeting will be held at
Announcement is made by the
the
dav
Tuesday
of
her
aunt
Mrs.
Stahl’s Tavern where a banquet will
Eastern Steamship Lines Inc., that
W.
P.
Sleeper
in
Rockland.
be served at 7 o’clock next Tuesday
the steamer Belfast will open the
The
schools
of
South
Thomaston
evening. The annual meeting with
season between Boston and Bangor
open
March
30
for
the
spring
term
(SIGNED) YS
election of officers will follow the
April 6. The Belfast, thoroughly
renovated, will leave Boston that- and
close June 12
banquet.
achlvLutfl.-TTjaaIi|
Miss Florence E. Gracie. a former
date for Bangor at 5 p. m. and there
student at Waldoboro High School,
WEST ROCKPORT
after will sail from Boston Mondays,
writes from the Methodist Episcopal
Wednesdays and Fridays. On the
There will be a meeting of the
Hospital at Brooklyn that she is
return to Boston she will leave blueberry growers of this section at,
pleasantly situated and has begun a
Bangor at 2 p. m. and Rockland at the Engine hall here next Tuesday '
course in the Nurses' Training School.
8 p. m. Tuesdays, Thursdays and evening. Many important matters i
Miss Gracie graduated from the StalSaturdays.
Indications are that will come before the meeting.
We attribute a large measure of success to our ironclad guarantee of satisfaction
ford High School last June. Class
this is to be an exceptionally busy
I
mates and friends gave her a fare
season on this route in both freight
Rockland Automobile Show. April
well party at Phoenix hall. Hydevilie,
and passenger traffic.
1-4. Fireproof Garage.
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’DUNT" PASSES BUCK

Chevrolet is the world’s
largest builder of six-cylinder trucks
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*

“Revival Week,” which begins next t
Robert Anderson hands us a fine
EAST UNION
limb in which is formed a perfect Monday at Park Theatre is scheduled !
knot, even the trees get naughty now to bring before Rockland patrons
David Bailey and Homer Webber
some of the year’s best screen lilts
and then.
Auto Show next week.
Listen! Monday, Marie Dressier and of Woburn, Mass., were weekend
Funeral services for Mrs. Carrie M. Polly Moran in “Caught Short;” visitors of J. L. Dornan. While here
This morning's weather: Partly Yeykel will be held at 2 o’clock Sun Tuesday, "The Vagabond King;” they enjoved fishing on the lake,
cloudy, wind northeast, temperature day from the home, 14 Lawrence Wednesday, Ann Harding in “Holi bringing in a fine catch.
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Mills and
street.
day;" Thursday, Maurice Chevalier
33 degrees.
Helen of Rockland were in
The teachers and officers of the in “The Love Parade;” Friday, Wal daughter
The Payson Co., 500 Main street, Universalist Sunday school held lace Beery in “The Big House;” Sat this place Sunday calling on their
has had the telephone installed— their monthly meeting at the ves urday, El Brendel in “Just Imagine.” old friends and neighbors.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Howard were
Perhaps you have seen some of these
630-W.
try last night.
_
before, but pictures of this type will Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs. A.
The auxiliary of the Sons of Union always stand a second seeing. There W. Payson.
Henry A. Howard arrived home Veterans will have its regular sup
The Community Club will meet in
this morning from St. Petersburg, per at G.AR. hall Wednesday night, will also be vast interest in Manager
Boyle's announcement that he has grange hall April 1. There will be
Fla., where he spent the winter.
with Mrs. Velma Marsh and Mrs. booked for April 20 and 21 the origi special work in the afternoon and a
Flossie Benner as housekeepers.
nal mystery man of India—Kirma, public 6 o’clock supper.
The new dormitory for girls which
The report in Thursday's issue that ! who will appear on the stage in per.
Mrs. Lloyd Brown entertained
is in course of construction at the
there had been a 23 per cent increase j son, and who will give sensational Miss Winona Messer Tuesday.
rear of the Samoset Hotel, is framed in
membership at the Methodist I demonstrations of the occult science.
Mrs. Nellie Davis after being a
in.
Church was due to a slip of the pen. To him your life is an open book shut in during the winter months
The increased percentage was in at- You will be amazed, fascinated and was able to be present at the Farm
Gus Campbell, one-time captain of
delighted.
Bureau meeting Tuesday.
_____
the Rockland roller polo team, is tendance.
Dorothy Morton and sister Shirley
A special despatch from Old Coun
now manager of a large hotel in Fort
MASSES FOR THE WEEK
entertain the Happy Hustlers 4-H
ty road this morning tells of a very
Myers,Va.
club at their home Saturday.
large flock of wild geese passing over
March 29—Palm Sunday. Mass of
Mrs. Ernest Brown is in Camden
Rumors of a wholesale suspension that section of the city, apparently the Sunday (omit “Judge Me")
of students at Bucksport Seminary headed for Orono. At least they Creed. Preface of the Cross. Purple caring for her mother who is very
ill.
were vigorously denied Thursday by seemed to be singing the Stein song. vestments.
U. S. Wincapaw has employment
March 30—Monday in Holy Week.
Principal Davis.
Two youngsters by the name of
Dinsmore—sons of Mrs. George Hart Mass of the Day (omit “judge me” in Camden.
Merton Taylor and family of
The Butler memorial clock in the —disappeared from home Thursday, etc’) 2nd Collect for the Church or
First Baptist steeple has done some and there was much anxiety until Pope. Preface of the cross. Purple Gardiner accompanied by Miss Murial Brown were at the home of Mrs.
strange striking this winter, but a they were located in Thomaston vestments.
March 31—Tuesday in Holy Week. Taylor’s parwits, Mr. and Mrs. Ern
nervous listener thinks it was the whither they had walked.
Mass of the Day. Collect, etc- as est Brown Sunday.
limit the other night when it struck
A new name appears in the adver yesterday. Purple vestments.
Roland Payson and Roy Gould
13.
tising columns today, “The Millinery
____________in Holy Week made a trip to Boston this week on
April „1—Wednesday
Annex" now operated in connection J Mass Qf the Day Collect etc as on business.
On the authority of Senator Hale with Crockett's Baby Shop by Miss | Monday.
The Farm Bureau held its March
it is stated that 45 army observation Maud Staples. The northern side of
April 2—Holy Thursday. Mass of meeting with Lilia Morton Tuesday.
planes will be in Bangor May 25 or the store is given over to the new de the
Gloria. Creed. Preface of A fine dinner was served by a com
26 and after making a flight over the partment and an attractive display the Day.
Cross. White vestments.
mittee of two, Mrs. Morton and Mrs.
city will take off for Portland as a of spring millinery is being shown.
April 3—Good Friday. Mass of the Mary Payson. The subject “Home
refuelling point.
When the midnight hour strikes Presanctified as in the Missal. Black Flower Gardens” was a pleasant
vestments.
feature of the afternoon. Some
There may be no truth in the tonight Trainer’s Restaurant will
April 4—Holy Saturday. Mass of
rumor that somebody is going to sal close until next Friday morning in the Day. Gloria, etc., as in the Mis helpful talk was made.
Clifford Wellman observed his
vage the Gov. Bodwell's whistle and order that this popular eating estab sal. White vestments.
birthday anniversary Sunday, having
install it on the Vinalhaven for senti lishment may undergo a thorough
as guests Mr. and Mrs. George Well
mental reasons. Times without num renovating and remodelling process.
man. Mr. and Mrs. Curtis and son
FRIENDSHIP
ber this week the writer has heard New floor, new tables new stools—in
The schools of Friendship open of Rockland and Mrs. John Pushaw
the remark: “I feel as if I had lost fact an entire new equipment is in
and son of South Hope.
prospect.
March 30 for the spring term.
an old friend.”
Mr. and Mrs. George Davis enter
--------j
Lieut. John Silvia, who served as an
tained at cards Saturday night. Re
These sophomores of Rockland instruction officer at the Rockland
TENANT’S HARBOR
freshments were served.
High School have been selected for Naval Training Station during the
The schools of Tenant’s Harbor
Helen LaBlanc was called to Rock
the finals in the speaking contest of World War, is still located in New closed March 27 and will reopen land recently by the illness of her
April 10: Carol Gardner, Bernadette^ .Bedford, Mass., where he is attached April 13.
mother and sister.
i------------------------—
Snow. Gilford Bradbury, Lawrence to the educational department.
Miss Lena Brooks and sister Edith
Crane, Carl Philbrook, Everett Fro- James A. Lewis who is here from that
Rockland Automobile Show, April were Sunday visitors with their
hock. Robert Allen, Helen Ruben city on a vacation brings his regards 1-4, Fireproof Garage.
36-40
mother, Mrs. Addie Brooks.
stein, Mary Ginn and Mary Stock- to Rockland friends.
bridge.
The picture entitled “Through
Canada's Rockies” to be displayed at
Capt. Ellis S. Gray of Castine, for next Friday’s Educational Club
merly of Deer Isle, and for 25 years meeting at Copper Kettle is 800 feet
in command of several of the bay in length. It describes scenic ad
steamers, has been admited to the ventures on the skyland trail of steel
Sailors' Snug Harbor at Staten across Canada’s 600 mils of Alpine
Island, N. Y. His friends in Belfast wonderland and is loaned by the
Just another week until Easter. Of course you’ve got to have
and vicinity will appreciate the fact Boston agents of the Canadian Pact
some new Easter Furnishings to kind of spruce up with. Just a few
that he was enabled to enter the | fic Rajiway. pull drive reports are
suggestions—
home through the efforts of Belfast called for.
citizens—Belfast Journal.
MEN’S SPRING SHIRTS—Beautiful patterns, big, roomy and
full cut. These are bargains ............................ $1.00, $1.50, $2.00
The Y.P.B. met at the home of
The funeral of William A. Hill at Miss Alena Young Thursday evening.
SPRING HATS AND CAPS—Latest styles............. $1.98, $2.98, $3.98
the Congregational Church Wednes An excellent program on the sub
MEN’S FANCY SWEATERS—Every man wears them .... $2.00, $3.00
day afternoon was attended by many ject "What the Saloon meant to
EASTER TIES—In patterns that are beautiful ................. 50c, $1.00
old friends, and sympathy found ex young people” was conducted by Miss
pression in many floral offerings. Vivian Chaples. Conclusive evidence
MEN’S STOCKINGS—Patterns that are sure to please .... 25c, 50c
The sermon was preached by Mr. was brought forth showing that such
BOYS’ KAYNEE BLOUSES AND SHIRTS—Latest colors 75c, $1.00
Hill's pastor. Rev. W. S. Rounds. evil conditions existed then that
BOYS’ FANCY SWEATERS—Sure to please ...... $1.00, $2.00, $2.50
The bearers were Robert U. Collins. the young people of today would not
BOYS’ PANTS—Shorts, Longies and Knickers ...... $1.00, $2.00, $3.00
William W. Spear, Joseph Emery and knowlingly vote for their return.
BOYS’ SUITS—Just arrived . .............................. $8.00, $10.00, $12.00
James E. Stevens. The interment Good work has been done on Easter
Our line of WASH SUITS this year are the best and the lowest
was in Achorn cemetery.
priced we ever saw—beauties at..... -..........59c, $1.00, $2.00, $3.00
cards and Sunshine envelopes for de
partment of soldiers and sailors.
Don't think because our prices are low that we are lowering the
Robert Fogg, the Concord, N. fi.
flyer, who has been to the scene of
quality of the merchandise. Everything in our line is much cheaper
Deputy Collectors H. W Thorndike
the Viking disaster was sighted by and Charles R. Magee were in
for us to buy and we are passing the reduction on to our customers.
the Whitehead Coast Guard Station Damariscotta this week and meas
Thursday forenoon at 10.55 bound ured two fishing boats built by J. D.
westward. He brought to metropoli Morse—one the Ivanhoe, 60 tons, to
tan newspapers the first pictures that hail from Nantucket; and the other
had been taken of the wrecked craft. the Shannon, 45 tons, to hail from
Meantime Aviator Balchen failed to South Portland. They also meas
find any trace of the Viking’s miss ured an un-named tug of 25 tons,
ing survivors.
which will be used by the Central'
Maine Power Co. at Bingham.
The Universalist Circle supper next
At the L.T.L. meeting Friday aft
Wednesday evening will be in charge
of Mrs. Edward Peaslee chairman, ernoon a letter from the state sec
Mrs. Lloyd Daniels, Miss Mary Pratt, retary Mrs. Myrtle Ames of Fort
Mrs. Arnold Rogers, Mrs. Rupert Fairfield was read, in which she
RtraUon. Mrs. Waldo Lowe, Mrs. W’il- mentioned that the silver loving cup
bur Senter, Mrs. Donald Leach, Mrs. now held by the Rockland Legion
Clinton Bowley. Mrs. George Welch, would again be awarded in Septem
Miss Shirley Glidden with Mrs. Ber ber. 1931, to that L.T.L. in the State ;
nard Hagerman, Miss Charlotte Dyer, doing the best work for the year. It
Miss Neva Dyer and Miss Hazel Kel was planned to give an entertain
ment April 24, World’s L.T.L. day, to
ler assisting.
consist of a playlet, a flag drill, a
“When I came to Rockland 57 medal speaking contest and a small
Twenty-five post card
years ago last Monday," said C. E. pageant.
Goulding yesterday, Penobscot Bay scrap books are to be made for the ‘
was frozen over so that one could department of Americanization. By !
proceed to Vinalhaven on the ice.” the kindness of The Little Flower
Mr. Goulding came here to enter Shop four bouquets of bright spring
Permit us to create
partnership with the late Jacob Lor flowers were taken out for the
a personality in your
ing, boat builder, and they were asso Flower Mission.
ciated together for 16 years. Since
printing work . . . such
These are busy days at Fireproof
that time Mr. Goulding, as a build Garage where final peparations for
personality as you would
ing contractor has constructed near the sixth annual automobile show
ly 100 houses in Rockland and vi are nearing completion. This year's
prefer in the human
cinity as well as a number of busi show promises to be one of the best
salesman that you would
ness blocks and two churches—one with some super excellent attractions.
at Union, and Galilee Temple- He The latest car and truck models will
employ.
recalls working, when he was 17 be on display as well, as radios, J
years of age at $10 a month—a time Frigidaire, etc. On Friday night an
when flour was selling in some all electric radio will be given away '
We plan and print
places at $20 a barrel, kerosene at and the total gifts of free gas, free
25 cents a gallon and calico at 33 washes, free greasing, free storage,
. . . booklets, inserts,
cents a yard.
etc., will total over $800 There will
sales bills, broadsides,
be a free dance from 10 to 12 Satur
announcements, office
day with Kirk's music. The show
will open Wednesday night and be
and factory forms and
open afternoon and evening through
supply estimates on a
the week. There was joy unre
strained at the High School yester
competitive basis.
day when it was learned that the
management
of
the
show
had
do

MEETS MONDAY
nated the refreshment booth rights
to the senior class. The youngsters
at 7.00 P. M.
will put the proceeds toward their
at the
Washington trip.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Now is the time to have your quilts
Northend Dispensary
and blankets washed. Call The Peo
A. P. Chapman, President
ple's Laundry, Limerock street. Tel. I
1170.—adv.
36-tf1
37-38

TALK OF THE TOWN

MYER'S

WILLIS MYER

The R. & R. Relief
Association

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

IN THE

SERMONETTE
Lazarus—Jerusalem
It is recorded only twice that
Jesus wept. Once at the tomb
of his dear friend Lazarus silent
ly. and again as he came in sight
of the city he loved so well. We
think of Palm Sunday as the an
niversary of his triumphal entry
into Jerusalem. Riding on the
colt of an ass he came as had
been foretold.
The multitude
strewed his way with flowers and
broke forth into glad hosannas,
meaning “save, we pray,” taken
from one of their most sacred
books, the 118th Psalm, conclud
ing with the statement, “Blessed
be he that cometh in the name
of the Lord.”
As he descended the Mount of
Olives he caught sight of the
walls and minarets of Jerusalem,
and he wept this time audibly.
A little way down the slope was
the garden of Gethsemane. It
was not for the agony that was
to overtake him there that he
wept. Beyond, across the brook
Kedron was the slope of Calvary,
soon to be crowned by three
crosses in a row. But it was not
the tragedy soon to be enacted
there that caused his grief to
overflow. It was the fate of the
city which had stoned the
prophets. For the days when the
enemy was to come and lay her
even with the ground, not one
stone left above another.
The hosannas for the multi
tude, the heart-break for the
Christ.
W. A. H.

At the Congregational Church to
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
preach on the subject, “If Thou
Hadst Known.” A Junior Choir of
20 voices will sing “The Palms" as
"8 processional, assisted by the Pil
grim Choir. The church school will
convene at the noon hour. The
Comrades of the Way will meet in
the vestry at 6 o'clock.
• * ♦ •
At First Church of Christ, Scien
tist, corner Cedar and Brewster
streets, Sunday service is at
10.30, subject of lesson sermon
"Reality." Sunday school is at 11.45
and Wednesday evening testimony
meeting at 7.30. The reading room
is located at 400 Main street and is
open from 2 until 5 daily.
* * * •
The Salvation Army weekend
meetings with Ensign and Mrs. A.
Pox in charge will include public
meetings on Saturday. 8 p. m.; Sun
day 10 a. m„ Sunday School and
Bible Class; 11 a. m. holiness meet
ing; 6.30 p. m. Young People's meet
ing; 8.00 Salvation meeting; also a
young people’s meeting Tuesday at
7.45 p. m. and a senior meeting
Thursday 8 p. m.
• • • •
At Church of Immanuel, Universalist, George H. Welch, minister, the
Palm Sunday sermon will be on
"Nothing But Leaves.” The choir
will sing the anthem, “See Now tne
Altar,” Faure and Mrs. Veazie and
Miss Bird will sing. “Ride On, Ride
On,” Scott. The church school will
meet at noon; the Knickeibocker
Class at 11.45; the Junior Union de
votional service at 4 o'clock and the
Senior Y.P.C.U. service at 6 o’clock.
Mr. Welch will tell the story of some
of the familiar hymns at the senior
service. The work of the week in
cludes the circle supper on Wednes
day evening and the communion
service with reception of members on
Thursday evening.
♦ « » »
"Behold the Man!" is the subject
of the sermon at the First Baptist
Church Sunday morning. Mrs. Helen
Wentworth is the soloist. The church
school will meet at noon with a class
for all. The Christian Endeavor
meeting will be held at 6 o’clock with
Florence Philbrook as the leader and
"Why Christ Is a Worthy Master,”
the topic. The people’s evening serv
ice will be at 7.15 with singspiratlon
service for everybody The question
to be discussed in the question box
period is: “Does Religion Pay In Dol
lars and Cents?” The choir will sing
Passion music. Mr MacDonald will
speak on the subject, "Lingering
Lot." The happy prayer and praise
meeting will be held Tuesday evening
at 7.15.
• • • •
"The Triumph and Tears of Palm
Sunday" will be the subject of the
morning sermon at Pratt Memorial
Methodist Church. The choir will
sing “Jerusalem,” Parker, and “Palm
Branches,” Faure. Sunday School
corfvenes at 12 noon.
Epworth
League will gather at 6 p. m. to
discuss the subject: "Getting Really
Acquainted With Jesus.”
Helen
Mattson will be the leader. At th“
evening service “Who Follows In His
Train,” will be the general theme.
two stories will be told by the pastor
raising the question, "Are these peo
ple really following Jesus?" The
question arises because a “Christian"
was defined last Sunday night as
"One who follows Jesus Christ."
The choir will sing the anthem
"The Shadows Of the Evening Hour.”

Over $800.00 in Free
Gifts at the door

Gas, Washes, Greases,
Radio, Accessories

by Salter, and the young people’s Gray, Neil Smith, Harvey Tolman, ' at the Christian Endeavor that eve
orchestra will play and will accom- [ Robert Johnson, Randolph Robinson, ning and returning home was greetSonny Ewell and Kenneth Calder , ed by the following friends carrying
pany the gospel singing.
....
wood.
well filled picnic baskets, Ernestine
“The Palm Sunday message—
Mrs. O. V. Drew will entertain at : Carver, Aura Williams, Rebecca
King of Kings and Lord of Lords” bridge Monday night at her home on I Arey, Ruth Brown, Mary Osgood,
will be the subject of Rev. L. G. High street.
j Louise Morton and Norma Gray.
The Boy Scouts with Scout Master The picnic lunch proved great sport
Perry’s morning sermon at the
Littlefield Memorial Church. There James Smith have been at their I and Miss Calderwood was the rewill be special music by the choir camp several days this week.
i cipient of beautiful gifts in honor of
Carolyn Calderwood was pleasant her 13th birthday anniversary.
and Miss Sybil Jones will sing, “The
Palms.” Junior Church at 10.30 a. ly surprised Tuesday evening at her
Steamer Vinalhaven is taking the
m. for children 5 to 11 years is led by I home, Miss Calderwood was leader place of Gov. Bodwell.
Miss Olive Bragg; Sunday School at I
11.45. with classes for everybody and !
B.Y.P.U. at 6.15 is led by Vivian j
YOUR GROCER
Chaples and Blanche Gray, subject, ■
"Why Christ is a worthy Master." j
WILL GIVE YOU
Evening service at 7.15 opened by a
praise service led by the church or
THIS STRAINER
chestra with sermon subject, “The
miracle of the grave clothes.” Week
ly prayer meeting Tuesday evening
at 7.30.
♦ • » ♦

FREE

At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal)
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector: Services
for tomorrow will be appropriate for
Palm Sunday: Holy Communion at
7.30: church school at 9.30; Matins at
10.15; Choral Eucharist at 10.30; The
Way of the Cross at 4.30; Evensong
at 7 o’clock at St. John’s, Thomaston, j
Holy Week services: Monday, Tues
day and Wednesday there will be
Holy Communion at 7.30; Way of the
Cross at 4 p. m.; Evensong at 7.30.
Maundy Thursday (a day of perpetu- J
al devotion) Choral Eucharist at!
6.30; Way of the Cross at 4 p. m.; I
Evensong at 7.30; Adoration of the
Blessed Sacrament at 9.30. Good Frl- j
day: Matins at 10.30; Three Hours j
Devotion, 12 to 3; The Way of the
Cross at 7.30. Easter Even: Holy
Communion at 7.30; Lighting of the
Paschal Candle and Evensong at 7.30.
The public is welcome at the services, j

WITH A JAR OF

NO-OIL
SALAD DRESSING

VINALHAVEN
Clang ot steel on granite.
Loud the whistles blow;
Cars with paving laden.
Hustling to and fro.
Jack drills loudly tapping,
Derrick booms a-creak.
Blasts roar from the hill-side,
Quarries started this week.

With the coming of spring and
starting of granite quarries this lit
tle town after the suspension during
the winter months, is beginning to
have a business outlook.
At Union Church Sunday, Rev.
P. J. Clifford will preach from the
subject, “The Coming King.” The 7
o’clock service will be devoted to an
evening of praise with special music
by the choir and quartet.
Mrs. William Burns entertained at
supper Saturday the Friendly Five.
The meeting proved to be a surprise
celebration of the birthday anniver
sary of Mrs. Annie Lane. The large
decorated birthday cake was marked
the 18th anniversary. Mrs. Lane re
ceived a shower of gifts.
Mrs. P J. Clifford’s Sunday school
class held a corn ball sale at Flfleld’s
store Friday afternoon. Quite a sum
was netted to be presented to the
Sunshine Society.
Keith Carver returned Friday from
Wentworth Institute for the Easter
vacation.
The Needlecraft Club met Wed
nesday evening with Mrs. Guy C.
Peasley, East Main street.
Mrs. T E. Libby returned Friday
from Rockland and Rockport.
Mrs. Llewellyn Thomas and daugh
ter Dorothy left Thursday for Port
land.
Bert Andrews returned Thursday
from Rockland.
Mary Roberts and college friend
are spending the Easter vacation at
Eastholm.
Edward Smalley has been spend
ing a few days in Rockland and
Thomaston.
Mrs. Sada Robbins entertained the
Bridge Eight at a pajama party
Wednesday night.
Supper was
served.
Housekeepers at Union Church
circle Thursday were Mrs. J. H.
Carver, Mrs. Frank Mullen, Mrs. Guy
Peasley and Mrs. Frank Winslow.
Neil Calderwood, who has been
the guest of friends in Upper Derby,
Penn., arrives today to spend the re
mainder of his vacation with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Austin Calder
wood.
Mrs. Louise Carver recently enter
tained her Sunday school class at her
home on Pleasant street. Games and
refreshments were features of the
evening- The boys included Eugene
Burgess, George Headley, Corriden
BORN

RACKLIFF—At South Thomaston. March !
25. to Mr. and Mrs. Archie Rackliff, a '
daughter.
DIED

PAYSON—At Auburn. March 13. Charles
B. Payson, a native of Cushing.
THOMPSON—At Galesburg. III.. March
—, Fred P. Thompson, aged 50 years. |
Interment ln Camden.
BABBIDGE—At Rockiand. March 25, j
Benjamin Franklin Babbtdge. aged 85
years, 9 months, 18 days. Funeral j
private at 2.30 Sunday at Burpee par-1
iors.
DOLLOFF—At Camden. March 26. Emily
Dolloff. aged 77 years. Funeral Satur- |
day afternoon at 2 o’clock at Good's
funeral rooms. Burial ln Munroe.
BULLOCK—At Rockland, Marrh 26.
Capt. Frank A. Bullock, aged 71 years I
Funeral Sunday at 1 o'clock from
church at Lincolnville Beach.

1855

1931

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Waldoboro and Rockland
Highlands
Artistic Memorials ln Stone

122S-tf

NO SMOKE
NO DIRT
NO ODOR
INDEPENDENT COAL CO.
R. E. THURSTON, Prop.

TEL. 1290

ROCKLAND, ME.

’

TEL. 127
38-39

MILLER’S
1930
1928
1927
1929
1926
1929
1926
1929
1930
1929
1927
1928

GARAGE

OLDSMOBILE SEDAN
ESSEX COACH
CHEVROLET CABRIOLET
WHIPPET SEDAN
ESSEX COACH
CHEVROLET SEDAN
CHRYSLER ROADSTER
FORD TUDOR
ESSEX ROADSTER
OLDSMOBILE COACH
WHIPPET COACH
REO COUPE

All these cars are equipped with five good tires; paint
and upholstery fine; excellent mechanical condition;
complete tool equipment.

MILLER’S
RANKIN STREET

GARAGE
ROCKLAND

HINTS
FOR
THE

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courler-Gaette, Saturday, March 28, 1931
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THE FEATHERHEADS

t Otborne

Felix “Comes Back”

MOTORIST

)
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By ALBERT L. CLOUGH

Gently With The Unwarnied Engine!
White An Engine lt Cold Its Lubrication 1: Uncertain I

THE WARNING POUND In most Instruction manuals, not to drive
fast or to race the engine until it has become warm, is well worth
heeding at ail times, but particularly in winter. It is based upon the
fact that engine oil, while it is still cold, is likely to be too stiff to
circulate through the bearings and be splashed in sufficient amount to
fully lubricate all working parts, when they are moving fast and operat
ing under heavy loads. It Is also founded upon the well warranted
supposition that, until the engine becomes warm, some choking will be
necessitated, vaporization will be highly incomplete and there will be
much liquid gasoline running down cylinder walls which will tend
to dissolve the oil thereon, rendering lubrication inadequate. This
warning applies to idle running of an engine in the garage as well as
to driving before engine temperature approximates the norrfial and is
especially applicable when starting temperatures are very low, when
the oil used is not coldproof and when a rather involatile grade of
gasoline is being used. It should be remembered that if the engine
oil is such that it is very greatly stiffened by the low temperature
to which it has been exposed, but not so extremely as to prevent its
being pumped, the oil-gage may show a very high pressure, but prac
tically no oil may be circulating through the bearings and being splashed
on the cylinder walls. It will nearly all be circulating through the
by-pass of the oil pressure regulator and returning to the sump, with
out performing any lubrication whatever and it is under such condi
tions, coupled with heavy choking, that the speeding or racing of an
engine may result in heavily scored cylinders or even worse damage.

Owl's Heed, March 16. to Mr. and
Mrs. Ira T. Feeney, a daughter.
Lincolnville. March 16. to Mr. and
Mrs. Gorham Dean, a son.
Deer Isle. March 9. to Mr. and Mrs
Marshall Thompson, a daughter—
Helen Marguerite
A review from the columns
Hurricane. March 16. to Mr. ar.d
of this paper of some of the
Mrs M. E. Landers, a daughter.
happenings which interested
Washington. March 13. to Mr. and
Rockland and vicinity in this
Mrs. Abiatha Mink, a son.
month. 1906.
END-PLAY IN CRANKSHAFT
MISSES \T LOW SPEEDS
Vinalhaven. March 22. to Mr. and
J. T. L. writes: My 1925 ---------B. C. P. writes: In inspecting
Mrs. Joseph Nelson, a son.
an engine, which had been removed car is fairly good in sliced and the
Clarence Bergin won the threeWar7n F’Pb- 18 to Mr- ®nd.Mrs'
from the chassis because it knocked. engine hits on all six cylinder*
mile roller skating match at the Big Willard Andrews, a son Benjamin
1 find that the crankshaft can be while idling, but misses badly at
.
____
_
° Tmpnln
moved about three-eights inch end speeds much under 15-20 m.p.h.
Rink, beating William Savage. Rod Lincoln.
« « « •
wise in its bearings. What is the I am told that the timing is at
ney Skinner, polo player, was doing
cause of and remedy for that con faul’ but having this gone over by
some wonderful feats.
The marriages for the period were
dition? Will wobbly valves cause an expert makes no difference.
Wakefield. Mass.. Feb. 14. Alden
W. W. Case was elected exalted
noise and, if so. what will stop it? What do you think is the matter?
ruler of Rockland Lodge. B.P.O.E.
F. Richardson of Boston and Miss
Answer: This endplay of the
E. A. Butler was elected president i Grace Iola Spinney of Wakefield,
crankshaft in its bearings is lim
ited, on most engines, by making
of the Rockland Trust Co.
i Rockland. Feb. 21 . George H
the cap of one of the main bear
A. O. Pillsburv was elected cap-I Upham of Rockport and Mabel J.
ings a close fit between the fillets
tain of Co. H. Tillson Light Infantry.! KecD of Rockland,
of the journal portion of the shaft.
and James F. Carver and 'A. F. P ■ Vinalhaven. Feb. 22. Andrew M
When the ends of the bearing cap
Hyler were elected lieutenants.
’ Cassie and Carrie E. Brown.
wear down in service end play of
the shaft increases. A new. properly
John F Whitney bought the six- i Friendship. Feb 3. Albert Witherton sloop Winnie Maud which was to spoon of Camden and Blanche Geyer
be commanded by Walter Simmons, j of Cushing.
Charles T. Smalley passed the j Belfast Frb 3 Charles B. Thorr.State Bar examination and was tc ' dike
.•
Answer: The correct action of
and Lizzie M. Brown, both of I
locate in Camden.
the carburetor of this car is de
L
P°
nohue
ce
’
^
)rated
,
his
!
R
Rockland. Feb. 22, Elmer E. Dyer
pendent upon a liberal supply of
exhaust gas passing through the
±Cti°?
h C
w
' a"d Florence P St. Clair of South
carburetor jacket, especially at low
genera! Jollification at McGrath's j Thomaston.
engine speeds. Unless the exhaust
Corner.
Warren, Feb. 17, H. D. Sawyer and
gas passages are perfectly free and
Maggie Brown.
the adjustment ot the hot air link
The city election resulted in a
age correct, missing at low speed
Waldoboro. Feb. 24. George L. LevDemocratic landslide Rodney I. ensaler and Lilia M. Davis.
fitted bearing-cap is the usual rem may oe expected, particularly in
cold
weather.
You
better
check
edy in such cases. Valves, the
Thompson being elected mayor over
Philadelphia. Feb. 22, Ferdina’.d
stems of which have worn loose In up everything in connection with
Gardner L. Farrand by a vote of 891 w. Sinehi. formerly of Rockland
their guiles, make considerable the carburetor heat supply. Low
to 748. and the party carrying five and Edith S. Lubin. both of Philanoise. New valves and guide bush- ■ compression, due to badly fitting
of the seven wards and tying in one , delphia.
piston-rings
or
leaky
valves,
is
very
ings Is the usual remedy, but valves
ward. The new City Government
Vinalhaven. Feb. 25. John H
likely to cause missing such as you
with oversize stems, properly fitted describe If valve timing were not
was made up thus: Board of Alder- shields and Rena E. Roberts,
In the reamrd-out bushings. Is a practically correct, you would not
men. Manley W. Hart. Joshua B. Deer Isle. Feb. 13, Fred D. EJaton
possible repair.
get much speed from the engine.
Hall. Albert C. McLoon. Adelbert J. and Ethel Marshall.
Tolman. Leslie N. Littlehale, George « Rockport, Feb. 28. Jere N. Farnham
A. Sherman and Fred A Blacking- Of Rockland and Maggie B. Gregory
ton; Common Council, Lucius H. of Glencove.
Duncan. Ibra A Ripley. Clifford B.
Charlestown. Mass.. Feb. 21. Herbj Jones. Silas A Morton, Alvah B. ert E. Mitchell of St. George and
Clark. Bvron J. Dow. R. Anson Crie. Mary V. Doherty of Charlestown
Henrv B Bird. J. C. F. Simmons. Mass.
Luie E. Blackington. Edward A
Vinalhaven. Feb. 25. Leon Hopkins
Knowlton. Roscoe Staples. Charles of Vinalhaven and Mary Williams !
B Emery. James A. Stover. Jerry R. st. George.
Sullivan. Fred I. Lamson. Henry B
Thomaston. March 3, Frank F
Webber. Albert W. Benner. Eugene Richards and Hattie Foss.
F Lyddie. Westbra B. Bowley and Providence, Feb. 27. Charles S
William H. Brown.
Haves of Providence and Miss Emma
The new city government organ- a. Liscomb of Rockland,
ized with Fred A. Blackington as
Rockland. March 7. Benjamin C.
| chairman of the Board of Aldermen g. Burkett of Camden and Alice F.
and Fred I. Lamson as president of Douglass of Rockland
the Common Council. These subCamden, March 2, Stanley L Heal i
• ordinate officers were chosen: City ?.nd Olive A. Munroe, both of LinClerk, R. S. Thorndike: city marshal, i colnville.
Luke A. Spear; chief engineer,
Vinalhaven. March 6. Hanson T.
George A. Flint: city auditor. L. F. Brown of Vinalhaven and Miss
Starrett; city solicitor E. C. Payson; Mertie E. Dyer of North Haven
city treasurer. H. C. Clark; city
Rockland, March 17. Fremont
physician. Dr. J. C. Hill; road com Robinson and Kittv C. Marshall.
missioner, T. E. McNamara; tax col
Camden. March 15, Frank S Dixon
lector. L. F. Starrett; assessor. E. K. and Miss Hattie May Hall
Spear.
Rockland. March 21. William A.
• « • «
Skinner and Alice O. Ames.
Rockland, March 21. Louis B Dyer
John O. Stevens entered partner
ship with Ralph E. Kalloch in the of Rockland and Alice Millay of
Camden.
Kalloch Furniture Co.
Somersworth. N. H., March 17,
F. S. Sherman was promoted to the
superintendency of the Bangor divi Fred A. Ripley and Aurelia D Sel
lers.
sion of the Eastern Steamship Co.
Portland, March 21. Fred T Simp
Benjamin J. Segal moved into his
son and Nora Grindle, both of
new clothing store.
J. Pearl Billings of the letter car Stonington.
Camden. March 21, William R.
rier force died, aged 23.
L. W. Benner and Dr. G. L. Crock Thurlow and Jessie A. Wooster.
Deer Isle. March 18. George H.
ett went to Washington in the inter
HORIZONTAL (Cont.) • VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
est of Congressman Littlefield's anti- Pickering and Minnie Thompson.
15- Drop
I- Science that treats 49- Metric land
♦ * • ♦
compulsory pilotage bill.
16- A kind of pipe
measure
of the heavenly
The
building
on
Claremont
street
17Hastened
50Permit
Cushing town meeting: Selectman,
bodies
known as Flagg's Hotel, and built 15 Vinal Wallace. B L. Stevens and O.
51- Receptacle for hold 18- Having depth
8- Automobile
years
previously
by
Chester
Pease
of
20-Engllsh
lighthouse
ing coal
P. Jones; assessors. C. A. Fogarty. W.
(Colloq.)
Appleton was being razed. (This A. Rivers and B. W. Rivers: treas
22-Grassy meadow
52-Time period (pi.)
9- Erect
structure stood on the site now occu urer, A. V. Robinson: tax collector,
24-Born (French)
54-Manufacturing
city
II- Nothing but
pied by E. F. Glover's residence.)
27-Way
of S. W. Prussia
E. S. Vose; road commissioner, B. W.
I2-Very warm
A. C. McLoon & Co bought the Rivers.
56- Anything pernicious 29-The nostrils
14-Walked on
plant
of
the
Sea
Food
Packing
Co.
31-Vapor
57- Greek god of love
St. George Lodge. F.A.M. of War
|6-Feminine name
on Week's wharf.
33-Fish eggs
59- Small child
ren celebrated its 100th anniversary.
17-A king of Judea
Samuel
S.
Haskell,
one
time
lime
37Greek
letter
60- Wanders from the
Union town meeting: Selectmen,
19-Venture
manufacturer, died, at the age of 73. F. E. Burkett, E. Carroll and B. E.
38- Greater in amount
truth
21- Endeavor
Horace
L.
Simonton
of
the
Simon

39Sharp
61- Part of the finger
St. Clair; clerk. H. E. Messer; treas
22- Falsehood
ton Drv Goods Co., died at the age of urer. George C. Hawes; tax collector,
40- A lace fabric
63- Greek god of war
23-Japanese coin
34.
42-Severed
violently
O. N. Butler.
64— Drilled
25- Destroy
Walter E. Weeks concluded his
44- Bird’s home
Mrs. Dorothy M. Decrow was
26-To sign as correct
VERTICAL
winter's
duties
as
acting
agent
for
45- lncipient decay in
fatally burned at her home in Cam
27- A long grass stem
the
Eastern
Steamship
Co.
at
Sears

I
fruit
1- A gentle breeze
den when her clothing caught fire
28- Observed
port.
46- Crimes
from the stove.
2- FemaIe saint
30- Paid (abbr.)
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Thomas
A.
Perry
re

48-Gain
(abbr.)
Hope town meeting: Selectmen, M
31- lncite
tired
after
20
years
service
as
master
j
51-Hinders
B Hobbs. A. M. Crabtree and N. F.
' 3-Towards
32- A fruit
and
matron
of
the
almshouse,
and
53—A cleansing agent
Barrett; clerk. Henry H. Payson: col
34- Eldest son of Isaac 4- Scent
were succeeded by Mr. and Mrs. A. lector and treasurer. D. J. Bowley.
55- A black substance
5- Either
35- Decays
B.
Butler.
from smoke of
Camden town meeting: Selectmen.
36- The stock of a tree 6- Collided with
♦ ♦ * •
wood
J. H. Hobbs. F. H. Wilbur and E. N.
7- Measure of length
39-Part of leg
56- Rflised
These births were recorded:
Duffy: clerk, E. E. Boynton: road
8- Lofty
41-Pronoun
58-A title of knights
Deer Isle. Feb. 12, to Mr and Mrs. commissioner. N. M. Hosmer: treas
fO-Howl
43-English school
' 6O-Before
Henry D. Billings, a daughter—Ruth urer. S. B. Haskell; tax collector, O.
11—A German coin
45- Busy insects
A2-M«stcal note
Louisa.
P. Fuller.
,10-Mind
46-Thus
Jm- Qrsaii
Stonington. Feb. 9. to Mr. and Mrs.
Capt. James H. Robinson. 82 died
18-PHcb
47-American poet
Frank H. Robbins, a son.
suddenly in Rockport.
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
Rockland. March 5, to Mr. and Mrs.
Capt. Thomas F. Hart and crew of
seven were rescued from the Thom
William Mason, a son.
Rockport March 2, to Rev. and aston schooner Lizzie Chadwick after
Immense Fishing Ground
Mrs. Walter R. Bartlett, a son.
an exposure of 60 hours on the cabin,
South Thomaston. March 5, to Mr. during a hurricane off Cape Hat
More than 300,000 American.
teras.
Canadian and French craft brave and Mrs Arthur Pierce, a son
Thomas A. Hunt, L. M. Kcnniston
Rockland, March 6. to Mr. and
storms, Icebergs nnd fog on the
Grand banks, submerged banks of Mrs. James P. Aylward, a daughter. and F. G. Currier were elected
Thomaston, March 9, to Mr. and assessors of the Camden Village cor
sand and rock Rtretching 200 miles
poration.
elT the Newfoundland coast, In Mrs. Benjamin Pooley, a son.
Warren town meeting: Selectmen,
Rockland, March 8. to Mr. and Mrs.
quest of fish.
H. J. Libby, H. R. McIntyre, and A
John D. Shepherd, a daughter.
Rockland, March 8. to Mr. and P. Grav; assessors. N. T. Caswell. C.
Thought for the Day
Courage is a virtue that the Mrs. Maurice S. Moran, a son, Ken A. Copeland and A. B. McIntyre;
treasurer. M. R. Matthews; road
young cannot spare. To lose lt Is neth Philip.
Thomaston, March 11, to Mr. and commissioner, N. R. Robinson,
to grow old before the time; lt Is
Vinalhaven town meeting: Select
better to make a thousand mistakes Mrs. Hiram Fales, a daughter.
Deer Isle. Feb. 28, to Mr. and Mrs. men. E. H. Bradstreet, A. U. Patter
nnd suffer a thousand reverses than
son and H. E. Wilson; treasurer. L. R.
to run away from battle.—Henry Guy L. Cleveland, a daughter.
Edgewood, R. I., March 6, to Mr. Smith; auditor, C. E. Boman; fire
Van Dyke,
and Mrs. Charles Snow Hall, a chief. O. P. Lyons.
Forget-me-not Chapter. O.E.3.,
daughter—Harriet.
FIGHTING AGAINST
No Likeness of Williams
Rockland, March 18, to Mr. and was organized at South Thomaston
There is no authentic portrait, Mrs. George W. Smith, a daughter. by Associate Grand Patron A. H.
FLU-GRIP
marble or bronze, of Roger Wil
Rockland, March 18, to Mr. and Newbert. Mrs. Agnes M. Bartlett
p the bowel# open and take
liams extant When in 1872 the Mrs. Edgar Hurd, a son, Willis.
was worthy matron and Dr. George
state of Rhode Island presented his
Rockland, March 19, to Mr. and C. Horn worthy patron.
JROWN’S relief
statue to tiie nation the artist had Mrs. Harry T. Rising, a son.
Deacon S. Y. Crockett, 75. died
to make it from an ideal concep
Warren, March 7, to Mr. and Mrs. at Pulpit Harbor.
IP. rising and retiring
tion.
Mrs. A. H. Linncll was elected
Lescoe Watts, a son.
Norway Medicine Ca-

jCOURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

25 YEARS AGO

KITCHEN
CUPBOARD

Hints For Homemakers
By Jane Rogers

By NELLIE MAXWELL
Except ft living man there 1#
nothing more wonderful than a
book, a message to ua from the
dead—from human souls we
never saw, who lived, perhaps,
thousands of miles away. And
yet these, in those little sheets
of paper, speak to ua, arouse us,
terrify us, teach us, comfort us,
open their hearts to us as broth
ers.—Charles Kingsley.

Various Good Dishes
DAINTY food especially good
for an invalid and simple to
prepare Is:
Chicken Custard.—Take three
tahlespoonfuls of finely chopped
and pounded chicken, one-half cup
ful bread crumbs, two well beaten
eggs, a pinch of salt and one of
celery salt, a cupful of milk. Mix
thoroughly, pour Into well greased
custard cups and place In a pan
of water. Babe In a moderate oven
until the custard Is set. Serve hot.
Chicken Chow.—Cook a chicken
until tender, adding salt and one
or two small dried peppers. When
tender pick the meat from the
hones as for cream chicken. Pre
pare noodles, using one egg, salt,
a tablespoonful of cream nnd flour
to roll as thin as paper. Cut and
dry for an hour or two. In a bak
ing pan pnt a layer of the noodles,
then a layer of chicken, a layer of
sliced hard cooked egg, add a little
broth and finish the top with
noodles; cover with buttered
crumbs. Bake for half an hour.
Turkey Stuffing.—Crumb a good
sized loaf of bread, chop two medi
um sized onions and fry until soft
in one cupful of butter; when ten
der but not brown, pour over the
bread crumbs, mix lightly, add one
cupful of finely cut celery, two
hard cooked eggs chopped, one cup
ful of broken walnut meats, a pair
of cooked sweetbreads, salt, pepper
and minced parsley. Mix well, fill
the turkey, adding a few nice
olives at Intervals, Do not pack
too tightly. If a plainer dressing
Is desired sweetbreads may be
omitted and a little cooked veal
substituted, or the nuts and olives
may be left out
Ginger Ale and Pear Salad.—Boil
the sirup from a can of pears, add
two and one-half tablespoonfuls of
gelatin softened In one-fourth of a
cupful of water, add one-fourth
cupful of sugar. Cool and add one
cupful of ginger ale and the pears
cut Into small pieces. Pour Into a
mold and when firm serve with
whipped cream and a tablespoonful
of salad dressing. This Is nice for
dessert
...

A

ITH so many women taking

over practically the whole reW
sponsibility of b®^dllng^ the^family

Income, sound home-banking meth
ods are of increasing importance
to homemakers. An inexpensive
mechanical device that prevents
checks from being raised or altered
is a sound investment for the wo
man in the home.

To beat egg whites quickly add
a pinch of cream of tartar before
starting to beat. The eggs will
froth more quickly and hold their
shape a longer time.
*
Musical Term*

Allegretto Is a diminutive of al
legro and as a time indication some
what slower than the latter, and
also faster than andante. Like allegro, it Is frequently combined with
other words. Examples are alle
gretto moderato, et cetera, either
modifying the pace or describing
the character of the music. Tiie
word is also used as the name of
a movement and in this sensfe is es
pecially to be often found in the
works of Beethoven.

Miss Mildred Merrifield. Miss
Marguerite Lincoln and George Fin
ley are home from the University of
j Maine to spend the Easter recess.
There was a large attendance at
Evening Star Grange Saturday
night
Miss Martha Johnston is horn?
from Colby College for the Easter
vacation.
Miss Mildred Merrifield called on
Mrs. George Bryant Sunday.
The Ladies' Guild have an allday meeting Tuesday at the Masonic
hall.
Miss Esther Fuller of Liberty is
I teaching the Village school and
| boarding at Mrs. Nina Johnston's.
Miss Bernice Beechy Miss Esthe:
Fuller. Miss Frances Pierpont, Miss |
Evelyn Sukeforth. Miss Mildred Merrifield, Mr and Mrs. H. B. Cunningham, Sidney HUmes. Harlan Side- (
_ _ Maynard _____
_____ ____
linger.
Austin. Linden
l.awWillard Ware. Leland Johnston.
Maylan Turner, Charles and Floyd
; Ludwig and Arthur Johnston were
entertained Monday evening by Mr.
and Mrs. A. E. Johnston.
Miss Evelyn Bartlett called on Mrs.
Ida Hatch Monday.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Whereas Fred L. Simmons of Warren
Countv of Knox and State ot Maine, and
Miles A. Simmons, formerly of Rockport
in said County of Knox, but now de
ceased. bv their mortgage dped dated
October 5th. 1897. and recorded in Knox
County Registry ot Deeds. Book <j2. Page
624. conveved to Linda O. Calderwood.
formerly of Vinalhaven In said County
of Knox, but now deceased, a certain lot
or parcel of land with the buildings
thereon, situated in said Warren and
bounded and described as follows, to

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!
We Want Your

LIVE POULTRY
And Will Pay Highest Market
Price
Call or write and trucks will call.
COHEN BROS.
Care CHARLES McKELLAR
WARREN, ME.
Telephone Warren 2-3

Reference: Any poultry raiser
109-tf

VINALHAVEN * ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.30
A M.. Stonington 6.25, North Haven 725.
Vinalhaven 8.15. due to arrive at Rockland about 9 30.
vinalhaven 2«?SNorth Haven 3.30. Stonington at 4 40: due to arrive at Swan'a
Island about 6 00 P. M.
H. STINSON. General Agent.
143-tt
Why auffar torture* from Rheu
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
lar Lamenesa, Sprain* and Bruits*
when

METHYL BALM
will bring almost instant relief7
A scientifically compounded ex
ternal application that should ba
in every home. Sold only at

Johnston’s Drug Store
73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
Ssnt Post Paid on receipt of price
76 cents

IStf

' wit

Beginning on the North side of the
road leading from Warren to Camden
at a stake and stones on the East corner
line of land of heirs of Charles Spear
deceased; thence North 4’? deg. East 22
rods to stake and stones on line of land
of said Spear heirs; thence North 30*2
deg. West 41 rods by said Spear’s line of
land to stake and stones at Southwest
corner of Blake line of land; thence
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
North 54 deg. East by said Blake line of
land 62 rods to stake and stones on line
served the families of Knox County
of land of G. A. Miller; thence South
LADY ATTENDANT
3012 deg. East, 20 rods to stake and
Famous Composition
stones at Northeast corner of line of
Day Tel. 450
781-1
“The Lost Chord’’ is the title of land of O. A. Fiske; thence South 59’ :
West 20 rods by said Fiske line of
ft poem written by Adelaide A. Proc deg.
land to stake and stones at Northwest
BURPEE S
tor. It was first printed in House- _
__ ____________________
corner
of said Fiske line of land;_____
thence
ROCKLAND, ME.
hold Words and again in her ekllec- South 30Va deg. East 74 rods by land of
Fiske and land of Isaac Blake to
tion or “Legends and Lyrics” said
said Camden road to stake and stones;
(1858). The verses became widely thence Southwesterly by said Camden
DR. ETHEL CRIE
known when set to music by Sir Ar and Warren road to place or beginning,
’: the homestead of the late Samuel
thur Sullivan. His mood was so bein
Osteopathic Physician
Simmons, now deceased,—which said
attuned to that of the poet tliat mortgage was assigned by Ralph W- Cal- MAIN STREET,
THOMASTON
words and music both sound a derwood. as Administrator of the Estate
office Phone 136-Residence 83
the said Linda O. Calderwood. to us,
» /w • n no * mno
strain of grandeur, Intellectual and of
the undersigned, together with the Free Children’s Clinic 9.00 to 10.00
emotional, mutually interpretative. mortgage debt thereby secured, by writ
Every Saturday Morning
ten assignment dated August 26th, 1922.
23-tf
and recorded in Knox County Registry
White Ant Lumber’s Enemy
of Deeds. Book 173. Page 173,—and
Whereas the condition of said mort
There is one insect that takes
has been broken, now therefore, by !
heavy toll in lumber, says the Amer gage
DR. MARY E. REUTER
reason of the breach of the condition
ican Tree association. This Is the thereof, we claim a foreclosure of said
Osteopathic Physician
termite, or white ant. These in Mortgage.
this seventh day of March. A. D.
Graduate American School of
sects penetrate into the wood of Dated
1931.
Osteopathy
floorings and walls and foundations.
LOTTIE E. STARRETT.
400 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND TEL. 1233
CHARLES R. CALDERWOOD.
They eat their way through the
MAINE
28tf
wood, honeycombing it and weaken Knox SS. STATE OF March
7fh, 1931.
, (& 1930, Western Newspaper Union.) ,
ing it
Personally appeared the above sub
scribed Lottie E. Starrett and Charles R
Calderwood. and made oath that the
Age of the Rockies
Laugh for the Bride
above foreclosure notice by them signed
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
The Rocky mountains are fairly
It must be hard for a bride to ■ is true.
Before me.
new. —
Scientists
know
this- because . neep
--- ---------- ---feDL UlIL
Osteopathic Physician
keep llUlii
from laujjllinfc
laughing “
right
out 1UUU
loud
EDWARD C. PAYSON.
they are so steep. Old mountains
during the ceremony when she
32-S-38
Justice of the Peace.
35
LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND
are more worn down and have
thinks how she has let the groom
STATE OE MAINE
PHONE 136
lower forms. The growth of moun believe he has had to drag her up County of Knox. SS.
March 5. 1931.
tains Is slow. They are not pushed
to the altar when he didn’t have
Taken this seventh day of March A.
up suddenly in some grand cata
any more chance than a rabbit of D. 1931. on execution dated the fourth
clysm, but rise a few inches in 1,000
getting away.—Cincinnati Enquirer. day of March A. D. 1931. issued on a
EXPERT
years.
Judgment rendered by our Justices of
our Superior Court holden at Rockland
0
within and for the County of Knox, on
Semi-Precious Stone
the first Tuesday in February A. D. 1931.
FORECLOSURE
Whereas. Alvin W Hutchinson of in favor of Claes E. Boman of Vinal
Lapis-lazuli is a stone whose
in the County of Knox and haven. in the County of Knox and State
characteristic color is a rich azure Rockland,
State of Maine, bv his mortgage deed. of Maine, as he is collector of taxes
R. W. TYLER
blue, occurring usually in small, ! dated Oct. 3d. 1927. and recorded in the therein for the year 1928. against George
Registry of Deeds Book 206. Page Kay- of Vinalhaven in said County of 509-513 Main St. Tel. 710 Rorkland
rounded masses and frequently Knox
conveyed to the Rockland Loan and Knox and State of Maine, for the sum of
showing spangles of iron pyrites. 449.
Building Association, a corporation thirty-two dollars and
eighty-live
Lapis lazuli is probably the sap legally organized under the laws of the cents, debt or damage. and fif
teen
dollars
and
thirty-six
cents,
State
of
Maine,
and
having
Its
principal
phire of the ancients, and is still
at said Rockland, a certain parcel costs of suit, and the least undivided Fine Suite of Offices, newly painted,
much valued for ornamental pur office
of real estate with the buildings there fractional part thereof that any person papered and thoroughly cleansed,
poses.
on. situated in said Rockland, bounded bidding will take and pay the amount :eilings whitened and floors refinished.
due on the execution with all necessary
and described as follows, to wit;
Beginning at an iron bolt on the charges of sale, will be sold at public Over Huston-Tuttle Book Co. Terms
When Youth Needa Aid
Easterly line of the street leading from auction, at the office of the Selectmen of very reasonable. L. F. CHASE, 45
Highlands to Thomaston and Vinalhaven. on the seventeenth day of
From twelve to seventeen the Rockland
22tf
at corner of land of Chester F. Day; April A. D. 1931, in said Vinalhaven at Middle Street. Tel. 1185-W
young folks often have a hard time. thence
South 25 deg. East five rods and 2 o’clock in the afternoon, the follow
Emotionally they are ail mixed up. twenty-three links to an iron bolt; ing described real estate situated in said
YIELD TO
to wit: land bounded N. by
Take them Into your confidence. thence South 70 deg. West one rod to Vinalhaven,
iron bolt; thence South 21 deg. East shore of Seal Bay. E. by land of Mrs. C.
CHINESE
Give them a full measure of your an
six rods and ten links to line of land of I. Kittredge. S. & W. by land of C. E.
HERB
understanding. You may be sur Whitney; thence South 62 deg. 30 min. W. Orcutt, including the Emily Poole lot
Don’t suffer another minute from
prised what a few sympathetic eight rods and thirteen links to corner (so-called) 23 acres.
WARREN
BILLINOS.
of stone wall; thence North 4 deg. East
blind, itching1, protruding or bleed
words will do.—Exchange.
32-S-38
Deputy Sheriff.
on line of land of Perry eight rods and
ing piles without testing the newest
nine links to corner of wall; thence ROCHESTER AMERICAN INSURANCE
and fastest acting treatment out. Dr.
North
70
deg.
East
one
rod
and
twelve
Nixon
’s Chinaroid, fortified with
COMPANY
And How Wo Squawk
links to corner of wall; thence North
rare, imported Chinese Herb, with
1 Liberty Street, New Y’ork
It’s one thing to be a good fa 18 deg. West, five rods and twenty-three
amazing
power to reduce swollen
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
to iron bolt on line of said street; Stocks and Bonds ................ $3,214,871 12
tissues, brings ease and comfort in
ther and an abundant provider, and links
thence Northerly by said street four Cash in Office and Bank ......
a
few
minutes,
enabling you to work
1,609 53
It’s another thing to refrnln from rods and four links to first bounds.
Agents' Balances ..................
44.221 48 and enjoy life while it continues its
squawking when the family makes
Now therefore, by reason of the breach Interest and Rents ...............
soothing,
healing
action. Don’t de
22.153 00
the condition thereof said Rockland
lay. Act in time to avoid a danger
a concerted effort to run you Into of
Loan and Building Association claims a
ous
and
costly
operation.
Try Dr.
Gross Assets ....................... $3,282,855 13
debt as a means toward advance foreclosure of said mortgage.
Nixon’s Chinaroid under our guar
Deduct items not admitted .... 230.734 12
In witness whereof, the said Rockland
antee to satisfy completely and be
ment of culture.—Fort Wayne
Loan and Bulldirtg Association, has
worth 100 times the small cost or
News-Sentinel
Admitted .............................. $3,052,121 01
your money back.
caused this instrument to be sealed with
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1930
its corporate seal and signed in its cor- Net Unpaid Losses ................ $55,978 48
C. II. Moor & Co.. Rockland
■
’ porate name by Harry O. Gurdy, its Unearned Premiums
......... 438.213 20
nrpxiripnt
of thp
thereunto
president ot
tne Rantist
Baptist Spwine
sewing ! Secretary,
thls 28th day
of Marchduly
ln theauthorized,
year one All other Liabilities ............... 35 000 00
Cash Capital .......................... 1.000.000 00
Circle in Rockport.
thousand nine hundred and thirty-one. Surplus over all Liabilities .... 1,522.929 33
W
THE DIAMOND BRAND.
A
Ocean View Grange was organized j (Corporate seal)
Ladlrsl Auk your Brucgl«t for ZA
€hl-choa-(rr-0 Dlumond Ttrand^Vx
^iIaJtrtSVAle b57- SxratD NJa,Spter ROCKLAND LOAN fi BUILDING ASSO- Total Liabilities andSurnlus $3,052,121 01
l
’
llls
In
Red
and
Mold
ineta!lic\\^Z
ROBERT U. COLLINS. Agent
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.
Obadiah Gardner. G. N. Bachelder : CIATION. By Harry o Gurdy. Secretary
375 Main St.. Rockland. Me.
Take no other. Buy of your
was master and J. W. Hupper over- |
state of Maine
35-S-41
Drug*tuft. Ask for C!II.€Ui:S.TER S
seer
| Knox SS.
March 26th. 1931.
DIAMOND BRAND PILLS, for BS
1 Personally appeared the above named COUNTY FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
years known as Best, Safest, Always Reliable
A chopping bee at Capt. E. S. Rob Harry O. Gurdy. Secretary, and made
OF PHILADELPHIA
SOLD BY DRUGGISrS EVERYWHERE
erts’ farm in Vinalhaven resulted in oath to the truth of the foregoing notice 110 South Fourth St., Philadelphia, Pa.
of
foreclosure.
In
his
said
capacity.
GRANITE STATE EIRE INSURANCE CO.
ASSETS
DEC. 31. 1930
the manufacture of 13 'i cords of
Before me
Real Estate ......................... $ 62.880 00
Portsmouth, New Hampshire
wood. The day’s work was followed
(Signed) EDWARD K. GOULD
Mortgage Loans ....................
7.000 00
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
by a supper and barn dance.
38-S-44
Justice of the Peace
Stocks and Bonds ................ 2.002.869 08 Real Estate ............................. $121,812 81
Cash in Office and Bank ......
97.213 30 Mortgage Loans ...................... 100.446 99
Agents’ Balances .................. 149.519 54 Stocks and Bonds .................. 3.288.603 87
Interest and Rents ...............
14.744 00 Cash in Office and Bank ...... 208.576 99
All other Assets .....................
6,840 J}! Agents’ Balances ................... 178,163 78
----------- —^’’Interest and Rents ...............
42.669 79
Gross Assets ..................... $2,341,066 19 All other Assets
10.319 44
Deduct items not admitted
45,877 85
Gross
Assets
........................
$3,950,593
67
That's
the
cost
of
a
bottle
of
An Old Family
Admitted ............................ $2,295,188 34 Deduct items not admitted ....
33.139 70
Doctor’s Favorite
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
*
Net Unpaid Losses .............. $ 62.207' 00
Admitted ..............................$3,917,453 97
Prescription.
Unearned Premiums ............. 515.362 74
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
All other Liabilities .............
45.082 38 Net Unpaid Losses ............... $161,456 60
The best household emergenty
Cash Capital ......................... 1.000.000 00 Unearned Premiums ............. 1.505,731 41
remedy—nothing better for Croup.
Surplus over all Liabilities .. 672.536 22 All other Liabilities ...............
42,500 00
Colds. Coughs. Colic. Cramp and
Cash Capital .......................... 1,000.000 00
Family Ills and Ails, safe for chil
Total liabilities and surplus $2,295,188 34 Surplus over all Liabilities.... 1.207.765 96
dren. Buy it anywhere. You may
CLARENCE E. JOHNSON.
need it any time.
Agent. Total Liabilities and Surplus $3,917,453 97
32-S-38
38-S-44
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PILES

CHICHESTER S PILLS

BIG RETURNS FROM 35c

Ballard’s Golden Oil

Every-OtKer-Day
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Page Five

“THE THRIFT HOUR”
The hour when a little time spent reading the advertising
in this newspaper can be made to play a big part in the
status of the family savings account............. Consistent ad
reading gives you first hand information TODAY about
the quality and prices of the purchases you intend making
TOflORROW.
I
*
*
«
The merchants of Rockland place their various offers be
fore you in each issue in order that you may know in ad
vance what the market affords. These advance sugges
tions, when acted upon, enable the buyer to make the
most of every dollar spent . . You, too, will find that read
ing the ads will make an astonishing difference in your
daily expenses ... An hour spent in ad reading is truly—
“The Thrift Hour.”
1

*
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THOMASTON
Rev. Frederick W. Barton of Ten
ant’s Harbor called upon friends in
town Thursday.
Rev. I. V. Mayo who has spent part
of his time the past two years with
his daughter, Mrs. Frances Tillson,
is preaching in East Dixfield.
Mrs. Ralph Tripp made a visit to
Augusta Wednesday to spend a few
days with Mr. Tripp who has em
ployment there.
Mr and Mrs. Robert Frye have sold
their land and buildings on Erin
street to Elston F. Luce. The Frys
came to Thomaston from New Hamp
shire about one year ago and their
friends in town regret to hear of
their approaching departure.
"The race is not always to the swift,
nor the battle to the strong” might
possibly work out to victory lor
Styvie’s baseball aggregation. If the
boys will train for it as athletes and
pugilists train, they could make an
offer for the pennant.
Rev. Hubert F. Leach of the Fed
erated Church officiated at the funeral
of Mrs. Lewis Burns of Friendship
Wednesday. Maynard Wentworth,
Ralph Crawford and Sayward Hall
of this town went as bearers.
Mrs. Russell Davis is confined to
the house with grippe.
Theodore Bradford attended the
funeral of C. Warren Wotton ol
Friendship Wednesday.
At the Baptist Church services for
Palm Sunday will be: 9.45 a. m. Bible
school: 11, morning worship, topic,
"The Triumphal Entry.” The quartet
will sing "Jerusalem," Parker; so
prano solo, Mrs. Vivian Hewett, "The
Palms.” At 7.15 the pastor's topic
will be “Your Attitude to Christ.”
The correspondent was invited to !
view some braided rugs in the home |
of Mrs. Herbert Kirkpatrick Friday.
Five rugs were spread upon the floor,
two belonging to Mrs. Kirkpatrick
and three to Mrs. Abbie Meservey of
Union, who is spending the winter
with her brother Millard Gilmore.
All showed good workmanship, but
for colors and smooth braiding Mrs.
Kirkpatrick's were the finest the cor
respondent had evej^ seen. It just
happened that while on his rounds
he was shown a number of braided
rugs in the home of Mrs. Clifford
Clark, Green street, which showed
great skill in the making and very
odd and attractive patterns. One of
these had been in use 35 years. Mrs.
Clark is doing a "drawn" rug which is
worth seeing. She has used in the
border alone three pairs of trousers
which shows the great labor per
formed in making that kind of rug.
Mrs. Clifton Morse (Clara Davis)
of Port Clyde is visiting Mrs. Aletha
Thompson.
Mrs. Richard O. Elliot left Friday
for Marblehead, Mass. Upon her re
turn she will be accompanied by her
grandchildren.
Miss Margaret Felt who has spent
the week with her parents, returned
today to her position at the Deaconess
Hospital, Boston.
The card party sponsored by <he
T.H.S. sophomores and held Thurs
day evening in the assembly room
was a success. Thirteen tables were
in play, and $18 realized. First prizes
were awarded L. H. Sturtevant and
Miss Katherine Creighton, consola
tions to William T. Smith, Jr. and
Miss Alcada Hall. The committee in
charge of the affair were Malcolm
Creighton, Evelyn Beckett, Elizabeth
Woodcock and Charlotte Dyer.
Lewis Lovejoy has gone to Lewis
ton on business.
The thirteenth annual home night
of the Methodist Episcopal Church
w!as held Friday evening, and the ill
luck which is supposed to follow the
number thirteen did not materialize
in this instance. One hundred and
forty attended and partook of the
excellent supper provided by an ex
perienced committee. The illness of
the chairman of the program com
mittee caused a change in the exer
cises as planned There was a brief
musical program in which the high
school orchestra played several num
bers and a piano duet given by the
Misses Linscott who are newcomers
to town. A letter from Rev. Albert
Oliver of Auburn was read by Miss
Edith Lenfest. Mr. Oliver was for
merly pastor of the Thomaston
Church and is now superintendent of
the Rockland district. The social
hour which followed was an enjoy
able one. The committees which
functioned so successfully were as
follows: Reception, Mrs. Levi Seavey,
Mrs. John Creighton; committee on
tables, Mrs. Creighton, Mrs. H. F.
Leach. Mrs. William Stone, Mrs. Har
old Wood, Mrs. Evelyn Snow, Mrs.
Charles Wincapaw, Mrs. Wotton. Mrs.
Edna Young. Miss Bernice Maloney,
Miss Cora Fogerty, Mrs. Edith Rich
ards, Mrs. Dora Mank; children’s ta
ble, Mrs. Ora Woodcock, Miss Alice
.Tuttle, Miss June Henry; kitchen
‘committee, Miss Edith Lenfest, Mrs.
i Margaret Stewart and Mrs. Katie
Webster.

Screen’s New Voice Makes Silence Silent;
Films Can Now Whisper As Well As Shout

Proper Medical Care Will
Reduce Death Rate in
Maternity Cases.

Silence in talking pictures will now
be really silent.
Less than five years ago science
igave the screen a voice and the figlures of shadowland were enabled to
speak. But that voice could never be
(entirely stilled.
Even in the best systems of re
cording and reproducing, certain me
chanical sounds crept in. These have
become familiar to audiences as the
faint humming or hissing that be
came audible the instant the film be
gan or during narts of it when the
actors were silent.
Now science has perfected the
voice so that the screen cannot only
'talk but be utterly silent as well. This
’achievement has for many years been
Ruth chatterton as the young girl, sits and ponders on life—and in
sought after by expens. The .nventhe theater there is gripping silence.
tion comes as the result of painstak
At Too: The quiet charm of country life is reflected in scenes charac
ing research bv scientists ot Electri
terized by stillness broken by moments of dialogue.
cal Research Products. Inc., ann the
Bell Telephone Laboratories. It is
Consequently, ing equipment in motion picture
known as the "Western Electric New constantly present
other sounds had to be made louder houses. Noises in theatres which
Process Noiseless Recording “
formerly passed unnoticed now be
than this in order to be heard.
With the ground noise eliminated, come audible. Electrical Research
Great Stride for Pictures
the faintest sounds can be recorded Products is bringing theatre equip
The process it is said by engineers, and brought naturally to the ears of ment up to the new standards re
marks the greatest improvement in the audience. A whisper, the rustle quired by the improved recording.
motion picture entertainment since ot a leaf, the call of a distant voice, The company has sent its staff of
the development of talking pictures. will be heard as they arc in real life. specially trained men throughout the
The first picture to make use of country to visit theatres which use
It brings a degree of reality to the
screen that was not possible before. the new process noiseless recording its equipment and study the further
Audiences will no longer be con is ’The Right to Love." a Para elimination of projection noises.
scious that the sound ts mechanically mount production starring Ruth
Experts Solve Puzzle
Chatterton. In it the versatility of
produced.
A puzzle recently encountered by
the new type ot talking picure be
The ability to be dramatically si comes apparent. Dramatic silences these experts indicated the unusual
lent is only one new talent which the are climaxed by a faint sob. The situations they meet. In a New York
invention gives to the screen. By country scenes shown in the picture theatre a brand new noise sprang up
cutting out all foreign noises, the speak from the film with the varied at six o’clock in the morning to up
set their stufrr of ^Jic equipment in
process opens up a new range of voices of nature.
»
operation. Not being able to find the
sound which has up to the present
Adopted by Hollywood
cause of it in the theatre, one of the
been denied to the films. This is the
While Paramount w’as the first to men decided to take a walk around
range of softer sounds. With these
the block.
now at its command, the voice of the make a picture with the new process,
Nearby he discovered a power
practically all the major producers of
screen takes on a new subtlety.
Hollywood are adopting it. The in station in the subway system that
vention requires many changes in had a few minutes before heavily
Eliminates Ground Noise
the recording apparatus and these loaded the power line. The engineers
According to sound engineers, the are being rapidly made in theMudios. changed the ground system in the
»-called “ground noises" were pre
The finer quality of recorded sound theatre and thus cleared the way for
viously inherent in the mechanism. is putting new problems up to the the proper enjoyment of the new
They set up a level of sound that was engineer! who inavotaln the project sounJ picture process.

WARREN

Miss Mary Wyllie, who is spend
ing the winter with Mr. and Mrs.
Lester Sherman of Rockland, was the
guest Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs. N. .F
Andrews of Thomaston.
Mrs. W H. Robinson was overnight
guest of Mr. and Mrs. N. F. Andrews
at Thomaston Sunday.
Warren Philbrook, young son of Mr.
and Mrs. Leland Philbrook is spend
ing the week with his aunt. Mrs. Ken
neth Thompson of Friendship.
Joseph Halligan, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Michael Halligan, is making an
extended stay with his grandparents
in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Libby were the
guests Tuesday evening of the Misses
Winnie and Lizzie Winslow.
Mrs. Clarence Raye of Rockland
and daughter Joyce visited with rela
tives here Tuesday.
Seventy-three boys and girls be
longing to the clubs and the primary
department of the Congregational
Church had the opportunity of en
joying the tasty supper served by the
ladies' circle Thursday evening. The
dining room surely looked very at
tractive decorated in pink and green
crepe streamers, representing the
THRILLS
club colors. Beside each plate was
an Easter favor containing a paper
I For Thc Courier-Gazette 1
cap and a verse. To further the
Who is that cornin'* down the road.
Ringing a bell and bearing a load?
color scheme, the cream cakes were
He's crying something—what docs he gay with powdered sugar in the pink
say?
"Scissors and knives—want 'em ground and green. Directly following the
today?"
supper the girls and boys formed cir
How dull thc lives of children would be
If scissors-grindcrs they never could see; cles about Rev. Mr. Holt and Miss
Ail tiny girls and littie hoys
Adelaide Holt, and presented them
Are pleased, when they hear that ding- with gifts of gold, accompanied by an
ding-dong noise!
effective speech delivered by Miss I
Here comes a horse. "o!d’-as the hills,"
Vera Partridge. The remainder ot I
His uncouth driver gives one the chills: the evening was spent playing games.
"Ol' rags, ol' bottles?" I hear him shout—
A. P. Gray has opened a pool room
Now watch the children scurry about!
Rich they will grow at a single bound— in the rooms which used to be
There are thrills when the old rag-man Genthner's lunch room.
comes 'round!
The boys' and girls' clubs of the
Jingle of pennies—music sweet:
Don't forget the bake-shop is down the Congregational
Church attended
street!
church Sunday morning in a body to
listen to an especially inspiring ser
Bo listen! gay. tunes now I hear.
1 Turned out by a man. swarthy and mon delivered by Rev. Mr. Holt.
1
queer.
Warren's first selectman writes
iThere's a monkey with tricks so funny;
that he used to attend school in what
iSec! lie passes his hat for money!
(The youngsters always make gleeful was district 9 with Fannie Boggs
sounds.
|Whe.i the hand-organ man is on his Kal'.ock as the teacher, in the year
1874 57 years ago.
rounds;
I Yet more than half-afraid are they—
Georges River is getting cleared of
| They've a notion he might take them
ice very rapidly.
away I
Some smelts have been caught but
Lumb'rlng by goes a big. old zvrt,
the weather is not warm enough for
The driver strong has a kindly heart;
ie smiles at the jtlds (he thinks they're very large catches yet.
Miss Adelaide Holt expects to spend
nicci
\nd passes around small hits of ice
' the weekend in Camden with Miss
4y!—there's a lovely, Ice-creamy sound Doris Sylvester.
When the old ice-cart goes lumb'rlng
There will be a food sale sponsored
around:
This world wouldn't be so charming,
by the Girls' Club April 4 at the
8 all the ice-men should take to farm chapel of the Congregational Church
ing!
at 2 o'clock in the afternoon. A tea
room will be one of the side line fea
tures and will dispense sandwiches,
j ice cream and coffee.
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Halligan enVho rang tne door-bell? Peek and see!
Mr Mail-man. anything for me?"
i tertained three tables at cards Thurs
ie brines invitations—O, how grand.
day evening at the home of Mr. and
Good things of all sorts. I understand:
lilt's tramp, tramp, tramp up and down Mrs. A. T. Norwood. High nonors
i were laken by Miss Hilda Aspey and
the street.
Looking so fine in his uniform neat.
Hilliard Spear; consolation prizes by
And everybody ''cock- un tar

1

[•or the bell, when they know the post

man's near!

.

Arllagwa* Mass*

A L. S.

MOVE TO SAVE
MOTHER^ LIVES

Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Norwood. Re
freshments were served.
Leland Philbrook is spending a few
days with his family.
Mrs. Jenny Stearns of Camden is
visiting Rev. and Mrs. H. I. Holt.
Wilder Moore has been doing some
papering for Mrs. W. O. Pitcher at
South Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward C. Cutting
of Portland spent the weekend witn
Mrs. R. E. Cutting.
The frost is coming out of all tne
roads and some of the outside roads
are impossible to pass over with a
car.
Dinner guests of Miss M. Grace
Walker Thursday were Rev. and Mrs.
H. I. Holt and Miss Adelaide Holt.
The Boiled Dinner Club was hos- j
pitably entertained by Mrs. Laura
Starrett Tuesday and a delicious din
ner served consisting of sliced cold ;
meats and greens and the usual
sweets. Two quilts were knotted
during the day. The evening was
pleasantly spent at cards, more
guests having arrived.
Sidney Lcrmpnd of Bath was a
caller in town Wednesday.
»

NORTH HAVEN*

tendance tomorrow either as a R?d
or Blue. At 11 o'clock worship with
s-rmon by the pastor “The King°hip of Jesus.” The choir will sing.
Young people meet at 6.30. At 7.30
evening service with address "The
Day We Long to See." It being Palm
Sunday, among other selections bj’
the orchestra will be that of “The
Palms.”
Monday night Mrs. Lesetcr Stone
entertained the choir at her home
with gentleman friends. All had a
fine time. Wednesday afternoon
Albra Stone entertained the boys in
her Sunday School class.
Thus far without ledge or frost to
hinder rapid progress is being made
in completing the sewer.
Far out on the island roads are
soft. Cars need to beware lest they
get stuck in the mud.
Captain Wincapaw brought a few
people to the island Wednesday aft
ernoon. With the skill that is his,
the plane made a landing upon the
water as easily as a sea-bird.
O for the sound of a whistle to
wake the echoes and tell us “Here
comes the boat!”
Herman Cooper left for Boston
Friday to visit his son Elston.

New York.—A way has dearly
been found to1 save the lives of
10,000 of the 16,000 mothers who
die each year in maternity, accord
ing to Dr. Louis L Dublin, statisti
cian of the Metropolitan Life Insur
ance tomapny, who rendered a sta
tistical report here to the Mater
nity Center association, of a study
made of 4,726 rases cared for by
that organization.
Approximately one-third of these
women showed signs of complica, tions which might have been a real
peril had they not received the type
of attention which Included early
and continuous medical and nurs
ing care, the report;said. The death
rate was reduced to one-third the
prevailing general average for
mothers ln the same section, who
were not cared for by the associai tion.
"This result.” stated Doctor Dub
lin, “is indicative of the saving of
lives that might be accomplished
were every mother to receive the
benefits of a specialized maternity
service.
As more than 16,000
women In the United States every
year die from causes related to ma
ternity—the highest rate of any
country in the civilized world—this
means that more than 10,000 are
preventable.”

In answering blind ads in these columns, please
be certain to use the precise address given in
the ads. Write the address plainly. Letters
brought to The Courier-Gazette office do not
require stamps. Always inclose your answers
in sealed envelopes. In reply to advertise
ments where references are asked for do not
send the original references—send copies of
them only.

Ads containing only a phone number may be
answered by simply addressing a letter to that
phone number in care of The Courier-Gazette.

CHIXSAVER

TORTOISE shell rimmed glasses lost
on Pine St. Return to 45 PINE ST.
________________________________36*38
NOTICE is hereby given of the loss
uf deposit book numbered 28348 and the
owner of said book asks for duplicate ln j
accordance with the provision of State i
Law. ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK Bv
E D. Spear. Treas. Rockland. Maine
March 26. 1931.
37*Th-43

As we are often known by the company we keep, so is a Feed often
known by the Company that makes it. CIIIXSAVER is manufac
tured by THE ELMORES.

(hllXSAVER is manufactured according to an OLD and TRIED
formula. It is not a new Chirk Starter. The Formula is one that
has long been known to reduce mortality among chicks to a mini
mum, and to be inducive to maximum growth. Many users report
as high as 95% of their chicks successfully raised.

$£•*.«••••. •••
•

WANTED
•••

*

.e.

.*■

CIIIXSAVER has not been made to sell at a price, but was made to
he an ideal food for BABY CHICKS, with the result that CHIX
SAVER is the best food for the delicate CHICK that money and
modern Poultry Science can produce.

CASHIER wanted for Main street store.
Must have some knowledge of shorthand
and typewriting. Write giving experi
ence and references. A. B. C.. care
Courier-Gazette.
37-tf
SEAMSTRESS wanted to do part time
work on own machine at home. Phone
□r call at CUR TISS-WRIGKT HANGAR
1226
37-lt
BOARDERS and roomers wanted at 48
BREWSTER ST.
35-38
ELDERLY PEOPLE to board ln pleas
ant country home. Good food and care
V. D.. care The Courier-Gazette.
35-37
M *•* *•* *•* *•* *•• *•■ ■•*

SITUATIONS
*•* *•* *•* *•* ••*

Ask your DEALER for CIIIXSAVER. the IDEAL FOOD for BABY
CHICKS. You can't go WRONG as full feeding Directions are to
be found in every Bag or Package.
Elmore’s complete line of Poultry, Dairy and Stock Feeds, Guaran
teed to give Satisfaction by the following dealers or your Money
Refunded.

THERE ARE NO BETTER FEEDS AT ANY PRICE

>•.

ECONOMY FLOUR & FEED CO.

♦

DISTRIBUTORS

IP

ROCKLAND, ME.

EXPERIENCED middle - aged housekeeper wanted, some care of child. TEL
Camden 2319._________
36-38

S. E. Winchenbach
Waldoboro, Me.

The Payson Co.
Rockland, Me.

GIRL WANTED to do general house
work at WINDSOR HOTEL.
36-38

CUSHING

1930 Healthiest Year
on Record for America

Little White Hen Goes
“Hobo” and Bums Ride
Harvard, Neb.—This is the story
of a little white hen that tired of
the prosaic conventional chicken
yard life of Harvard and kicked
over a little gate and went “hobo."
The hen ran way from home,
rode the rods of a freight train and
arrived at Inland, nine miles from
Harvard, where she attached her
self to a chicken colony of Mrs.
Robert Seley. Trainmen who had
watched her In her dash for free
dom pointed her out to Robert
Seley. Jr.
Robert will feed her and when
she's big enough will sell her, the
proceeds to go for the purchase
a season ticket for school basket
ball games.
Cleans Eyeglasses

Notice To Out Of City Readers

ELMORE’S

le ••• •«.
(p
; LOST AND FOUND ;
•«.
.».

REAL ESTATE

Gerald Beverage visited Rockland
Wednesday going on the Westport.
He returned Friday morning.
Dr. Daniel Woodman went to Port
land Wednesday to meet Mrs. Wood
man and daughter Alice. Mrs.
Woodman has been a patient in the
Eye and Ear Infirmary for several
weeks. They returned Friday morn
ing.
Miss Isa Beverage returned to
North Haven Friday morning.
‘
Help swell the Sunday School at gress St.

CLASSIFIED ADS

Everybody’s Column
Advertisements ln th’s column not to
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
cents. 3 times for 50 cents. Adnltlonal
lines 5 cents each for one time. 10 cents
for three times. Six words make a line.

E. N. Duffy
Camden, Me.

Disgrace to America.
37-52
WANTED—Position as chef or all
The disgrace from which Amer round cook Best of references. Can
ica has suffered may be removed start any time. HORACE T. PERRY, 5
7-tf
by providing adequate maternity Wadsworth St.. Thomaston.
care for the women of the coun
le
.»•
••• ••• ••• .»• ••• ••• *•* *•■ *•* tg
try, Doctor Dublin said.
Not only were mothers’ lives
I
saved, but infant deaths In the first
month of life were reduced by one$$...
.•. .•. ■». •».
... «•.*•»...
1^
third. Among the special group,
PLATE
GLASS.
5/pteees.
highest
quailI
MODERN
6
room
cottage
to let for
the rate was 29.1 per 1,000 live
EIGHT-ROOM house, modern, bath, ty. size 30 in. x 17 ln. and 44 in. x 12 ln. season Completely furnished, hot and
births, as against a rate of 42.9 in lot 150x120. work shop. 60 ft. of sheds. Phone Mr FOLLETT. 1226 Rockland.
! cold water, fire place, bath room, garage.
Ideal for poultry. C. N. GRANT, Har
38-40 electric lights. CALL 1206.________ 38-40
the general population.
rington, De!. __________________ 38*43
‘‘Results obtained show a death
FOUR ROOM apartment, all modern.
TWO HUNDRED Rhode Island pullets,
FARM on Lake Ave.. 10 minutes walk extra good layers. Registered Jersey
rate below that of Denmark,” Doc
from
the
car
line.
Nice
orchard,
good
tor Dublin added, "which lias the buildings all connected and good repair bull, coming three. Guaranteed ln every per month. MIKE ARMATA. at the
wav. EDGAR W. MOODY. Union. Me.,
lowest maternal mortality rate ln inside and out. GEORGE M SIMMONS. Tel.
38*40 ' Men’s Shop. Park St.
37-42
9-4.
38*40
the worid. Denmark's is 2.4 per 23 Tillson Ave. Tel 4. Rockland. 37-39
FURNISHED
apartment
to
let.
all
LARGE baby carriage for sale, rever- ; modern Improvements. Inquire RUBEN1.000 live births, while among the
SMALL FARM from Rockville across to
group receiving special care In New Simonton's Corner. GEORGE M SIM slble bodv. Inquire 82 BROAD ST. 38*40 9TEINS. 6 Talbot avenue._________ 36-38
MONS.
23
Tillson
Ave.
Tel.
4.
Rockland
York the rate was 2.2.”
FOUR-ROOM tenement,gas, lights.
______
3*39
BABY CARRIAGE in good condition
In commenting on the report,
36*38
FARM at Pleasantville, make for sale at reasonable price. MRS CECIL toilet. Apply to 24 JAMES ST.
Mrs. John Sloane, president of the a SMALL
good hen farm. Will sell on easy SMALL. Tel. 1243.
38-40
NICE large front room, first floor,
Maternity Center association, said: terms. GEORGE M SIMMONS. 23 TllI- CLARION range, gas range and library | ready May 1: front room, third floor. 32
"The only explanation of America's son Ave. Te!. 4. Rockland._______ 37-39 table. TEL. 1003-M
37*39 SCHOOL ST. Tel. 1013-M._________36-33
NICE house lot on Middle St. GEORGE
toleration of the existing situation
TENEMENT of five rooms, large bed
SIMMON3. 23 Tillson Ave. Tel. 4
POTATOES grown from certified seed,
Is that the jteople as a whole do M.
large living room, dining room,
Rockland
37-39 fine stock. $1.25 per bu. CHARLES M. room.
kitchen,
and basement. In
not know about It. Motherhood
37-39. quire P. L.bathroom
WILL sett business from Tillson Ave COMERY. Thomaston.
HAVENER. Tel. 792.
36-38
Is such a commonplace thing to through to Winter St Will sell sepa
new single car garage
MODERN
flat.
5
rooms
and
bath,
16
most of us that we fall to realize rately GEORGE M SIMMONS 23 Till forPRACTICALLY
to be moved from premises. Ocean St. PHIL SULIDES. opp. Strand
37-39 TEL.sale;
the necessity to safeguard it. One son Ave. Tet. 4 Rockland.
272-W.
37*39 Theatre.
___________________ 36-tf
O'NEIL property on Tillson avenue.
thing clearly shown is that moth
REAL. VERMONT maple sugar and
M SIMMONS. 23 Tillson Ave
MODERN 4 or 5 room tenement, fine
ers, as a general rule, do not place GEORGE
Tel. 4 Rockland.
37-39 syrup for sale. Orders will be received f location. With or without garage. L. A.
themselves under competent medi
for sugar and syrup now being made THURSTON Tel. 1159 Rockland.
36-tf
DUCK hatching eggs for sale from Syrup, per gallon. $2.50; two-quart cans.
cal care early enough. When fa thoroughbred
white peklns. the breed
sugar, cakes per pound, 40 cents;
MODERN 5-room flat with bath, at
thers and mothers know the vital that grows big. V. E. GROVER. Tel $1.35;
sugar. 5 lb. pails. $2; sugar, cream in ' 109 Park St. Low rent. S. H. HALL.
37-39 1 lb. cartons. 50 cents. Made on my _________________________________
Importance of maternity care, a 1088.
35-37
home farm in Vermont. GEORGE H.
178
ACRE
FARM.
8
acres
broken
up
change for the better can be ex
37-39
SIX ROOM rent, first floor, all newly
with enough dressing to plant with. WELCH. Phone 1047
pected.
papered and painted, with or without
Nice large orchard, all kinds of apples
HAYWARD-WAKEFIELD baby carri garage. 102 Union St. Tel. 1049-J. 38-lt
Many Die Needlessly.
Pond cn place, lots of blueberries; 90 age.
reversible
body,
ln
good
condlt
’
on
barn, nice house all kinds of hen
3C-33
“In the section of New York city foot
SMALL house to let. furnished. 3
houses. Located on the State road at TEL. 273-«T.
rooms, lights, toilet and -water. FLOR
where It was proved that two-tlilrds Rockville. GEORGE r.I SIMMONS, 23
PIPELESS
FURNACE,
in
A-l
condition.
37-39 afPr May 1. Price very reasonable. Ap ■ ENCE McLAIN. 34 Crescent St. Tel. 1263.
of the mothers who die in child Tll’son Ave. Tel. 4. Rockland.
________________________________ 35*37
35-38
FIVE COTTAGES—three Megunticook ply 32 SCHOOL ST. Tel 1013-M
birth die needlessly, a few impor
SUMMER COTTAGE. Seven rooms.
Lake,
one
Crescent
Beach
and
one
Sears

tant points were given special em port. GEORGE M SIMMONS. 23 Tillson
FINE FLEMISH GIANT rabbits. Call ! 2-car garage. 3 miles from Rockland To
let
for the season. NELSON B. COBB.
at
once,
as
about
to
ship
away
for
Easter.
,
phasis. First, seek examination by Ave. Tel. 4. Rockland
37-39
J. H. HOLBROOK. Apply at 22 Camden ____ ____________________________ 33-tf
a physician as soon as a baby is ex
AT UNION COMMON E. A. Matthews St. Tel. 639-W.
36*38,
AT 23 FRANKLIN ST.. Rockland 4pected and continue under his place, house, ell and barn, electric lights
apartment, with or without
SINGLE PHASE MOTOR, lli horse room
care; second, regular work, rest, and water; 2'.. A land, about 50 fruit
garage
MRS. DAVID OSIER. R. 4. Wa
near schools, church. P O and power, cost $55. will sell for $25. AR
exercise, and diet in accordance trees,
terville. Me.
37*42
railroad. Price right. Also 19 A. lot THUR F. LAMB. 301 Main St. Tel. 69
with the doctor's advice, and third, with 500 apple trees, good fruit. M R
32-37 1 FURNISHED ROOMS all modern to
MILLER.
East
Union.
Me.
36*38
supplement this skilled medical
let. Apply to HILL DANE. 30 High St.
BABY STROLLER in good condition. ,
care during delivery by such nurs
A WHALE of a bargain ln Vinalhaven. Will sell cheap. Apply CARRIE ROBI- _____ ___________________________ 30-tf
the
wharf
and
buildings
known
»s
the
TO LET—5-room flat, all modern. 23
ing and household help as will as
SHAW. 31 Edwards St. Tel. 762-M
Tolman place for $1,500 or terms. Ap
33*38 Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT.
sure rest in lied for at least ten ply
E. L. COOMBS, Vinalhaven. Me
240 Broadway.____________________ 27-tf
days and an easy and gradual re
SECOND HAND refrigerators for sale,
32*37
SIX-ROOM HOUSE. 146 Limerock St.
turn to usual activity on the ad
FOR SALE—Modern house, 6 rooms both Ice and electric. CENTRAL MAINE TEL. 819-W._____________
27-tf
POWER
CO.. Main street; store.
36*38 (
vice of the doctor and after liis ex and bath garage. A B. HIGOS. 140 Tal
TO LET—Modern rent in brick house
bot Ave. Tel. 711.
27-tf
aminations.”
NEW BUNGALOW for sale, five rooms. at 157 Talbot Ave., vacated by Supt.
FOR SALE -Six room house, garage Price low for quick sale. EVA AMDS. 28 Toner. OVERNESS SARKESIAN. Tel.
Mrs. Sloane explained that this
E
’
m St. Tel. 1293.
36*38 5C8-W.
electric
lights
and
water,
double
lot
of
27-tf
education of mothers was carried land. Pleasant Gardens, for sale on
TO LET—On Warren St.. 6 room tene
TWO JERSEY COWS for sale. JOHN
on by specially prepared public rent plan. $1500. $15 month. V. F.
also 7 room single house on Knox
health nurses who taught them In STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080. ,27-tf SIMMONS. Angler’s Farm, Union, R. F. D ment.
35-38 St., gas and electricity. Apply at 12
dividually and in classes. These
FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farms and
WARREN ST. 7el. 577.
27-tf
NEW large trunk for sale. Inquire 21
nurses assisted the doctors when cottages for sale and rent, attractive
TO LET—Tenement at 38 Mechanic St.
prices.
Ideal
loactlons,
tea
houses,
and
ORIENT
ST.
Te
’
.
1112-M.
36-38*
the patients were delivered in shore lota. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast,
MRS W. S. KENNISTON, 176 Main St.
27-tf
their homes, and gave nursing Maine.
De LAVAL CREAM Separator for sale. Tel. 874-W.___________________
27-tt
In
good
condition.
MARY
ANDERSON
TWO-ROOM apartment to let. newly
care until the baby was at
West Meadow road. Tel. 1175
35*37 renovated, first floor: lights and water
least six weeks old.
free. Apply 2 WILLOW ST

New York.—The best health con
ditions ever known in the United
States and Canada prevailed dur
ing the first 11 months of 1930, sta
tisticians of the Metropolitan Life
Insurance company, basing their
findings upon mortality ^statistics
of 19,000,000 Industrial policy hold
ers in the company, announced
through the Metropolitan informa
tion service.
They found that no widespread
outbreak of contagious or infec
tious diseases were reported; that
OWL’S HEAD
a tweak was Indicated In the long
The schools of Owl's Head closed; series of annual cancer mortality
gains, and that “the single unfa
March 27 and will reopen April 13.
vorable item In the 1930 mortality
statistics will lie a considerable
Rockland Automobile Show. April rise In the suicide death rate.”
1-4, Fireproof Garage.
36-40
The cumulative death rate for
the Metropolitan Industrial policy
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You :sn h’iy holders was only 8.6 per thousand
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the ‘
home news, at Central News Co.. 66 Con-i at the end of November, compared
press St.; cr Ross News-stand. 381Con with 9.4 in 1929.

HOW TO ANSWER BLIND

Every-Other-Day

If a drop or two of ammonia Is
placed on a clean cloth and the
cloth rubbed over eyeglasses they
will shine.
Mythical Woods Hero

Paul Bunyan Is the mythical
hero of a legend of the woods. lie
Is a kind of super-lumberjack.

\

FOR SALE

♦

TO
TO LET
LET

BABBIDGE ESTATE. 25 Maverick St.,
TWO TENEMENTS of 5 rooms each
for sale, consisting of 8 room house
double lot. fruit trees and berries In let. C. M. BLAKE WALL PAPER STO1
quire P. N. BARTLETT. 112 North Main
St34-39
THREE-ROOM apartment to let
FOR SALE -Dry cord wood. $10, Junks Orient St., street floor. Available Aprl
3«
$12; wood fitted and under cover, $14. O NELSON B. COBB.
II CRIE. Thomaston. Tel. 122-2 . 27-tf
.«. .».
PATCHWORK—Dress Percale. Clip IR *•• ••• ••* *•■
pings; 7 lbs. $1.00. Postpaid. Or pay
postman, plus postage.
Satisfaction
guaranteed. LAWSON TEXTILE CO . 9
Aster St.. Providence. R. I.
38*40
WHEN IN BOSTON-You can bus.
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
1929 ESSEX will be sold right. Just
home news, at the Old South News overhauled good paint and tires. NOHAnency. Washington St., next Old South MAN COLOMY. 12 North Main St. 38*40
Church: also at M. Andelman s. 284 Tre
mont St.
HALF TON Ford truck, also automatic
shot gun, both good condition. MAY
NARD Youiig, Valley View St., opp. air
P°rt37*39
IP
.».
,e. ,e.

Friends and neighbors of Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. Bedell learn with regret
that they have sold their place and
are to go away. They have been in
town nearly ten yeags and hive been
good neighbors Best wish s of all
follow them to their future home.
News has been received cf the death
of Charles B. Payson at his home in
Auburn, March 13, after an illness of
several weeks. He was bom in Cush
ing, son of Daniel and Jaqe (Wallace)
Payson. When a young man he
studied dentistry and became pro
ficient in the profession. He located
at Auburn and for many years was
HALF TON 1927 O. M. C. truck, en
one of the leading dentists of the
closed body, doors on rear. $150. will ex
place. Failing health necessitated
change for Ford Coupe; electric coffee
mill, $25. cost $60: rolled top oak desk,
•••
.<«
•••
.•»
,e,
less indoor confinement and he en
live drawers, pigeon holes ln top. $25,
tered the insurance business where
I AM READY to clean chimneys, at cost $55. J. D. McEDWARD. Union. Me.
he became widely known. He is sur reasonable
rates. Address TONY THE Tel. 10-21._____________ __________34*39
vived by three daughters, Mrs. Alice GREEK, 5 Donohue row.
36-38 | WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
of The Courier-Gazette, with thc
Roseland of California, Mrs. Ethel
UKELELE lessons in class or private.' copies
news, at the Old South News
Kenney and Miss Lillian Payson of Learn to play by music or chords. New home
Agency.
Washington St., next Old South
Auburn who has been his house ukes. strings, pegs. etc. for sale. Let me Church; also at M. Andelman’s. 284 Trestring up your uke at cost of material
keeper since the death of her mother only.
Sax and trombone for rent.
a few years ago, tenderly caring for EMMA R. HARVIE. 10 Berkeley St. Tel
33-38
her father and assisting in his busi [ 769-M.
CARPETS CLEANED, windows washed. 1
ness. Two grandchildren also sur
janitor
work
and
house
cleaning
of
all 1
vive, Miss Barbara Kenney and Pay- kinds. Address or call ARTHUR W. SULson Roseland.
,e. ,t,
.e, ,e.
j LIVAN. 24 Holmes St., City. Best of ref- '
38*48;
A genuine surprise party was given erences.
S. C. R. I. REDS—Baby chicks from
STRANGE FLUID charges batteries in standard utility stock.
John J. Fales March 16 in honor of
Maine ac
Known as Lightning, this credited. April 20 to May. 18c. after
his birthday. The evening was spent stantly.
amazing invention of science has stood ; May 1. small lots. 16c each, 500 or more
in a social manner. Those present severe tests with proven records. Light- 15c each. Hatching eggs. Write or
were Mr. Fales’ children and fami j ning increases the life of batteries and en- phone E. C. TEAGUE. Warren. Me. Tel.
them to hold their charge Indefin- 13-42 __________________________ 35-tf
lies, making a happy occasion for i ables
nitely. Dead batteries charge as if by i
him. The guests were Mr. and Mrs. magic. Old batteries act like new. Let
R. I. RED CHICKS can hook a few
save your ^battery today hundred for April, hatching capacity
Kenneth Fales, sons Clayton and Rus Lightning
and your troubles arc over. LIGHTNING 1000 chicks per week, price $16 per 100.
sell, and daughter Eleanor of South SERVICE STATION, 6 Kelley lane. C. E. OVERLOCK. Warren. Tel. 3-4.
3S*38 _________________________________ 32*37
Warren; Mr. and Mrs. Byron Thomp Rockland.
son. Mr. and Mrs: Carl Fales and
CARPENTER AND BUILDER—Carpen-' S. C. R. I. REDS—Baby chicks from
daughter Helen of Friendship and ter work of all kinds. FRANCIS L standard utility stock. Maine accredited.
32*37 They make healthy, productive hens.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Fales of Rock TILLSON. Thomaston.
MARCEL WAVING. 50c; shampooing, Price per 100. $20; 500, $19; 1000 and up,
land. These with the family, Mr. 1| 50c.
MADELYN McCABE, 20 Oak St. $18. Hatching eggs. Write or phone. E.
and Mrs. Irving Fales, daughter Bar Tel. 191.
26*37-tf( C. TEAGUE. Warren. Me. Tel. 13-42
11-tf
bara, son Richard and Mr. Fales
LET E. A. KNOWLTON tile your saws Warren.
completed the company.
I and repair your furniture at 216 LIME
BARRED PLYMOUTH Rock Chicks,
27-tt j for sale $20 per 100; S C R I Chicks. $16
The ladies' aid served dinner as ROCK ST. Tel. 1010.
—Reliable stock of hair goods per 100; White Leghorn Chicks. $14 per
usual town meeting day and realized atLADIES
the Rockland Hair Store, 24 Elm St 100. from our own breeders. On display
$23.20. At their business meeting Mall orders solicited. H. C. RHODES | at 656 Main St. R. W. DAVIS & SONS,
72-tf | Rockland. Me. Tel. 891 and 591-M.
officers for the ensuing year were Tel 519-J.
QUIT any tobacco habit easily, inex ________________________________ 33-43
chosen as follows: President, Mrs.
Inez Fogerty; vice president, Mrs. pensively. without drugs. Send address. J BABY CHIX. Wyllle’s S.C. Reds. Bred
eggs, type and color. State accred
Gladys Orff; secretary and treasurer, j M. S. STOKES. Mohawk. Florida. 38*lti for
for white diarrhoea. $18 a 100 post
PRUNING, grafting, trees taKen down; i ited
Mina A. Woodcock; collectors, Gladys ! agent
paid
April 21 and 28; May $16 for
Chase Bros, nurseries.
A. J 500. $1forand
1000 $2 less a 100. Safe ar
Alley and Lora Olson. Housekeepers HENRY. Thomaston. Tel. 32-3.
27*38 rival guaranteed.
F. H. WYLLIE «fe SON.
for different months are: June, Hattie
Thomaston. Me.. Route 1.
27-tf
Orff; July, Laura Killeran; August, coples of The Courier-Gazette, with the
FOR SALE—R. I. Red Chicks. Statft
news, at Central News Co.. 66 Con
Inez Fogerty; September, Carrie home
gress St.; or Ross News-stand. 3811 a Con Credited $15 per 100. W. L. MERRIAM,
Wallace; October.. Rose Wales.
Union Maine. Telephone 8-5.
21-tf
gress St.

j

■

AUTOMOBILES

;
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’ MISCELLANEOUS ;

* EGGS AND CHICKS;

Every-Other-Day
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Society
______

pei___ ___

Mrs. Mollie H. Goodwin of Au- |

Ing departures and arrivals, this depart gusta is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. j
ment especially desires Information of
aoclal happenings, parties, musicals, etc. Thomas C- Stone, 80 Pleasant street.;
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.

'Pl
er.easTTek
Sag It with

OW

EASIER

Luxes!
fresh

£ beautiful

Leslie Wilson who has been in the'
city for several weeks, left Friday for 1
longhis home at Criehaven. Mrs. Wilson ’
The auxiliary of Sons of Union will remain some time longer as the i
Veterans will give an auction party guest of her mother, Mrs. Lottie C.,
blooming
Tuesday night at G.A.R. hall, Mrs Rhodes.
Merry and Mrs. Nellie McKinney,
bouquets
hostesses.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Stone re
cently entertained with two tables of
Mrs. Clarence Johnson and daugh bridge. The guests included Mrs. i
and plants
ter Margaret are visiting relatives in Goodwin of Augusta, Mrs. Karli
Boston.
O'Brien, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Daniels |
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Hager
Manley T. Perry returned Thurs and
“SILSBY’S”
day from a two weeks' visit in New man. Mr. and Mrs Hagerman re
371 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
York. He made the trip in his new ceived prizes for high score and Mrs.
37-38
Rco Royal, which logged 2387 miles, Goodwin was presented a guest prize.
excellent roads and perfect weather Mrs. Stone entertained two tables of
contributing to his pleasure. On his bridge Tuesday afternoon in honor
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Powers and
Mrs. Wallace E Spear and Mrs.
return trip he went through the new of her house guest, Mrs. Mollie H.
tunnel which connects New York Goodwin of Augusta. Yellow jon son Kendall of Deer Isle who have Fred T. Veazie were prize winners
and New Jersey, and went over the quils, purple tulips and roses were been the guests of Mrs. Addie Rogers, at the Wednesday afternoon bridge
Bear Mountain trail.
He saw used about the rooms for decorations. Spruce street returned home Friday. party given by Mrs. Leo Howard.
numerous evidences of improved Dainty ref.eshments were served.
Hazel Stone has entered Knox
The. Chapin Class will meet Tues
business conditions in New York The guests were Mrs. Edwin Scarlott,
day evening at the home of Miss Jen
State and came home with renewed Mrs. Rupert Stratton, Mrs S. E. Hospital for treatment.
nie Trussell, Chestnut street.
courage. Accompanying him on the Willard, Mrs. Donald Leach, Mrs.
return were his sisters, Mrs. Warren Lloyd Daniels, Mrs. Bernard Hager
Mrs. Oscar S. Duncan, who has
P Doughty of Albany, who after a man. Prizes were won by Mrs. Wil been confined to her home on Main
Mrs. R. D. Saville who has been
week's visit here, goes to Mr. lard, Mrs. Stratton and Mrs Hager street with a serious case of grippe, visiting her daughter, Mrs. George
man.
Mrs.
Goodwin
was
presented
Doughty's former home in Gray; and
is convalescing in a satisfactory Parker in Randolph, Vt., the past two
Mrs. Chester Marshall of Swamp a guest prize.
manner.
months, is expected to arrive home
scott, Mass., who will visit relatives
April 1.
Thursday
afternoon
Mesdames
in this city while her husband is on a
Mr and Mrs. Charles H. Berry en
Vose,
Watts,
Ranlett,
Crockett,
I
business trip to Chicago.
tertained last evening at their Talbot
The members of the Methebesec
Thorndike and Dick of Ralph Ulmer I avenue home in honor of the birth Club will celebrate the 35th anniver
Auxiliary
Sewing
Circle
met
at
Mrs.
The fifth in the series of dancing
day anniversary of Alan L. Bird. sary of its federation by an informal
assemblies at Edward Gonia's Cres Thorndike's home on Masonic street Honors fell to Mrs. Alan Bird and 6 o’clock dinner at the Thorndike
cent Beach cottage was held Thurs I to tack a quilt.
Donald H. Fuller.
next Friday evening. Mrs. Maud
day night, one of the features being
Clark Gay of Waldoboro is to be the
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Bridges of
a prize waltz which brought to Carl
Mrs. Chauncey Keene of North guest speaker,' Mrs. Vivian Hewett
Morse and Mrs. Lena K. Sargent some Swan's Island have been guests of Main street entertained the T Club will sing. In addition the following
surprising souvenirs. A wienie roast Mrs. G. K. Mayo and Mrs. Caro Jones Thursday evening with Mrs. Byron program of toasts has been arranged:
at intermission proved very popular. having been marooned here by the Davis as guest of honor. A reading “To the Founders," Mrs. Hester
The committee in charge of the burning of the Gov. Bodwell.
of poems by Mrs. Irene Moran was Chase; “To the Methebesec Past,”
dance comprised Dr. and Mrs. Blake
a pleasing feature. Spring decora Miss Annie Frye; “Memories of Past
The sophomore class of the High tions were in evidence.
Annis, Dr. and Mrs. E. W. Peaslee,
Years,” Past Presidents Mrs. Mary
School
is
holding
a
rummage
sale
and Mr. and Mrs. Harold Coombs.
Miss Pauline Scarlott of Castine Perry Rich, Mrs. Suella Sheldon
today
in
the
vacant
store
of
the
There were 14 couples present.
Normal School is visiting relatives in Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood and Mrs.
Woolworth building.
Maud Blodgett; “To the Methebesec
this city.
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Burns and
Future,” Mrs. Ruth Palmer; Humor
Mrs.
Flora
Fernald,
Birch
street,
Henry A. Howard who have been
Winslow-Holbrook Auxiliary will ous Toasts. Mrs. Nan Higgs and Mrs.
entertained
the
Chummy
Club
Tues

spending the winter in Florida, are
hold a Sewing Circle next Monday Blanche Ellsworth. An original song
day evening at a birthday party for afternoon at 1.30.
homeward bound.
composed for the occasion will be
Mrs. E. W. Freeman. The 7 o'clock
sung by the members.
supper
included
a
birthday
cake
Circle supper will be served at the
Atwood Levensalcr entertained
Congregational Church next Wed made bv Mrs. Fred Lindsey Jr., which three tables at bridge Friday evening
Mrs. Edna French was chairman ot
was
cut
and
served
by
Mrs.
Freeman
nesday by the following committee:
at his home on Broadway.
yesterday's meeting of the Rubin
after
the
time
honored
ceremony
of
Mrs. Lizzie Hahn, chairman, Mrs.
stein Club. Mrs. Copping read a re
Harold Green. Mrs. Ralph Smith. blowing out the candles which
Lief Sorenson of Rumford is guest port of the circumstances under
Mrs. E. C. Moran, Jr., Mrs. Harold adorned it. Mrs. Nathan Witham of Atwood Levensaler for the week i which the Spingarn medal was
Connon, Mrs. William Kelley. Mrs. presented a gift of silver from the end.
i awarded to Richard Berry Harrison
Christooher Roberts, Mrs. Joseph club members. The remainder of the
“The Lord” in “Green Pastures.”
Blaisdell, Mrs. Charles Phillips. Mrs., evening was spent at cards, honors
Mrs. Kathleen Marston gave a group
C. D. North. Mrs. R. E. Philbrick and j going to Mrs. Edward Gonia and
The annual Easter fair of Edwin of three Rubinstein lyrics. “Thou Art ,
I Mrs. Pearl Look.
Mrs. A. L. Whittemore.
Libby Relief Corps was held at Grand Like Unto a Flower." "The Dream”
Army hall Thursday afternoon. The and "The Asra,” substituting for Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Stinson and chairman of the various tables were Morgan. “Spring's Blue Eves” and
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Jameson arrived
home Tuesday from a 10-day cruise Dr. C. B. Poppelstone of Swan’s Mrs. Nellie Higgins, fancy work; Mrs. “Deep in Love Was I” by Maranotl
to Bermuda. They found it truly an Island are guests for the week of Amanda Choate and Mrs. Maud was sung by Mrs. Albert Havener
enchanting Island, beautiful, clean Mr. and Mrs. Basil Stinson, Masonic Cables, aprons; cooked food, Mrs. substituting for Mrs. Hoch. A trio
street.
and almost noiseless.
Ella MacMillan; candy, Mrs. Velma Mrs. Veazie, Mrs. Atwood and Mrs.
Marsh and miscellaneous, Mrs. Marston, presented the Russian folk
The
Baraca
Class
play
“
The
Mrs. William Ellingwood enter
Marcia Greene. The quilt went to song. "The Volga Boatman," arranged
tained the Cardinal Club at her home Tinker" which was postponed on ac Jesse Mills of Warren. In the by Harvey Worthington Loomis. Miss
count
of
the
debating
activities
of
on Talbot avenue Thursday evening.
guessing contest Mrs. Amanda 1 Nye s selection was "The Snowdrop.”
The hostess was assisted by Mrs. one of the principals will be pre Choate won the first prize and Mrs. She was accompanied by Miss Rand
sented
shortly
after
Easter
with
the
George Smith and Mrs. George
Nellie Bean of Thomaston the sec of Whitman, Mass. Chopin's "Im
cast as originally selected including ond. The baby show had to be post provisation" was beautifully played
Wooster.
George Gay, Carl Philbrook. Miss poned until Children’s Day in May by Miss Creighton. Miss Faith Ul
The Diligent Dames met at the Louise Dolliver, Mrs. Ruth Elling when it is hoped the weather will be mer, substituting for Miss Wasgatt,
home of Mrs. Joseph Emery, Lime- wood, Dr. Tweedie, Miss Madlene more suitable. About 50 sat down to gave "On a Distant Lonely Moun
rock street for 1 o’clock luncheon Rogers and the Rev. Jesse Kender- a delicious supper served under the tain,’ Little Russia. The concluding
Wednesday. Miss Margaret Snow dine.
direction of Mrs. Elizabeth Barton. number was the solo "The Rose En
was assisting hostess. The next
The regular meeting was held in the slaves The Nightingale,” sung by
Monday
evening
Mrs.
Basil
Stinson
meeting will be entertained by Mrs.
evening with a good attendance. Mrs. Atwood, substituting for Mrs.
Fred Linekin and Miss Charlotte entertained two tables at bridge, Commander Philbrick was a guest.
Storer.
honors
falling
to
Miss
Marion
Nor

Buffum.
ton, Mrs. C. F. Joy and Mrs. Luella
Rockland Automobile Show, April
Rockland Automobile Show. April
Mrs. Damie Gardner arrived home Holmes.
1-4, Fireproof Garage.
36-40
1-4, Fireproof Garage.
36-40
Friday evening from a cruise to the
,!
Miss Katherine Norsworthy enter
West Indies.
I
tained the R.V. Club Thursday eve
Raymond C. Duff is home from a ning, luncheon being served. Miss
i
business trip through the Middle Betty Clark, Thomaston, street will
be the hostess next week .
West.
j
I
March 30 at 8 p. m. in Legion hall
Judge E. K. Gould has been in
|
Boston the past week on legal busi there will be a get-together party for
Legionnaires and Auxiliary members.
ness.
An entertaining program has been
Capt R. Francis Saville has re prepared under the direction of Miss
turned from a business trip to Bos Pearl Borgerson. There will be
plenty of music, fun and refresh
ton.
mentsMrs. Myron Davis of Glenmere is
Mrs. Oliver Hamlin and Mrs.
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Chauncey
Lawrence Hamlin paid a recent visit
Keene.
to Togus where they found Lawrence
Last Monday Mrs. Lottie C. Hamlin making a slight gain. His
Rhodes, entertained two of her old- condition for a time was regarded as
time friends Mrs. Sarah Lufkin of very serious.
Glencove and Mrs. Phoebe Lufkin of
Mrs. Albert R. Havener, Mrs. F. E.
Pigeon Cove, Mass, the occasion
being her birthday. A delicious Follett and Mrs. L. A. Crockett were
lunch was served, and a nice birth prize winners at the meeting of the
day cake, made by Mrs. Parks Buker, Thursday Auction Club with Mrs.
was enjoyed. A pleasing feature of Raymond Moulaison.
the occasion was the telephone mes
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Spaulding of
sage which she received from her
brother. Dr. Frank L. Crie, a dentist tSattapan. Mass., are guests at E. E.
In Mitchell, Neb, 2000 miles distant. Simmons.'
Dr. Crie put in the call at 8.30 p. m.
The Rubinstein Club chorus will
Western time, and at about 10.30
meet
with Mrs. E. F. Berry Monday
Mrs. Rhodes had the privilege of evening
at 7.30. Rehearsals are be
talking three minutes with him. An
held for the annual concert the
other pleasant surprise was the pres ing
of April at which members of
ent of a beautiful Easter lily from middle
There is no need to tolerate the trying pains of cramps since
the Ethelbert Nevin Club of San
the same brother. Mrs. Rhodes' ford-Springvale
will
assist
the
local
FEM-PAC was scientifically made for its specific purpose.
daughter. Mrs. Leslie Wilson of Crie club.
haven was also present.
This new feminine necessity acts in a wonderful way to
Mrs. Herbert Hall of Summer
Miss Persis Vose of Portland will be street,
is spending the weekend in
soothe and help relieve the pains, by a new principle and
the guest speaker at the next meet Woodfords,
visiting her daughter,
ing of the Speech Readers' Club April Mrs. Herbert Leavitt.
through external treatment. No drugs or medicines.
2. Miss Vose is field worker for the
American Federation of The Hard of
The managers of the Home for
FEM-PAC is simple and safe to use. It is applied exter
Hearing. The meeting will be held in Aged Women will hold their April
the girls' room of the Central Maine meeting Wednesday afternoon at 2.30
nally direct to the affected area. In a few moments, you can
Power Company building at 2.30. It at the Home. It is urged that the
feel its action and delightful, soothing warmth.
is the desire of the committee to get attendance be as large as possible.
in touch with all hard of hearing
persons so that they may have the
No bulk—FEM-PAC is body shaped and designed to lay
Irl L. Hooper of Sargentville has
opportunity of hearing Miss Vose. AU been the gbest of Miss Alice Donahue
flat and smooth always. And best of all, it can not be
seats will be provided with the fed the past week.
eration field phones which Miss Vose
detected
under even the lightest garments. No need to be
brings with her. She has been using
There will be a business meeting
these instruments throughout Maine, of the Congregational Woman’s As
confined to home. Wear it any
New Hampshire and Vermont this sociation at the vestrv next Wednes
month. Miss Vose was the founder day afternoon at 4.30.
time, anywhere you go.
[—-—«----------------------|
of the Portland club and its presi
I'cin-Poc
dent for five years. She has done
When the pains are gone, FEMAmong the returning Florida va
outstanding work for the hard of cationists are noted A. P. Blaisdell,
PAC is removed easily and quickly
hearing child and was a member ot Charles Blaisdell, Fred A. Thorndike
President Hoover's White House Con and his daughter. Mrs. Ralph Wiggin.
without
the slightest pull. Does
ference for Child Welfare. At last
Thursday's meeting the local club
not stain the skin or soil clothes.
Miss Alice Hellier arrived last
voted to continue the lessons from evening for the Easter vacation
Miss Eliza Hannegan during April which she will spend with her par
ON SALE AT ALL STORES—50C EACH
and May The first lesson of this ents. Mr. and Mrs. Edward J. Hellier
series will be April 8. Miss Hannegan of Talbot avenue.
will give both private and class les
sons. Further information may be
Steamship tickets to all parts of
obtained from Mrs. Freeman F. the world. We attend to all details
Brown.
including passport and visa. Phijne
675 for details. Robert <V Veazie, |
Rockland Automobile Show, April Inc., Masonic Temple. M. F. Love-1
1-4, Fireproof Garage.
36-40
joy, Mgr.
36-tf I
TELEPHONE....... ........... — 770 or 794-W

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP

REGULAR

PAINS

‘Relieved

by this New
External

Principle

Pem-Pac

In the Kitchen With
Rosamond
By JOHN BALL

Page Seven

New Prices at Louraine’i5

EIL LATIMER had met Celia
Finch and Ethel, the youngest
of that popular family, noted for
Its feminine pulchritude, but of
Rosamond, the eldest, he had only
heard echoes of her calm beauty.
Men said she was a marble statue
and that nothing could awaken her
dreaming peace.
“My sister Rosamond?” Celia had
repeated one day. “She's the dear
est thing, but she wouldn’t be inter
ested in any of this,” she waved
her fan at the room full of
dancers.
Sometimes, when Neil was alone,
the description given by gay Celia
came back to him, and disliking tlie
formidable picture of a bookish girl
who was absent minded and didn’t
care for dnneing, he decided that
“Fair Rosamond” must lack a
sense of humor. Having made this
decision, fatal to any man’s Inter
est in any woman no matter how
fair she be, Neil finally dismissed.
the hope of meeting tlie eldest Miss
Finch, and became absorbed in his
business of manufacturing nuts and
bolts, with occasional excursions
Into society.
I
One afternoon when the fewer
of spring was in the air and he
34? MAIN STREET
could not remain indoors harnessed
to the routine of a busy office, Neil
got into his car and rode out East
avenue to the country club. The
Finch residence was on East ave
nue, and he had passed Mrs. Finch
Don’t Be a Fool
and the younger girls in the shabby
If you are mad at some one,
car driven by a middle-aged col
write a very mean letter to liim.
ored man. The Finches were poor
After having written tlie letter, you
in this world's goods, hut, as they
will feel better. Rut don’t mail
came of a good old family and had
tlie letter. Read it over once more
many rich relatives, tlie fatherless
Io yourself, and discover what an
family went around a great deal
ass you are, and then tear it up.—
and entertained occasionally.
Atchison Globe.
Just as Neil reached the Finch
residence he became aware Hint
One, Two, Three and Out
the machine needed water. It was
second thought to stop there and
Doctor Clarke, n well-known
apply for a pail of water. People
Irish theologian, was an early riser.
in Westville were always neighbor A young preacher wanted tlie doc
ly, and as there was no public ga
tor to tell him how lie managed to !
rage thereabouts, Neil jumped out
do it. "Do you pray about it?” he I
and hastened up tlie graveled drive
asked. "No,” said Doctor Clarke,
and around to the back door. A
“I get up.”—Christian Advocate.
girl was standing with her back
to him hanging out a snowy wash
Was Newton Wrong?
ing of clothes. She wore a pink
Research
points to tlie possibility
sunhonnet, but lie could see a couple
of a complete revision of our Idea
of clothespins protruding from tlie
of tlie universe ns developed liy
depths of the bonnet.
astronomers. Investigators believe
“Good morning," lie said in his
that Newton's gravity theory is
pleasant voice. ‘‘May 1 have a pail
slightly in error and makes tlie
of water? My ear—” lie did not fin mass of tlie universe smaller than
ish the sentence, lie paused in
it is.
dismay, for the clothespins were re
moved from tlie loveliest of lips and
Mind of Little Value
the face turned to his was never
There is such a tiling as being
that of an ordinary maidservant.
loo broad-minded, lie who lisiens
Such rare beauty could only belong
to every side and offers his sympa
to the sister of Celia and Ethel.
thies regardless of worth ami need
She saw ids embarrassment and
lias a mind like spilled milk. II goes
smiled gravely.
even where and does no one auy
“Water? Certainly,” she said, in
good.
a voice which made his pulses
tingle. “If you will come to the
Man’s Small Comprehension
house I will give you a pail; there
lie that bad never seen a river
is water in the garage, but you
imagined tlie first lie met to lie Hie
may as well fill the pail in tlie
sea; ami tli • greatest tilings that
kitchen.” She led the way into
have fallen within our knowledge
a great kitchen, immaculately clean,
we conclude Hie extremes that na
where an ancient colored woman,
ture makes of Hie kind.—Mon
crippled with rheumatism, sat in
taigne.
a comfortable armchair by tlie lire.
She croaked hoarse protests when
the girl gave Neil a shining pail.
Salubrious Island
“Please be quiet. Aunt Heppy,”
Tlie
climate
of Vancouver island,
chided tlie girl.
especially in the south, is very
“I am sorry to trouble you—I
mild for the latitude. The mean
didn’t know that I might be intrud temperature at Victoria is about
ing—I am acquainted witli Mrs.
41 degrees Fahrenheit, while that
Finch and her daughters and—”
of July is about CO degrees.
“You must be coming to dinner
tonight, then," suggested tlie girl.
Few Geniuses Are Rich
“I recognized you nt once—I am
Voltaire was tlie only genius who
Rosamond Finch." She held out a
became rich. Look over your ac
hand roughened by housework.
quaintances (you can't depend on
Neil took her hand. “May I stay
rumors for the truth). Do you know
a little while and be kitchen coma genius who is rich?—E. W.
pany?” he asked.
Howe's Monthly.
Rosamond looked doubtful. Then
a wave of color invaded her fair
Close Relationship
ness. “I shall be glad, Mr. Lath
A census revealed that 90 per
iner, but you see it would embar
rass mother and the girls if it were cent of tlie inhabitants of tlie pic
turesque Northumberland (Eng
known—you sec Heppy is crippled,
land) fishing village of Cresswell
as we cannot afford another maid,
I come out and help, Heppy di are named Iirown, and that they
are all related.
rects me and I love to cook—it gives
the younger girls a chance to go
about. I must fly around now,
But Both Must Be Met
because there is dinner to get. Can
A medienl writer says that the
you mix mayonnaise?”
last generation lias learned to put
Neil washed his hands and pushed
off dentil an additional ten years,
back his cuffs
thus marking another distinction
“If you will let me help you a
between dentil and taxes.—Paducah
little I'll forswear any knowledge
Evening Sun,
of you and your dark plottings in
this kitchen.”
Faith Alone Needed
Neil never forgot that hour spent
Let none seek henceforth need
in the kitchen with lovely Rosa
mond Finch witli old Heppy nod less cause to approach tlie faitii
ding her white-turbaned head ap they own; when earnestly they seek
such proof, conclude they then be
provingly.
gin to fail.—Milton.
That night at the happy, informal
dinner party for which the Finches
Her Claim to Distinction
were famous, waited on by tlie man
who drove the car, Neil saw /nsnVirginia Dare, tlie first child horn
mond again and she seemed another
in America of English parents, was
girl; she had retreated into some
born on Roanoke island, then Vir
cool grotto of thought, but bis se ginia, but now North Carolina, in
rious eyes, With a hidden appeal to
1587.
her sleeping heart, brought lier out,
and gradually he saw lier coldness
The Real Trouble
melt.
Conversation is not a lost art, ns
During the weeks that followed
been asserted. Rut lining able
Nell learned more about the Inter lias
to find something to talk about
esting family of girls who main probably
is.—Fort Wortli Recordtained their social position on a de
Telegram.
pleted income, until there came a
day when they had to unpack Mrs.
Remarkable Sentence
Finch’s own wedding dress and veil
There are nine different vowel
for Rosamond's bridal. After all,
sounds in tlie 12 syllables in Stev
the “eldest Miss Finch,” who had
enson's lines “I will make you
contentedly stayed at home in the
broodies aud toys for your delight.”
kitchen, was the first bride, and
Aunt Heppy, who had turned her
into a famous cook, was almost
Pointer for Orchardistt
as proud as Neil himself as tlie
Planting wild fruit trees of early
bride came up the aisle. “She looks
hearing varieties close to orchards
like a lovely statue,” said some one
helps to protect tlie orchard fruit
that day.
from birds.
Neil only smiled. He knew that
beneath the marble there was flame
Eloquent Money
—had he not kissed his Galatea
When money talks it too fre
Into life?
quently says; "Good-hy, sucker.’’—
(Copyright.)
San Francisco Chronicle.

N

( Effective April 1 )

Cleansing and Pressii[Iff
©

Women’s Dresses, cleansed and pressed,
$1.50up
Women’s Plain Coats, cleansed and pressed,
1.50
Women’s Fur Trimmed Coats, cleansed andn pressed, 2.00
Men’s Suits, cleansed and pressed,
1.50
Men’s Top Coats, cleansed and pressed,
1.50
Men’s Overcoats, cleansed and pressed,
2.00

LOURA1NE
THE CLEANER

Home of
Paramount
Pictures

Ona
of the
Publix Theatres

REVIVAL WEEK
MARCH 30 TO APRIL 4
SEE THE HITS YOU'VE MISSED

MONDAY

THURSDAY

MARIE DRESSLER

MAURICE

and

CHEVALIER

POLLY MORAN

in

in

“THE
“CAUGHT SHORT”
LOVE PARADE”
TUESDAY
FRIDAY

DENNIS KING
WALLACE BEERY

In

in

“THE

“THE BIG HOUSE”

VAGABOND KING”
WEDNESDAY

SATURDAY

ANN HARDING

EL BRENDEL

In

in

“HOLIDAY”

“JUST IMAGINE”

COMPLETE CHANGE OF PROGRAM DAILY

MONDAY-TUESDAY

Gold!

And a Beautiful Woman At the End of the
Rainbow Trail!

Four sheriffs wanted him for
breaking laws. Fourteen wom
en wanted him for breaking
their fragile hearts. What a
man for trouble!

VICTOR McLAGLEN
IN

“NOT EXACTLY GENTLEMEN”
A Fox Picture—with

FAY WRAY,

LEW CODY,

EDDIE GRIBBON

NOW SHOWING
"JUNE MOON"

Speaking of Little Things

Vltamines have been discovered
In hash and any day there may
come the announcement that tomebody has found a needle in a hay
stack.—Toledo Blade.

Opp. Strand Theatre

v.-itli

JACK OAK1F.

Beyond Power of Proof

Difficult for Stout Sisters

“There Is gold at Hie eml of tlie
rainbow,"’ said III Ilo, tlie sage of
Chinatown. “Like other beliefs.
Ibis persists because no traveler
has been able to say it is untrue."—
Washington Star.

A beauty expert says one should
walk in such a way that one seems
to float. Well, we saw one of the
super-stout old girls of our neigh
borhood trying lo do it and slip
looked like a barge making head
way in a ground swell.—New OrIcaug States.
- .

The first professional architect
In America was Peter Harrison. He
drew tlie plans for tlie Redwood
library, King’s chapel, tlie Jewish
synagogue and Brick market at
Newport.

A Paramount
Publix Theatre
TELEPHONE 892

Home of Para
mount Pictures
TELEPHONE 892

Won Fame ai Architect

SHOWS AT 2.00, 6.30, 8.30.

SAT. CONTINUOUS 2.00 TO 10.30

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS

Page
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Current Comment
By harry

a.

Daniels

a

by a. J. Dunlap
They Talk aboul Ihe music cf the far of
host of StOYS, .
Ol songs the HJinding nuer sings across
its sandy bars.

THE REALM OF MUSIC
Gladys St. Clair Morgan

lye heard .the echo in the hills ol fcreeres
I tion of the University of California,
Lilv Pons, latest sensation in the, viewed. His studio is of gold and
It is all a question of light waves,
And hearda ’donna sing, with, roses
world of music, who in two months sunlight. Real canaries are placed
and wave lengths. A new instruin her hair;
,
r
has made operatic history at the at separate microphones to sing in
ment called the thermo-electric pyPut when 1 want a harmony thats lull aT
Metropolitan, will make her radio i his musical numbers. They're real
ranometer is expected to help solve
homely charm,
d. but Easter Sunday. The dazzling canaries, too “Blue Boy” and “Big
t!le problem- It is known that di□hen I recall the mwsic of the dear dla.
new coloratura will bring her voice B°y” and “Miss Lizzie” the bird
rc‘ct sunlight tans the skin because of
\
peaceful farm.-----to the NBC network Sunday, April 5,: nurse are all real.
ultra violet waves of short wave
.The mellow songs of meadow larks that rose
from 7.30 to 8 p. m.
| H is said that regular listeners
length. The waves strike the pro'\ ,
to meet the day,
_
The coming of Lily Pons to the know that he Is a close personal
tective layer and are converted into .
Co-mingled
with
the
blatant
bawl
of
cattle
,
r;age of the Metropolitan Opera friend of President Hoover, that he
^eat- However, that does not solve
A
far away,
House started 1931 off with a thrill , sometimes breakfasts at the White
!
problem.
I
jhe
distant
neighing
of
ahorse
and.
barking
for opera-goers Before she had fin-, House. But it was not until after
$
- a
-.a®,’“’7--------------of
ished singing her debut role of; election day that he allowed the
New spring golfing styles call for j
All tangled. with~the cry of sheep and. squeal
■Lucia” she was being acclaimed as name of Hoover to be mentioned in
3hen cue? al?
tatice half full cf
long trousers to take the place of the
the greatest find in seasons, and ' his broadcast. How close the friendplus-fours, which have never been
when she finished singing the “mad j ship between the President and
And John Watts and A L. Rogers very popular with middle-aged and
l
.1 wild alarm
scene" they gave her 16 curtain calls. | “Cheerio" his listeners do not know.
should know that hair grows faster elderly golfers who have consistently
jhdt pierces like a trumpet blare the quiet
Lily who is 26 years old. five feet . It would seem to date back to college
| of the farm;
here than in the north. Two hair cuts stuck to the more conservative long
and three inches tall, and weighs 105 years and California. It will be re
And. everywhere it bears the news through
here to one up there. Has the most trousers throughout the fad.
pounds. is the daughter of a French membered that "Cheerio" was first
orchard.,
field,
and.
etade
-----fertile soil in the world anything to
4> ♦ ♦ 4
violinist, and was born on the heard on the air from a California
Behind
do with it? We have 28 barber
If vou desire to keep yourself
Riviera. When she was 15 she re-1 station. But other than his friendchairs here for hair cuts in three humbft. a simple way is to read i
ceived first prize for piano at the sh>P with Hoover, little has gone out
shops, side by side, in the heart of three pages of a Webster dictionary ,
Conservatory of Music in Paris. A 011 the air to identify him. and he
Main street, and they are busy from every day. and go out and look at 1
few years of concert work convinced simply will not be identified.
6.30 a. m. until 8 at night; and all the stars for 15 minutes every clear
Lilv that piano playing was not exThe Cheerio program is based on
Sunday morning. And this city is night.
aetly what she wanted to do. so she the birthdays of the great and the
the same size as Rockland. In two
4, A A &
went on the stage and played small lessons to be learned from their lives,
weeks here I can grow a shock of
......
, ,
parts for two years. One of those Tt is an admixture of the best in
hair that makes me look like Buffalo
Venice has had canals frozen over.
parts contained a little song. Her music, poetry, philosophy and huBill did ln the good old days of the a" Europe has had record storms
friends told her she sang the song manity.
Cheerio's cast includes
Wild West shows
and floocte, Florida has been so cold
prettily and she herself thought it "Gill." the baritone, Russell Gilbert,
.
| the tourists have been strolling
! wasn't so bad. Then Lily met August who takes Cheerio's place in vacaunder windswept palms in raccoon
All the girls here carry zipper • coats, and some of the Northern
Mesritz. a Dutchman. He loved tion time; “Lovina," who is Mrs. Gilpurses. You recall that Irvin Cobb states like Pennsylvania. New Jermusic and Lilv. and still does. They bert. the soprano; “Gerry," the contold the doctor, after his second sey and New York have had the
were married in 1925. Mesritz liked tralto. Geraldine Reigger; Patrick
operation, to put a zipper in his ______
mildest_____
winter in years. It's all done
to hear his pretty little wife sing and Kelley, the Irish tenor and also a
abdomen so that in the future he i
mirrors,
encouraged her to see a vocal sta*T announcer. The Red Peppers
could zipper him open and go to work
teacher. In 1927 she began a serious are Emil Seidel and his orchestra,
<$■
with the knife without so much .
study of opera. There were engage- Miss Lizzie, the registered bird nurse,
trouble
When Venetian gondoliers are seen
ments in Belgium. France and Italy. is Miss Elizabeth Freeman, who takes
. . .
j paddling up the canal with snow on
TYLER SCHOOL NOTES
One day Maria Gay. former star of care of the blue canaries. There is
A CAMDEN CHURCH
' their whiskers, when skid-chain
the Metropolitan, who makes a Joe Bivano. the accordion player, a
They tell a story here of a young sai«.Smen report a business boom
___ 1 T„ 1_I
M
' toys Having Fine Time With Jump- hobby of looking for new material, young Italian boy Cheerio found
man, taken suddenly ill with a se- aiong
French Riviera, when even
vere pain in the right abdominal Palm Beach Chamber of Commerce Enlarged and 1 O Have New j ing stands—Following Uncle Ben's heard Lily Pons sing She sent a playing on the ferry boats. And Al
Adventures
cablegram to the Metropolitan, offer- vin Keech is the staff announcer
region, being rushed to the hospital, officials sleep under army blankets
Organ Through Gener
-------ing to pav Lily’s expenses to America permanently assigned to Cheerio.
and put on the table for exnmina- and when New Yorkers pass an en
Listeners have a goal to achieve in
The first four grades of the Tyler t0 wjn her a hearing. The result of
osity of Mr. Curtis
tion. The doctor decided to operate tire winter without an outside
building have just had the pictures the audition was a five-year contract Cheerio’s programs, too. In the
at once and told the patient that the cjlance of a snow shoveling scandal,
appendix would have to come out the weather becomes something
Extensive alterations in the house of the Constitution < "Old Ironsides”) with the Metropolitan and a three- daily birthday greeting if you are
100 years old. Cheerio announces
immediately. The patient told the meriting an investigation.
of worship of First Congregational framed and hung in their respective year contract to make phonograph your name, and couples celebrating
doctor that such surprising news
Church. Camden, made possible by rooms, Stanley Gregory doing the records.
Critics say there has been nothing their diamond wedding anniversary
startled him as he had one appendix
It is getting so people can't de a large gift from Cyrus H. K. Curtis, work. They present a very neat and 'ike the ovation New York gave the have the wedding march played for
taken out about three years ago.
pend on old established climates any Philadelphia publisher, are under (attractive appearance,
little Franch ^singer in five years. them and their names announced.
more.
Mr.
Flanders
has
just
completed
She
takes the business of being a Folks more than 80 years old find
way.
They
include
a
25-foot
addi

Insert the letter "M” twice and
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themselves identified though not by
tion to the edifice, which will more a pair of “Jumping stands” which prima donna calmly. On the m - name, if they let Cheerio know their
make a sentence of these letters, to
Weather
forecasters,
never
de

are
greatly
appreciated
by
the
boys,
ing
of
her
debut,
she
went
out
and
read the same and spell the same
than double the value of the prop
birthdays.
backwards as forwards: NOELON. pendable even when things are run erty and will make it, in respect to some of whom have jumped to al- bought two dresses just because
And Cheerio doesn't receive a cent
ning in accordance with custom and
st
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maximum
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of
six
couldn't
resist
them.
She
s.ep
most
NOELON.
for his broadcasts, his hours of labor.
'
precedent,
are
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reeling
groggily
a
hours
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before
and
went
interior,
one
of
the
most
beautiful
feet.
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, . ,, . around in a state of complete helpGrade four is buying two books for onto the huge stage of the opeia He is independent—he has given his
During a cold night early in March., jessriess but refusing to waive immu- colonial meeting houses in New- the school library. Uncle Ben in house without a flutter. Hardened life to his ideal.
• • • «
to keep the garden truck from being Ty Qn' the grOund a man can't be England. The new wing will contain China, and Uncle Ben in Japan singers seldom .accomplish that.
frost bitten, the Thomas Morris compeiled t0 testify to his own in a 21-foot chancel with communion
How many know that Charlie
children have taken great pleas' '
troduce Co owner of 250 acres of; comDetence during a state of cli- table, organ console and choir stalls, The
ure in reading the stories of Uncle
Dr- Adolph (Doc) Eisenbourg. Chaplin is a musician? In his most
beans near Raymondsville. used two
.r h
an ample choir room, minister's Ben's travels in foreign countries as popular radio announcer, medical recent picture “City Lights." the en
airplanes to circle over the fields all mauc cnao
musical accompaniment, with
study, two class rooms for religious portrayed in a little paper called "My ! man and scientist, foresees tne time tire
night to keep the air in motion and
but few exceptions, is his own origi
Weekly
Reader."
when
“
musical
medicine
will
be
a
BACK
IN
SIXTY-NINE
education
and
a
new
three-manual
prevent a freeze. This is the first
From the proceeds of the operetta fruitful field of research in the realm nal creation. He is an accomplished
Austin organ, which is a part of Mr.
time that there is any record of this
given
last year. Mrs. Johnson, the of therapeutics and when an or- musician. In this art he is selfa
News
Items
Curtiss
Sift.
Mr
Curtis
also
is
inplan being worked out.
r resenting a r ew .
stalling a new vapor heating sys- musical director, has purchased for chestra, singing society or othei taught, and he is shown to be the
<$><$> $,
From the First Issue of the tem with concealed radiation and is the Tyler building 11 victrola records musical adjunct will be as much an master of numerous instruments, in
The Association of Railway Exe
wainscoting the entire auditorium of to be used in all the classes for music item in tne regular equipment of cluding the violin, piano, organ, con
cutives recommends that federal aid
every hospital, asylum and conva certina and several of the brasses.
Camden Herald
the main church building.
appreciation.
Since entering upon a motion pic
for highways be abolished; that
The ceiling of the chancel will be
Visualized Current Events pub lescent heme as is a pharmacy or ture career, back in 1913, the co
competition from the Panama Canal
Among the subscribers to the elliptically vaulted and pierced at lished twice a week by illustrated dietetic kitchen.
and inland waterways be restricted, initial issue of the Camden Hera'.d the sides with elliptical organ grilles. Current News, are being purchased
He believes that music as a factor median has had considerable more
bus and truck operation brought
in
the treatment and cure of certain time to devote to his music. Over
The
communion
table
will
be
at
the
and hung on the bulletin boards in
under regulation and under taxa Jan. 30. 1869. was Abner Dunton of rear of the sanctuary', back of which the fourth grade. Miss Miller's room, , kinds of disease is as important as the period of years he developed rap
tion comparable to that of railroads. Hope, who lived to become a cen will be hung a dossal of red silk to thus giving the children an idea of pills and potions, ice bags and surgi- idly and was ever anxious to ac
tenarian. His paper has been pre match the carpet. A carpet runner what is being accomplished in the cal bandages. ?.nd he has been dem- quaint himself with more instru
ments. In 1915 he formed a music
Then comes along the National served all these years and thanks to in one woven piece without seam is industrial world of today. This j onstrating the truth of the theory publishing company bearing his
A.
F.
Dunton
of
Valley
Farm,
Hope,
in
Boston
institutions,
studying
the
to
be
laid
from
the
communion
table
Grange and calls upon its members
week's picture is “Looking down on
to the main entrance and a carpet the world from the steel frame-work effects of music on patients suffering name and he was responsible ,for-v. a
to oppose all bills which would so it now lies on the editorial desk.
from various ailments. Some of the dozen or more compositions of the
Following
the
custom
of
.those
days
will
cover
all
the
other
aisles.
The
increase the cost of highway trans
of the world's tallest hotel construct
results have been reported as re ballad type. Later when he became
portation that those who travel by the front page is devoted to a story chancel will be illuminated by flood ed in New York ”
more involved in his chosen line of
markable.
bus or ship goods by truck, would and miscellany, but inside were sun lights located back of the pulpit
endeavor he discontinued the com
• • • •
have to pav at least as much as if dry local items which doubtless in arch.
THE EVE OF BATTLE
terested the paper's constituency.
Those who have seen and heard mercial side of •music.
In the design of pulpit, lectern
they used the railroads.
• • •
F'linstance:
organ grilles and other details, the
IThis poem, written many years Percv Grainger, the Australian
A 4> <s. 4,
When
I
find
anything
about vio
Business men of Camden had aichitectural traditions of colonial
pianist-composer, always recall him
You feel the warmth of the sun bought a force pump at a cost of days, so closely woven with the his ago, and based on an actual occur to mind as a fascinating personage, lins or their accessories, I always
when it shines on you through a sfi00 and p]aced it jn position on tory of the Congregational meeting rence. told by the late David F. particularly his informal style of think of Sanford Welt of this city
who has such an authoritative
window, but you do not get sun- | Main street near the grist mill.
house in New England, have fur Smith of 111 North Main street, was i dP^ and his tawny hair,
burned. When you go out doors and
A new schoolhouse had been nished the architect his inspiration. composed by his daughter. Mrs.
Mr. Grainger recently gave a re knowledge of that instrument. The
are exposed to the direct rays of the erected in the Megunticook district,
The total effect will be a digni Stephen Smith, and was read at the cital in Symphony Hall, Boston, and following paragraph caught my
sun, your skin burns. Just why this George W. Thorndike agent.
fied and colorful interior, where those recent reception tendered to Depart prior to this event one critic said: fancy:
Fine violin bows are almost as rare
difference is the topic of a new sci
Sanford Libby was building a fine truly seeking it will find spiritual ment Commander Fernando S Phil"Whichever of his costumes Mr.
entific study at the Scripps Institu- residence on Chestnut street.
Grainger may don. he is a vigorous, and nearly as necessary to the
uplift in an atmosphere of refine brick.—Ed.l
are fine old violins,
Carleton, Norwood & Co., bought ment annd beauty.
It was night in old Virginia.
admi?ble vX
^ain'Tu » Ht«e is ever said about them
the interest of S. T. Cleveland in the
And ln camp at Georgetown lay.
The design is the work of Charles
But ‘L*
0,0 1
must examine or their value. It seems absurd that
store at the corner of Main and Elm C. Grant and Parker Morse Hooper, On either side of the Potomac,
“ a C0-S,p0Sveerrvhtaitlese of ^lVcompo- | such a simple thing as a bow should
Union Blue and Rebel Gray.
streets, together with the patent kiln New York architects, who also have
formerly owned by Simonton, Cleve supervision of the construction.
Round the camp-fires brightly burning. h‘m' Tchnn ytheir robustness and be worth $400 or $500. or as in some
Beacon lights for friend or toe
land & Co.
The new organ, now being built by There
thev told their tales of valor.
Cyrus G. Bachelder retired from the Austin Organ Co. in Hartford.
the familiar ‘Shepherd s Hey,' and the | de,
Gathered in the ruddy glow.
the firm of D. Knowlton & Co., Conn., will be a three-manual organ
While
the
shadows
deepened
o
’
er
them.
1 bow, without which the artist is
and bought a privilege on the Me of 32 stops, containing 1533 pipes,
While the revelry ran high—
in a tonal sense, and greatly
gunticook just above the Powder ranging in speaking length from Suddenly
a hush has fallen
find a captivating boyishness, a helpless
handicapped technically, no matter
Mills.
And tney list witu fiasii.ug eye.
three-eighths ot an inch to 16 feet.
clamorous democratic spirit, a joyous how excellent is His violin. Efrem
Rev. J. F. Eveleth accepted a call The organ also will contain a set
earthiness which caused a notable Zimbalist has been as careful in his
the stillness o'er the river.
to the Chestnut Street Baptist of 25 tubular chimes and a harp of From
In a chorus sweet and grand.
musician to dub them "vulgar
search for bows as in his collecting
Church.
61 bars, so that the instrument will Loud the Rebel host were singing.
much to Mr. Grainger’s delight.
"Maryland, my Maryland.'
of rare violins, of which he possesses
During the year 1868 there were have the capacity for proper inter
Frankly, music for Mr. Grainger is half a dozen of the best in America,
134,200 casks of lime burned in Cam pretation of the works of the great Loyal hearts, 'neath blue coats beating. no solemn mystic thing; he consid
not to mention the famous "Lamouden.
The manufacturers were masters.
Stirred to anger at the sound:
when the last sad notes were echoed ers it to be no more than a happy, reux" and his Lorenzo Guadagnini.
Carleton, Norwood & Co., Cole, Rich
The church is 126 years old. being And
spontaneous means of expression. Several of his bows cost him around
Thro' the tow ring hills around.
ards & Co., G. F. Burgess, Simonton the first organized church within the
“Bach," Mr. Grainger says, “was the $500 each and are not for sale now
& Cleveland. A. Martin & Son and present limits of the town . The edi Came an answering throb of music
from
father of 22 children. He must have at any price.
From
that
brave,
true-hearted
band;
Granville Carleton.
fice is the second in the history of
been a jolly man. Therefore I play
soldiers sent the watchword,
A. B. Wetherbee was elected fore the church, having been built in 1834. Northern
"Hall! Columbia. Happy Land
him in a jolly fashion, and not with
EASTERN DIVISION WON
man of the Atlantic Engine Co. T
This church has given to Christian
a long face, even though he is un
V. Hill was elected foreman of the service three missionaries—Rev. Na But when the mad refrain had ended,
Return Limit April 7
One fair youth, who stood alone.
questionably
the
world's
greatest
An extremely interesting rifle
Pacific Engine Co.
thaniel Fay, Miss Margaret Macfar- Filled with memory of loved ones.
composer
----- ' , ,
...
: match between the Eastern Division
Softly sang of Home. Sweet Home "
lane and Miss Clara Glover—four
Phone 92 for details
An original feature of his P'a>>ng Rif!e club and the Thomaston Rifle
Let the People's Laundry. Limerock ministers, Revs. E. R. Hodgman
iv tnrnmfz club was fired_ _Wednesday
.
til! war was all forgotten.
37-39
is that he io
is onnetorf
constantly
evening
street, clean your rugs and carpets. Wilder Start, Captain Charles Bar Sang
Eager voices caught the strain
things delightfully
l” hl at the former's indoor gallery in
Tel. 170.—adv.
36-tf rett and Frank Mansfield, and one Eyes grew dim and hearts were tender
MAINE
music- For example, in The War- Roeit]and Both clubs were repreWith the thoughts of home again
Y. M. C. A. secretary, Roy Handley.
riors,” an early composition lor: sented by a seVen-man team, with
CENTRAL
Rockland Automobile Show. April
The
present
minister.
Rev.
Win

Sang
till
from
the
sweeping
river.
f
Railroad
piano, chorus and orchestra, tne
highest scores tp count,
1-4, Fireproof Garage.
36-40
In a pure and clarion tone.
field Witham, is a graduate of Bates
pianist must in one section arise jrastern Division Rifle Club won by
troops Joined in the anthem
College and Newton Theological Rebel
In the praise of Home. Sweet Home." from his chair and strike the strings j
Institution and was ordained by the
of the instrument with a soft ma- ]
Union Association of Congregational Floating outward on the night wind.
At the Sign of
_
rimba hammer. Yet as a pianist his
Up to heaven rang the swell.
siNorth National Bank;
Churches. He has served as pastor And
like an angel benediction
interpretations are amazingly virile,
in North Bridgton and Harrison, Me.
On the heights of Georgetown fell.
beautifully poetic and always musiciIn 1923 he formed Calvary Com Ere the morrow s sun had risen
anly.
orth
munity Church, Harrison, a success
* * ♦ *
They must meet in battle's fray
ful effort to solve the rural village But. that night thev sang together ’
Have you ever noticed in the j
Union Blue and Rebel Gray.
church problem, and continued as
“Cheerio" radio programs on each
ational
minister of that and the North
week day morning that some times
Bridgton Church until he came to
we hear messages from Rockland.
Camden
in
1929.
ank
Maine, or some other nearby Maine I
points? It makes us feel an intimate !
I S 54-_ 4
ROCKVILLE
interest in “Cheerio," and I wonder
how many know the story of this
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Sinnett spent
man who is giving so richly to the
the last weekend in Portland.
world?
Charles Tolman was in Rockport
The program has been going on |
Monday visiting his daughter, Mrs.
The first great principle of success is accumulating
for about four years now—every j
Herbert Mann.
week-day morning between 8.30 and
a reserve fund. It stimulates energy and gives
George Tolman is spending a few
9 o'clock a birthday greeting has1
days with his daughter, Mrs. Joseph
gone out on the air from this man
financial standing—assuring happiness and suc
Dauphin, in Bath.
who calls himself "Cheerio." That
Mrs.
F.
J.
Hunter
of
Rockland
Large or Small Lots
greeting goes to all parts of the
cess. Open an account now with this Bank.
Highlands was guest of Mr. and Mrs.
United States. A President often
CALLED FOR
F. L. Hunter Monday.
listens in; old folks, shut-ins. many,
Mrs. D. A. Sherer spent Wednes We are in Waldoboro the first two many hundreds of young and old
days of each week and all week of
day with Mr. and Mrs. William W
share.
,
)
Butler of the West Meadow Road, March 23-28.
And no one knows who this man ]
Rockland.
really is. His real name has never
Tel. Waldoboro 39
Mrs. Karl Packard is caring for
been mentioned on the air. His
her granddaughter Joan, during the
MEDOMAK HOUSE
friends and the members of his cast:
illness of her daughter Mrs. Ruth
are forbidden to reveal his identity 1
Bartlett, who has been ill for more
Mass. Live Poultry Co.
to anyone. He has become almost a .
than a week with the flu, just escap
myth. “Cheerio" will not be inter27-39
ing pneumonia.

Did you know that Norway, Sweden. Denmark, Mexico, Peru. China
and Wales are all towns in the State
of Maine?
<S> Q •$> <$>
Did you kno^v that lemons in the
Rio Grande valley grow as large as
grapefruit, and turnips larger than
a man's head? That cabbages as
large as a peck measure are piled
along the sidewalk for five cents
each? That all garden vegetables
are so cheap that $1 will buy more
than a large family can eat in a
week.

$7.21

ROUND TRIP
ROCKLAND

Make a memo to
make your will
If you have any property, real or personal,
or any money that you want distributed
after your death according to your own
ideas it is necessary that you make a will.
Otherwise, your estate will be divided ac
cording to the inflexible laws of Maine .
governing intestate estates. Make a memo
to see your attorney about making your
will. When you have done this come in
and talk with us about the advisability of
having a bank act as Executor and Trustee
under the terms of your will.

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
Service

Safety

A Member of the Financial Institutions Group of Banks
Financial Institutions. Inc. Is a Maine corporation owning a majority
of the Capital Stock ot 15 Maine banks having total resources of more
than $86,000,000 Over 85 per cent of the Common Stock of Financial
Institutions. Inc. Is owned by Maine capital and the corporation Is
managed by Maine men who have had long and successful experience
in banking and financial operation.

APRIL, 1919
That wasn't so long ago. but TWENTY-SIX SHAREHOLDERS IN
THE ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSOCIATION have ac
cumulated the very respectable sum of

$37,31152
in that short time, and they will receive that amount in cash for
their shares which will mature April twentieth. This is the way it
comes about, and isn’t it an ideal and easy method? They sub
scribed for 184 shares on which they have paid $1.00 per month on
each share, thus saving

$26,496.00
They have been credited with semi-annual dividends at the rate of
5',2% per annum, which gives them a profit on their savings of

$10,815.52
These shares are distributed as follows:
ROCKLAND ............... ... 133 SHARES
5 SHARES
CAMDEN ....................
PORTLAND ............... ... 18 SHARES
SAINT GEORGE ....... ... 4 SHARES
5 SHARES
BANGOR .......................
CUSHING .................. ... 2 SHARES
OUT OF MAINE ....... ... 17 SHARES

$26,969.74
1,013.90
3,650.04
811.12
1,013.90
405.56
3,447.26

You may deposit any amount up to $50.00 per month and these de
posits draw interest from the month of deposit.

Rockland S2 Association
35Stf

An Auctioneer
Who is heard by thousands in Knox, Lin
coln and Waldo Counties. His name is
Mr. Classified Ad.; his address is The Courier-Gaiette; his telephone number is
Rockland 770. He charges a very small
fee and is ready Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday to cry your wares—small or
large.

one point. 1180 to 1179. Individual
scores were as follows: For Eastern
Division. P. Hayward, 251; G. Harvev,
248; M. Whalen, 238; Clark, 230;

Sukeforth, 213. For Thomaston, C.
Henderson. 251; W. Thompson, 250;
W. B. D. Grav. 239; H. Bicknell,
229; W. Young, 210.
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FIRST GREAT

B0! CIGARS

PRINCIPLE

Maine's Finest.

POULTRY WANTED

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

“SAVE or SLAVE”
If you do not save now you may
have to slave later at tasks which
you will find more and more irk
some as you grow older. The choice
rests with you. Make up your mind
to open a savings account here.
Then deposit a regular amount each
payday and watch your savings
grow.

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
Rockland, Me.

